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Abstract
The nonlinear dynamics of optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) oscillators compri-
sing semiconductor resonant tunneling diode (RTD) nanoelectronic quantum devices
has been investigated. The RTD devices used in this study oscillate in the microwave
band frequency due to the negative differential conductance (NDC) of their nonlinear
current voltage characteristics, which is preserved in the optoelectronic circuit. The
aim was to study RTD circuits incorporating laser diodes and photo-detectors to ob-
tain novel dynamical operation regimes in both electrical and optical domains taking
advantage of RTD’s NDC characteristic.
Experimental implementation and characterization of RTD-OEICs was realized in
parallel with the development of computational numerical models. The numerical mo-
dels were based on ordinary and delay differential equations consisting of a Lie´nard’s
RTD oscillator and laser diode single mode rate equations that allowed the analy-
sis of the dynamics of RTD-OEICs. In this work, several regimes of operation are
demonstrated, both experimentally and numerically, including generation of voltage
controlled microwave oscillations and synchronization to optical and electrical external
signals providing stable and low phase noise output signals, and generation of complex
oscillations that are characteristic of high-dimensional chaos.
Optoelectronic integrated circuits using RTD oscillators are interesting alternatives
for more efficient synchronization, generation of stable and low phase noise microwave
signals, electrical/optical conversion, and for new ways of optoelectronic chaos gene-
ration. This can lead to simplification of communication systems by boosting cir-
cuits speed while reducing the power and number of components. The applications of
RTD-OEICs include operation as optoelectronic voltage controlled oscillators in clock
recovery circuit systems, in wireless-photonics communication systems, or in secure
communication systems using chaotic waveforms.
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Resumo
Este trabalho consistiu no estudo da dinaˆmica na˜o-linear de circuitos osciladores opto-
electro´nicos integrados constitu´ıdos por dispositivos semicondutores nano-electro´nicos
quaˆnticos, os d´ıodos de efeito tu´nel ressonantes (RTD, acro´nimo de ”Resonant Tunne-
ling Diode”).
Os dispositivos RTD utilizados neste trabalho oscilam na banda de frequeˆncias das
microndas devido a` condutaˆncia diferencial negativa intr´ınseca ao RTD, apresentando
no seu funcionamento ele´ctrico uma elevada na˜o-linearidade, a qual e´ preservada no cir-
cuito opto-electro´nico. O objetivo foi estudar os osciladores RTD integrados com d´ıodos
de laser e foto-detectores para obter novos regimes de funcionamento nos domı´nios
ele´ctrico e o´ptico utilizando os me´todos de perturbac¸a˜o externa injecc¸a˜o ele´ctrica e
o´ptica e realimentac¸a˜o optoelectro´nica. Quando o oscilador e´ perturbado externamente
e´ possivel obter sincronizac¸a˜o, gerac¸a˜o de portadoras cao´ticas e gerac¸a˜o de oscilac¸o˜es
esta´veis controladas por tensa˜o na banda de frequeˆncias das microondas e com uma
melhoria significativa do ru´ıdo de fase.
O comportamento opto-electro´nico na˜o-linear observado e´ descrito por um sistema
dinaˆmico de equac¸o˜es diferenciais equivalente a um oscilador forc¸ado de Lie´nard associ-
ado a`s equac¸o˜es das taxas do laser de d´ıodo. O modelo constitui um exemplo da teoria
de sistemas na˜o-lineares e explica os regimes de funcionamento registados.
Os circuitos opto-eletro´nicos semicondutores integrados empregando osciladores
RTD fornecem soluc¸o¯es para a simplificac¸a˜o e reduc¸a˜o do consumo de energia dos
sistemas de comunicac¸a˜o devido a` sincronizac¸a˜o, conversa˜o ele´trica/o´ptica mais efi-
ciente e melhoria substancial do ru´ıdo de fase dos sinais microondas gerados. Para
ale´m disso, e´ poss´ıvel obter novas funcionalidades, como por exemplo, a gerac¸a¯o de
portadoras cao´ticas o´pticas e ele´ctricas, utilizando um nu´mero reduzido de compo-
nentes. As aplicac¸o˜es dos dispositivos opto-electro´nicos incluem o seu uso em redes de
nova gerac¸a˜o de ra´dio sobre fibra para a conversa˜o de sinais microondas para o domı´nio
o´ptico e vice-versa, a implementac¸a˜o de circuitos para aplicac¸o˜es digitais de recuperac¸a˜o
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RESUMO
do relo´gio tirando vantagem das caracter´ısticas de sincronizac¸a˜o e a implementac¸a˜o de
novos sistemas de comunicac¸a˜o tirando partido dos sinais o´pticos e ele´ctricos cao´ticos
na transmissa˜o de informac¸a˜o confidencial.
Palavras chave: circuitos opto-electro´nicos, d´ıodos de efeito tu´nel ressonantes,
foto-detectores, lasers de d´ıodo, osciladores, sincronizac¸a˜o, sistemas na˜o-lineares.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In the past two decades there has been an increasing interest on nonlinear systems
applied to microwave-photonics (MWP) systems. The main driving force behind this
research interest is the desire to take advantage of the nonlinearities of electronic and
optoelectronic devices to achieve novel functions in both electrical and optical domains.
A nonlinear system with a proper perturbation can exhibit two opposite effects: either
a destabilization effect, or a stabilization effect. In both cases, there are an increa-
sing number of applications where one of these effects may be highly desired like, for
example, in novel communication systems.
Within the frame of this thesis, we will place emphasis upon concepts and appli-
cations which are related to semiconductor optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC)
technology based on resonant tunneling diode (RTD), laser diode (LD), and photo-
detector (PD) devices. The main motivation of this work is to enable a deep under-
standing, both experimentally and theoretically, of the various dynamical regimes and
related phenomenologies that result of the combination of RTD, LD, and PDs sub-
jected to electrical, optical, and optoelectronic perturbations. An emphasis will be also
laid on the innovative technological applications that can be derived from the observed
behaviors.
1.2 Oscillator systems
Oscillation is among the simplest of dynamic behaviors that has been used to study
a wide variety of physical phenomena. Oscillatory phenomena are often found in the
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life sciences. These include the beating of the heart, the oscillations of the membrane
potential in the axons of the neurons, among many others. Physics is full of oscillatory
behavior; electromagnetic waves composed of electric and magnetic oscillating fields,
and atomic vibrations in solid state physics are examples of this kind of phenomena.
Electrical and mechanical oscillators, as well vibrations in structures are everyday ele-
ments in the world of engineering.
The importance of oscillators in science and technology can be outlined by two
milestones. First, the pendulum, examined in detail by Galileo Galilei in the sixteenth
century, persisted as the time-measurement instrument (in conjunction with the Earth’s
rotation period) until the advent of the piezoelectric quartz resonator. Second, the
radio frequency (RF) oscillator, the first integrated circuit built on a bar of germanium
by Jack Kilby at the Bell Laboratories in September 1958.
In theoretical physics, the word oscillator refers to a physical object or quantity
oscillating sinusoidally - or at least periodically - for a long time, ideally forever, with-
out losing its initial energy. Conversely, in experimental science the word oscillator
stands for an artifact that delivers a periodic signal, powered by a suitable source of
energy. Oscillators are indeed of major importance in a number of applications such as
communications, high-speed digital electronics, radars and space research.
1.2.1 Electrical and optical oscillators
An important type of oscillator widely used today is the electronic oscillator that con-
verts direct current (DC) power into RF. The first electronic oscillator was invented
by Lee De Forest [1] in the early 1900s, shortly after the development of the vacuum
tube. In this triode based device, also known as the van der Pol oscillator [2], the flux
of electrons emitted by the cathode towards to the anode is modulated by the potential
on the control grid. This potential is derived from the feedback of the current in the
anode circuit containing an energy storage element (a frequency selecting LC filter) to
the grid.
The rapid progress in crystal growth and microfabrication technologies in the second
half of the last century have led to the development of novel semiconductor devices
that replaced the old vacuum tubes in most of the applications. Today the solid state
counterparts of these valve oscillators based on transistors and other semiconductor
devices are in virtually every day applications from electronic instrumentation and
communication systems to consumer electronics.
At the late 1950s, it was understood that a system associating an optical gain
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media and an appropriate optical resonator would produce an optical oscillator. This
optical oscillator was named light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
(LASER). In the optical domain the semiconductor laser is among the most widespread
optical oscillator systems. Like all lasers, they are constituted by a gain medium which
amplifies light by stimulated emission of radiation, and an optical resonator which also
couples out the coherent light produced. Because of their characteristics, semiconductor
lasers are the principal sources of coherent light in optical telecommunications and are
widely used in many other applications such as laser printers, bar-code readers, and
data storage, to cite only a few.
1.2.2 Injection locking
The concept of injection locking refers to a state of an oscillator when its frequency and
phase, often known as the slave oscillator, are locked via direct coupling or injection to
another oscillator, known as the master oscillator. This concept applies to all kinds of
oscillators, from mechanical oscillators to electronic oscillators, and of course to optical
oscillators.
Injection locking was first observed and described by Huygens in 1665 [3]. He
recorded the phenomenon that two pendulum clocks (mechanical oscillators) hanging
on the same wall could synchronize to each other even when they started with different
frequencies and phases. In 1927 van der Pol [4] used this phenomenon to create a
forced electronic oscillator. Adler [5] further developed the technique in 1945, which is
currently addressed in electronics and communications as the injection-locked oscillator
(ILO) technique.
In the 1966s, after the invention of lasers, Stover and Steier [6] studied injection
locking on He-Ne lasers, which is considered the first demonstration of optical injection
locking. With the development of high efficient semiconductor lasers, optical injection-
locked oscillator (OILO) techniques entered a new era where the properties of the laser
were found to be strongly dependent on external light injection, particularly the mo-
dulation bandwidth characteristics, which are critical for communication applications.
Microwave oscillators can be also controlled optically. This is an alternative to
signal detection approach and uses the optical signal to control or introduce signals
directly into microwave devices. This approach has several attractions. First, no extra
electronic circuits are required to process the optical detected signals before application
to the microwave device, nor any circuit parasitics are introduced, which may improve
response speed. Second, optical control introduces an extra control port to the mi-
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crowave device. The basic process used in direct optical control of microwave devices
is photogeneration of carriers within the device by the incident optical signal, usually
through intrinsic absorption. The main forms of oscillator control are optical switch-
ing, optical tuning, and optical injection locking [7]. Optical control of a wide range of
microwave devices has been demonstrated for oscillators incorporating avalanche pho-
todiodes [8, 9], heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT) integrated with photodiodes
[10], and RTDs [11], to mention only a few.
1.3 Oscillators for microwave photonics systems
Microwave photonic systems use optical waves as carriers to transport RF/microwave
signals through optical fibers to remote locations taking advantage of optical fibers
low loss, light weight, high capacity, high security and immunity to electromagnetic
interference. This technology is beginning to be used in local access networks to provide
private users with ultra-wideband communications. The development of novel methods
and systems combining optical techniques and OEIC devices can significantly simplify
and augment the capacity of RF/microwave photonic systems. Their high-frequency
and ultra-pure microwave signal generation capabilities allow the development of novel
communication systems such as radio over fiber (RoF) networks [12, 13].
1.3.1 Methods of generating microwave signals in the optical domain
Since microwave resonator-based oscillator technology can not match all advantages of
photonic systems, there has been a great search of configurations capable to generate
microwave carriers in both electrical and optical domains. In a versatile oscillator for
photonic systems it should be also possible to synchronize or control the oscillator by
both electrical and optical signals.
There are several methods for generating a microwave signal in the optical domain.
In Fig 1.1 we give examples of just a few which are based in direct or external modu-
lation of a laser diode. The direct modulation examples, Fig. 1.1(a), are in general
the lowest cost solutions. The external modulation, Fig. 1.1(b), uses a laser diode,
an external electro-optic modulator and a stable microwave signal from a local oscilla-
tor (LO). This method provides higher performance with a trade-off between high cost
and power consumption.
The basic configurations using direct and external modulation to generate mi-
crowave signals can be further optimized for higher performance using perturbation
methods based on injection locking and delayed feedback techniques such as optical
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injection [14, 15], optical feedback [16–18], and optoelectronic feedback [19]. In the
optical injection scheme, Fig. 1.1(c), external injected coherent light in a master-slave
configuration is used to provide bandwidth enhancement, chirp and noise reduction
for optical communication applications [14]. The optical feedback scheme consists of
optical re-injection of a fraction of the light produced by the laser into its active region.
In this case the round-trip time of light in the external cavity introduces a delay in the
system that is utilized to control and adjust the desired behavior [20]. In the opto-
electronic feedback scheme a fast responding photodiode is used to produce a current
that is an image of the laser output power and that is added, after a delay, to the laser
injection current to control the laser output [21].
Figure 1.1: Methods of generating microwave electrical (E) signals in the optical (O)
domain. (a) Direct modulation. (b) External modulation. (c) Optical injection-locking
of a directly modulated laser. (d) The optoelectronic oscillator (PD: photo-detector;
A: amplifier).
Of increasing interest is the optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) system, Fig 1.1(d),
that can generate highly pure signals in both electrical and optical domains [22, 23]. A
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typical OEO consists of a nonlinear system, an element to compensate for any losses,
and a time-delayed feedback loop that can function in the frequency range from tens
of GHz down to few kHz. In a OEO system, external elements such as electro-optic
modulators are used to produce nonlinearities, with laser diodes being used only as
light sources. Using this configuration, it was demonstrated that delayed feedback
OEOs provide very high-quality MWP signals [24, 25].
The aforementioned examples not only produce high-frequency microwave signals
in the optical domain but also, with appropriate perturbation, can exhibit highly com-
plex dynamics capable to produce broadband chaotic carriers. Optoelectronic feedback
topologies have been receiving great attention due to generation and control capabilities
of chaotic carriers that can be used in the security of optical communication systems
[26, 27]. The dynamics of such systems can be easily synchronized and controlled ad-
justing either the external perturbation or feedback parameters [28–30]. Despite the
variety of advantages, the resulting systems presented in Fig 1.1 can be either bulky,
inefficient, complicated, or costly for some applications. Therefore, a great deal of work
on oscillators for photonic microwave systems is underway to provide not only simple
and high-performance microwave and millimeter-wavelength oscillators, but also to take
advantage of the rich dynamical outputs to deliver novel applications and functionalities
in MWP.
The aim of this work is the demonstration of a novel class of much less complex
OEO topologies due to the use of resonant tunneling diode structures.
1.3.2 Resonant tunneling diodes for microwave photonics systems
Resonant tunneling diode structures have been the focus of broad interest since Chang,
Esaki, and Tsu observed experimentally electron-wave resonance in double barrier
structures in 1974 [31]. Since then, the RTD has emerged as one of the most im-
portant testing grounds for modern theories of transport physics, and is central to the
development of new types of semiconductor nanostructures.
Basic RTDs consist of nano-electronic structures that use vertical stacking of epi-
taxial layers of semiconductor alloys with the active regions consisting of a double
barrier quantum well (DBQW) structure, in total, about 10 nm thick, that act as like
a Fabry-Pe´rot (FP) interferometer for the electron wavefunctions. The FP effect gives
rise to a highly nonlinear and N-shaped current versus voltage (I-V) characteristic which
provides the occurrence of negative differential conductance (NDC). Furthermore, the
I-V characteristics can be tailored by appropriate bandgap engineering to provide the
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desired shape and properties. The conduction mechanism of DBQW-RTDs is based
on quantum transport phenomena which provides many compelling merits such as ex-
tremely fast response speed, high frequency operation, and low power consumption, to
mention a few.
Since resonant tunneling can be a very fast effect the most promising application of
the DBQW-RTD is as high speed switching devices [32], either electronically or optically
switched [33]. The operating frequency of such devices can go up to several THz [34–36]
which make them the fastest purely electronic devices operating at room temperature.
Furthermore, the intrinsic nonlinearities provides the basis for self-organized formation
of current density patterns. Consequently, a large variety of complex spatiotemporal
dynamics has been observed, e.g., limit cycle self-sustained oscillations [37] and also
chaotic behavior when the DBQW-RTD is externally perturbed [38].
DBQW-RTDs can be integrated with conventional electronic and photonic devices
[39–41]. Approaches to light modulation, light detection and light generation at mi-
crowave and millimeter-wave frequencies have been investigated by combining DBQW-
RTDs with optical waveguides [42, 43], semiconductor lasers [44], and photo-detectors
[33]. RTD-based OEICs can enhance devices and circuits characteristics by reducing
power consumption and offering novel functionalities and significant improvements in
the modulation/detection performance, circuit reliability, and speed.
The RTD-based OEIC combine the electrical non-linearities of RTD oscillators with
PDs and LD light sources. An example of a RTD-OEIC is depicted in Fig. 1.2 showing
a voltage controlled OEO with both electrical and optical output ports operating at a
natural frequency f0. Since the RTD-OEO emulates the RTD wideband NDC region,
high frequency oscillations and generation of stable low-phase noise electrical and op-
tical signals are expected, with both being controllable by electrical or optical injection
signals. In Fig. 1.2(a) the OEO comprises a RTD device containing an intrinsic region
for photo-detection, i.e., it can be controlled either electrically or optically, and a LD
device as a source of light that is driven electrically by the RTD NDC current oscilla-
tions. Additional control of the RTD-OEO can be provided taking advantage of a time
delayed feedback as shown in Fig. 1.2(b) which enriches the dynamics of the system
[23].
As discussed throughout this thesis, OEO topologies based on RTDs can be opera-
ted in a wide variety of regimes. These operation modes include novel optoelectronic
voltage controlled oscillator (OVCO) circuits, with potential to simplify clock reco-
very schemes, improve control of microwave photonics oscillators, generate electrical
and optical aperiodic waveforms, and as electrical-to-optical (E/O) and optical-to-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of an a optoelectronic integrated circuit system consisting of
RTD-PD and LD elements operating at a natural frequency f0 with both electrical and
optical outputs. (a) Control of the RTD-based OEO using electrical (E) and optical
(O) injection locking techniques. (b) Time-delay feedback control of the RTD-based
OEO with time delay τd.
electrical (O/E) converters for RoF systems. The main potential advantages of utilizing
the RTD-OEO system instead of optical injection or feedback of optoelectronic/laser
systems as described previously with help of Fig. 1.1 include the simple implementa-
tion, compact solution, tunability of RTD oscillator, and possibility to exploit novel
dynamical regimes taking advantage of the nonlinearities of both RTD and LD devices.
1.4 Aims of the work
The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive study on the nonlinear dynamics
and applications of OEIC circuits that combine RTD, PD, and LD components, Fig.
1.2. More specifically, this work developed around the following milestones:
• Implement RTD-based oscillator topologies combined with laser diodes and photo-
detector devices to obtain operation regimes in both electrical and optical domains
taking advantage of RTD’s nonlinear behavior.
• Investigate the dynamics of electrically and optically injection locked RTD-based
oscillators, and subjected to time delayed feedback.
• Develop and evaluate numerical models based on ordinary and delay differential
equations consisting of a Lie´nard’s RTD oscillator model, and laser diode rate
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equations model for the analysis of the dynamics of RTD and LD-based systems,
respectively.
1.5 Thesis outline
The thesis is divided into six chapters. In this introductory chapter, the motivation
and aims of the research work have been explained, with a brief overview on RTD
and LD oscillators, and the main perturbation control schemes. The remaining of
the thesis is devoted to the presentation and discussion of computational simulations
and characterization of implemented RTD-PD-LD oscillator topologies. The remaining
chapters are organized as follow:
• Chapter 2 provides an overview on some pertinent theory of nonlinear dynamic
systems with special emphasis on the resonant tunneling diode and the laser
diode, the key components utilized in this work. A system of ordinary differential
equations called the Lie´nard RTD oscillator model is introduced which provides
a general framework for the analysis of the nonlinear operation regimes of RTD-
based systems. Furthermore, the laser diode is discussed using the single mode
rate equations model. Finally, a review of the main dynamical regimes of both
RTD and LD oscillator systems are presented.
• Chapter 3 will give a detailed description of the experimental key steps needed
for producing the RTD-OEICs investigated in this project. We give particular
attention to the processes needed to obtain a high-frequency RTD oscillator dri-
ving a laser diode, the RTD-LD, in the form of a hybrid integrated circuit (HIC).
Then, we demonstrate the RTD-LD generates synchronized and chaotic signals in
both optical and electrical domains when driven by periodic electrical signals. The
RTD-LD behaviors are analyzed using the Lie´nard RTD-LD numerical model, to
obtain additional insight on the dynamics of the implemented circuits.
• Chapter 4 reports on the characteristics of DBQW-RTD optical waveguide
photo-detectors. An optically controlled RTD-PD oscillator taking advantage of
the photo-detection characteristics of the DBQW-RTD structures is then investi-
gated, and the corresponding dynamical regimes are further explained utilizing an
optically controlled Lie´nard oscillator model. Furthermore, optical and electrical
injection locking is discussed for novel applications in MWP systems including
in optoelectronic clock-recovery circuits and transmission of modulated signals in
wireless/photonis links.
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• Chapter 5 describes a delayed feedback OEO comprising a self-synchronized
RTD-PD oscillator using optical delay lines with lengths of hundreds of meters
(in both single and dual loop configurations) to provide stability of free-running
oscillations and phase noise reduction. The RTD-OEO dynamics is investigated as
function of re-injected optical power and fiber length. The experimental results
will be compared with the numerical simulations of the time delayed feedback
Lie´nard oscillator model.
Ultimately, the main results of this thesis, the conclusions, and future work are
presented in Chapter 6.
1.6 Main achievements
The main scientific contributions that have arisen from the PhD work are summarized
as follows.
• Experimental demonstration of RTD-LD optoelectronic voltage controlled oscil-
lators producing both electrical and optical self-sustained oscillation signals at
microwave frequencies [45, 46].
• Development of the Lie´nard RTD nonlinear oscillator model to study the dyna-
mical behaviors of autonomous and non-autonomous RTD-LD oscillators [46, 47].
• Experimental demonstration and numerical simulation of fundamental and har-
monic injection locking, period-adding bifurcation, quasi-periodic and chaotic
behaviors in non-autonomous RTD-LD oscillators [48, 49].
• Proposal and experimental demonstration of a novel optically controlled RTD-
OEIC oscillator with both optical and electrical input and output ports, and a
DC voltage control port, forming the RTD-PD-LD oscillator [50].
• First experimental implementation of wireless/photonics [51, 52] and clock reco-
very [53] schemes employing electrical and optical injection locking of RTD-PD-
LD oscillators.
• First demonstration of a time delayed feedback RTD-OEO comprising a self-
synchronized RTD-PD oscillator, a LD, and optical delay lines [54, 55].
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• Development of a numerical model consisting of a time delayed-feedback Lie´nard
oscillator incorporating a Gaussian white noise source, to obtain a more realistic
study of the dynamics of RTD-OEO systems [56, 57].
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Chapter 2
Dynamics of resonant tunneling
and laser diode semiconductors
2.1 Introduction
The study of irregular phenomena including chaos is part of the broader theory of
nonlinear dynamical systems [58, 59]. The beginning of the science of the dynamical
systems goes back to Isaac Newton and the invention of differential calculus. Since
then, physicists have believed that periodic solutions are sufficient to describe the os-
cillatory behavior of dynamical systems. However, the research performed by Henri
Poincare´ at the end of the nineteenth century showed that simple dynamical systems
can led to complex behavior, that we now call chaos. But it was only at the end of
the 1960s, mostly because of the pioneering studies of Edward Lorenz while simula-
ting irregular oscillations in fluid convection in the atmosphere [60], that the scientific
community drew its attention towards chaos and related phenomena. In parallel to the
increasing attention on the theory of dynamical systems and chaos, the widespread use
of computers has enabled to observe and model chaotic behaviors in a large number of
scientific fields. Since then scientists have discovered that chaos can appear in a large
number of biological, chemical, physical, and information systems [61, 62], with novel
applications in chaos control and synchronization [63–65].
In the field of semiconductor physics, nonlinear generation-recombination processes
[66], and nonlinear optical effects [67] may give rise to many nonlinear behaviors. They
manifest themselves as electric instabilities such as switching between a non-conducting
and a conducting state, or spontaneous oscillations of the current or voltage, if suffi-
ciently high electric or magnetic fields, injected currents, or optical or microwave power
13
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is applied.
Semiconductor structures nowadays can be designed and fabricated by modern epi-
taxial growth technologies with almost unlimited flexibility. This means, by controlling
the thickness of those structures in the nanometer scale, systems with specific electric
and optical properties can be tailored to show pronounced nonlinear transport proper-
ties that may be applied in electronic and optical oscillating and switching devices.
This chapter provides a theoretical framework for the analysis of complex nonlinear
spatio-temporal dynamics and chaotic behavior in circuits based on RTD and LD de-
vices, the two key semiconductor components utilized on this work. RTDs are one of
the few quantum-transport devices that operate effectively at room temperature, and
are well known for their high-speed and switching characteristics associated with the
NDC region. LDs are the principal sources of coherent light in optical telecommuni-
cations. They are widely used in optical storage devices, and in laser pointers, to cite
only a few applications. Altogether, the scientists realized that the large variety of
dynamical regimes produced by these semiconductor devices could be exploited in new
type of applications, by taking advantage of their nonlinearities.
2.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this chapter is to provide dynamical system theory tools to investigate
the nonlinear charge transport of RTD-based devices and LDs, for the analysis of the
nonlinear operation regimes of RTD and LD-based circuits. This was achieved through
the following objectives:
• Review of RTD’s features that include a description of its pronounced nonlinear
current-voltage (I-V) and high-speed operation characteristics.
• Describe the RTD oscillator circuit using a ordinary differential equation (ODE)
system forming the Lie´nard RTD oscillator model.
• Investigate the complex dynamics of Lie´nard RTD oscillator systems.
• Investigate the dynamical regimes of laser diodes using single mode rate equations
model.
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2.3 Chapter overview
After a brief discussion on semiconductor nonlinear dynamic systems we will introduce
the basic notions of RTD structure characteristics and charge transport mechanisms.
Then the RTD’s nonlinear DC characteristic and models are discussed with special
emphasis upon the interaction of the RTD with an external circuit. Using this approach,
a coupled system of ODEs forming the Lie´nard RTD oscillator model which provides
a general framework for the analysis of the nonlinear operation regimes of RTD-based
circuits is then investigated. Finally, the characteristics of LD systems and the nonlinear
dynamic regimes of directly modulated lasers using single mode rate equations are
described.
2.4 Semiconductor nonlinear dynamic systems
With the advent of modern semiconductor-growth technologies such as molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), artificial struc-
tures composed of different materials with layer thicknesses of only a few nanometers
have been grown, and it has become possible to design and fabricate semiconductor
structures whose dimensions are controlled down to one monolayer (∼ 0.3 nm), re-
quired for devices such as the RTD. This has given the unprecedented capability to
tailor devices with novel electric and optical properties.
Modern semiconductor structures whose structural and electronic properties vary
on a nanometer scale provide an abundance of examples of nonlinear transport pro-
cesses. In these structures nonlinear transport mechanisms are given, for instance,
by quantum mechanical tunneling through potential barriers and is particularly pro-
nounced in the cases of semiconductor heterostructures and low-dimensional structures,
in which abrupt junctions between different materials on an atomic length scale cause
conduction band discontinuities resulting in potential barriers and wells to the charge.
In these examples the local charge accumulation in the potential wells and the nonli-
near processes for transport of charge across the barriers have been found to provide a
number of nonlinearities.
Although the features described above have been known for a long time, the view of
a semiconductor device as a nonlinear dynamic system is a fairly recent development.
Such nonlinear dynamic systems can exhibit a variety of complex behaviors including
bifurcations, self-sustained oscillations, and deterministic chaos. These behaviors are
characteristic of dissipative dynamic systems, i.e., a steady state can be maintained only
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by a continuous flux of energy, and possibly matter, through them. Mathematically,
this is described by a suitable space of dynamic variables. Unlike an isolated, closed
system, which after a perturbation always returns to an equilibrium state characterized
by maximum entropy, an open dissipative nonlinear system may exhibit a process of
self-organization, in which the entropy is locally decreased. Such processes usually
involve qualitative changes in the state of the system, similar to phase transitions and
have been noted in a great number of very different dissipative systems occurring in
physics, chemistry, biology, ecology, and even economics and social sciences.
The introduction of concepts and methods from nonlinear dynamics subsequently
stimulated a large amount of experimental and theoretical work in a variety of semicon-
ducting materials essential for modern high-speed electronic and optoelectronic nano-
metric devices, such as DBQW-RTD structures [68, 69], semiconductor superlattices
[70, 71], and semiconductor lasers [20]. In all those structures space charges confined
on nanometer scales and sharp electric potential gradients lead to strong electric fields
and far-from-equilibrium conditions that give rise to a number of nonlinear transport
phenomena.
In the remaining of this chapter, we provide a brief introduction on some basic
background theory and modeling relevant for the nonlinear dynamics of DBQW-RTD
structures and laser diodes investigated in this work.
2.5 Resonant tunneling diodes
A semiconductor DBQW-RTD consists of a low band-gap semiconductor layer (the
quantum well, typically from 5 nm to 10 nm wide) surrounded by two thinner layers of
higher band-gap material (barriers, typically from 1.5 nm to 5 nm), both sandwiched
between lower band-gap n-type material layers, usually the well material [40]. Figure
2.1(a) shows an example of the schematic energy diagram of a double barrier quantum
well formed by InGaAs/AlAs semiconductor compounds. When both sides are termi-
nated by highly doped semiconductor layers for electrical connection (the emitter and
the collector contacts) the structure is called resonant tunneling diode.
Resonant tunneling diode is a DBQW low-dimensional structure that has gained
considerable attention because of the strong NDC effect that is displayed in different
semiconductor material systems and over a wide range of current density, Fig. 2.1(b).
The NDC is a result of the nonlinear processes for transport of charges across the
DBQW substructure. In practical applications, the RTD is remarkable because it is
one of the few quantum transport devices that operates at room temperature. This has
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facilitated its characterization at high speeds and has allowed the NDC region to be
used in switching devices and high frequency oscillators when included in a resonant
tank (e.g. a RLC circuit). The RTD capability to operate as an oscillator has great
interest in many topics of nonlinear dynamics because of the strong non-linearity and
the anti-symmetry of its I-V characteristic.
Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic diagram (top) of a double barrier quantum well band profile
formed by InGaAs/AlAs semiconductor compounds (bottom). The energy diagram
shows the lowest conduction band Ec and the highest valence band Ev profiles. Egb
e Egw represent the energy band gaps of the barriers and quantum well, respectively,
and U0 is the potential barrier height. (b) Typical DBQW-RTD room-temperature
current-voltage characteristic exhibiting negative differential conductance.
In this section, the nonlinear charge transport mechanism in DBQW resonant tu-
nneling diodes is discussed, as well a physics-based I-V characteristic model, and an
equivalent circuit model for the study of the dynamics of RTD-based systems.
2.5.1 Double barrier quantum well RTD
Resonant tunneling is an important mechanism for instabilities in DBQW semiconduc-
tor structures. Resonant tunneling through double potential barriers was predicted by
Bohm [72], and latter Iogansen [73] discussed the possibility of resonant transmission
of an electron through double barriers formed in semiconductor crystals. They con-
cluded that structures with identical barriers show tunneling transmission coefficients of
one when the particles incident energy equals the structure resonant energies, however
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small the transmission through the individual barriers may be [40]. Figure 2.2 com-
pares schematically the transmission coefficient T (E) for single and symmetrical double
barrier structures as a function of incident carrier energy. The transmission coefficient
lobs broadens with increasing energy because the barriers become more transparent
[39]. Because of the finite height of the energy barriers, the allowed energy states in
the well region become quasi-bound or resonant states rather than true bound states
as it happens with thicker barrier quantum wells [39]. In consequence, tunneling of
charge carriers through the barriers is strongly enhanced when their energy equals one
of well energy levels, reaching much higher values than the product of the two individual
barrier transmission coefficients at the energy values of the system resonant levels, see
Fig. 2.2. In this structure, the resonant tunneling mechanism is analogous to tunneling
between two adjacent wells.
Figure 2.2: Transmission coefficients, T (E), of single (left) and double (center) barrier
quantum well structures as a function of incident carrier energy E.
Under applied bias, the overall carrier flow through a DBQW-RTD is qualitatively
different from that of a single barrier diode since the double barrier structure acts as
a FP filter to charge carrier energy distribution [40]. This filter action is exploited
applying a voltage across the DBQW structure to control the number of carriers that
can take part in the conduction through resonant levels. The carrier transmission
coefficient maxima shown in Fig. 2.2 give rise to I-V characteristics with regions of
strong NDC. The resonant tunnelling phenomenon in AlGaAs DBQW structures was
first predicted in 1973 [74], and demonstrated experimentally in 1974 by Chang et al.
[31]. In 1983, Sollner et al. [75] demonstrated resonant tunneling through quantum
wells at frequencies up to 2.5 THz, and NDC characteristic at room temperature has
been measured for the first time in 1985 [76, 77].
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of a n-type DBQW-RTD lowest conduction band
profiles at around zero volt, at the peak voltage (resonance), and in the valley voltage
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region (off resonance). The RTD I-V characteristic can be understood with the help of
the lowest conduction band profile Γ. The main carrier flow processes in a DBQW-RTD
is schematically represented in Fig. 2.3. When the applied bias is small, i.e., V << Vp
(peak voltage, also referred as resonance voltage), the Γ-conduction band profile is not
much affected, remaining almost flat, see Fig. 2.3(a) (i). The first resonant level is
well above the emitter Fermi level, and little current flows. As voltage is increased, the
energy of the first resonant level is moved downwards to the emitter Fermi level, leading
to an almost linear current increase with the voltage, the first positive differential
conductance (PDC) region, till reaching a local maximum Ip, ideally, at V ' 2En=1/q,
when the overlap between the emitter electron Fermi sea energy spectrum and the
transmission coefficient around the first resonant level reaches a local maximum, as
shown in Fig. 2.3(a) (ii). A further increase in the applied voltage pulls the first
resonant level towards the bottom of the Γ-valley and into the forbidden gap, where
there are no longer carriers available to efficiently cross the DBQW. This leads to
a sharp current decrease, giving rise to the first negative NDC portion of the device
I-V characteristic, Fig. 2.3(b). At a given voltage, known as the valley voltage Vv,
with Vv > Vp, the current reaches a local minimum Iv, Fig. 2.3(a)(iii). An additional
increase on the bias voltage will further lift up the emitter Fermi level and tunneling
through higher resonant levels or through the top regions of the barriers will lead to
new current rise, similar to the classical diode I-V characteristic, Fig. 2.3(b).
Figure 2.3: (a) Lowest conduction band profile under applied voltage. (b) Negative
differential conductance current voltage characteristic.
2.5.2 Negative differential conductance
In the negative differential conductance region, the current density decreases with in-
creasing voltage (increasing electric field across the DBQW), which in general corres-
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ponds to an unstable regime. The actual electric response depends, for instance, upon
the contact conditions and the attached circuit, which in general contains - even in the
absence of external load resistors - unavoidable resistive and reactive components such
as lead resistances, lead inductances and package inductances and capacitances. The
global I-V characteristic of an RTD can be calculated from the local current density j(ε)
relation, where ε represents the local electric field across the DBQW, by integrating
the current density j over the cross-section A of the current flow:
I =
∫
A
j dxdy (2.1)
and the electric field ε over the length L of the sample:
V =
∫ L
0
εdz (2.2)
where z is the direction of current flow and x and y are the perpendicular directions.
Unlike the j(ε) relation, the I-V characteristic is not only a property of the semi-
conductor material, but also depends on the geometry, the boundary conditions, and
the contacts of the sample. The I-V relation is said to display NDC when:
dI
dV
< 0. (2.3)
For a useful representation of the RTD non-linear I-V characteristic, it is necessary
to considerer a wide variety of device structures and materials available, that is, a
suitable modeling of the RTD I-V characteristic has to include, as much as possible,
RTD physical parameters such as material properties, layer dimensions, energy levels,
dopant concentrations, and the device geometry.
Since a quantum mechanics based model that includes a full description of RTD
features1 can be a complex and time-demanding task for circuit design purposes [41],
several attempts have been made to incorporate the full pronounced nonlinear I-V and
RTD high-speed operation characteristics into circuit simulation packages such as Sim-
ulation Program Integrated Circuits Especially (SPICE) or related tools [78]. Different
RTD models have been developed to model RTD’s large signal I-V curves. The following
is a brief list of these approaches: piecewise linearly approximation technique [79], the
equation approximating the I-V curve with one Gaussian function and one exponential
1Simulation packages such as Wingreen provides an integrated simulation environment for simu-
lation of quantum transport in layered semiconductors based on Green’s functions. The simulator is
capable of generating output for the selfconsistent potential, the quantum charge density, the local
density of states, the current density, and the transmission probability of DBQW-RTDs.
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function [80], the equation approximating the I-V curve with three Gaussian and/or
exponential functions [81], and a physics-based RTD current voltage equation [82]. All
these methods have a common character - they are curve-fitting procedures. There are
no relations between RTD I-V expression and device physics for all models stated above,
except the model of Schulman et al. [82], which is derived from the quantum model.
The model of Schulman et al. consists of a mathematical function which provides a
satisfactory I-V shape characteristic for InGaAs/AlAs and GaAs/AlAs DBQW-RTD
semiconductor compounds. The expression obtained contains physical quantities origi-
nated from the quantum formalism, that can also be treated as empirical parameters
for fitting purposes.
In the Schulman et al. I-V model the resonant tunneling current density is ex-
pressed within the effective mass approximation [39], which includes nonzero tempera-
ture, Fermi-Dirac statistics and the transmission coefficient T (E, V ) approximated by a
Lorentzian function. Therefore, the current density of the RTD reduces to the formula:
J =
qm∗kBT ·∆Er
4pi2~3
ln
[
1 + e(EF−Er+qV/2)/kBT
1 + e(EF−Er−qV/2)/kBT
] [
pi
2
+ tan−1
(
Er − qV/2
∆Er/2
)]
(2.4)
where E = Er − qV/2 is the energy measured up from the emitter conduction band
edge, Er is the energy of the resonant level relative to the bottom of the well at its
centre, and ∆Er is the resonance width. The parameters q and kB are unit electric
charge and Boltzmann constants, respectively. Equation 2.4 can be rewritten providing
the description of the resonant term JR(V ) of the NDC:
JR(V ) = A ln
[
1 + eq(B−C+n1V )/kBT
1 + eq(B−C−n1V )/kBT
] [
pi
2
+ tan−1
(
C − n1V
D
)]
(2.5)
where the parameters A, B, C, D, and n1 can be used to shape the curve to match
the first PDC and the NDC regions of the measured I-V characteristic, having at the
same time a well-defined physical interpretation: A and B are related, among other
parameters, with resonance width ∆Er and Fermi level energy EF , respectively, and
allow adjustment of the RTD peak current and PVCR; C and n1 determine essentially
the RTD peak voltage, correlated with the energy of the resonant level relative to the
bottom of the well Er and how much of the voltage drops across the quantum well,
respectively; finally, D is related with the resonance width ∆Er.
In order to represent the increasing valley current due to tunneling through higher
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resonances or thermal excitation over the barriers, an additional current density com-
ponent, identical to the classical diode current, the non-resonant term JNR(V ), is
included:
JNR(V ) = H
(
en2qV/kBT − 1
)
(2.6)
Parameters H and n2 adjust the peak to valley current ratio (PVCR) and the expo-
nential growth in the second PDC. The final form of the RTD I-V curve is then given
by:
I(V ) = IR(V ) + INR(V ) = M [JR(V ) + JNR(V )] (2.7)
where the multiplying factor M is used to scale equation (2.7), in order to take into
account the device area. Figure 2.4 shows examples of typical experimental I-V curves
of (a) GaAs/AlAs, and (b) InGaAs/AlAs DBQW-RTD devices and the corresponding
fittings given by Eq. (2.7). The fitting parameters are shown in Table 2.1 assuming
a temperature of operation T = 300 K and a multiplying factor M = 2 × 10−6 cm2.
We can see that very good agreement between the model and measurements has been
achieved, especially for regions before peak and after valley, as well as the peak and
valley points. From the analysis of the fitting parameters it is possible to identify, for
example, that higher values of parameters A and B are used in the InGaAs/AlAs fitting
due to RTD higher peak current and higher PVCR. Parameter D was identical in both
fittings due to similar peak to valley voltage ratio (PVVR) values.
Table 2.1: Description of the typical physical parameters of the experimental I-V curves
fitting.
Semiconductor
compounds
A
(Acm−2)
B (V) C (V) D (V) H
(Acm−2)
n1 n2
GaAs/AlAs 1950 0.05 0.0874 0.0073 18343 0.0352 0.0031
InGaAs/AlAs 3800 0.068 0.1035 0.0088 4515 0.0862 0.0127
The formalism of the numerical fitting presented here is special useful for circuit
design because of the flexibility and small effort necessary to fit experimental data and
to incorporate additional effects when desired. Taking advantage of the relative good
description of the RTD DC I-V characteristic presented here, the Schulman et al. I-
V model can be included together with an RTD equivalent circuit (described in the
next subsection) to model alternating current (AC) behavior including self-sustained
oscillations.
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Figure 2.4: RTD experimental I-V curves and numerical fitting for (a) GaAs/AlAs and
(b) InGaAs/AlAs semiconductor compounds.
2.5.3 RTD equivalent circuit
RTDs can work very fast because of the nanometric device dimension, fast electron es-
cape rates across the barriers and short RC time constant. Because of the N−shaped
I-V characteristic along with their capability of high-speed operation RTDs can gene-
rate oscillations at very high frequency when included in a resonant cavity [34]. Two
important milestones demonstrating RTDs operating above 1 THz have been recently
reached [35, 36] confirming the RTD is the fastest purely electronic solid state device
operating at room temperature.
Although these oscillation records give a direct and unmistakable proof of the speed
of these devices, in this work we are focus on the study of RTD-based circuits where
circuit elements, particularly, the series resistance, the device capacitance, and induc-
tance parasitics (e.g. bond wires) must be considered for circuit applications. These
elements restrict the RTD operation at relative moderate frequencies in the microwave
part of the spectrum. The theoretical identifications of an accurate equivalent circuit
model for RTD-based circuits is important from the oscillator design perspective. Ma-
ximizing the power-frequency product, extracting individual component characteristics
from experimental measurements, and insight for structural changes to the RTD which
will lead to novel behaviors, are some of the possibilities that can be explored at the
circuit level.
Until now equivalent circuits in several forms have been introduced to represent the
small-signal behaviors of the RTD. The simplest equivalent circuit model introduced
to represent a DBQW-RTD is the parallel combination of RTD conductance and ca-
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pacitance, as represented in Fig. 2.5(a). The reason this simple model is employed is
the following. When a DC bias is applied to the collector and emitter the RTD starts
conducting and current flows though the device. At the same time the collector side
starts to deplete because of the applied bias. As a result of the applied bias, the RTD
conductance G0 and the capacitance C due to depletion of the collector side appears in
the RTD equivalent model. The fact that voltage leads current inside RTD motivated
Brown et al. [83] to modify the simple equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.5(a) by introducing
an inductance Lqw, Fig. 2.5(b), in series with the RTD conductance. Brown et al.
considered if the applied bias is changed by a step function than the current through
RTD needs some time to accommodate the change in bias. The time taken by the RTD
current to reach its new value corresponding to the changed applied voltage is nothing
but the quasibound state lifetime τd, and the inductance Lqw is related with the nth
resonant state lifetime by the following relation Lqw = τd/G0. Since RTD current lags
behind the applied voltage so intuitively the inductance comes in series with the RTD
conductance, as shown in Fig. 2.5(b).
RTDs can sustain oscillation at very high frequency only physically limited by the
resonant state lifetime, the depletion layer transit time, and the device RC time. Typi-
cal RTD switching times are in general dominated by the effects of current densities and
capacitances, i.e., by the circuit RC time constant [78]. Considering the device is ope-
rating at moderate frequencies, and thus neglecting the resonant tunneling time delay,
i.e., assuming Lqw to be negligibly small, self-sustained oscillations in the microwave
range can be studied using the simple series inductance equivalent circuit model of Fig.
2.5(c): the RTD conductance G0 in parallel with the diode capacitance C, where RS
and LS account to the RTD external circuit resistance and inductance, respectively.
This model contains the following general characteristics: parameters G0 in parallel
with the diode capacitance C obtained from the static NDC conductance and RTD
emitter-collector capacitance, respectively. A resistance RS associated with the highly
doped bulk regions on either side of the DBQW structure and external lead resistances
associated to the contacts, wires and other bias circuit components. Finally, a se-
ries inductance LS which in this case accounts for the lead inductances of the circuit
connections (e.g. bond wires).
The highest frequency fmax at which a particular diode can oscillate, independent
of the circuit, can be found in a first approximation using the lumped equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 2.5(c), consisting of the negative differential conductance G0, the para-
sitic series resistance RS , and a capacitance C. If we assume that all of the elements
are frequency independent, the real part of the terminal impedance of this circuit is
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negative up to a frequency given by [84]:
fmax =
1
2piC
√−G0
RS
−G20, (2.8)
where G0 varies rapidly from a maximum negative value Gmax near the center of the
NDC region to zero at the peak and valley points. The imaginary part of the impedance
becomes zero at
fosc =
1
2pi
√
1
LSC
− G
2
0
C2
, (2.9)
which corresponds to the RTD oscillation frequency. In most of the double-barrier
diodes of interest, both RS and C are also nearly independent of bias voltage throughout
the NDC region, with C = A/Ldepl, where  is the dielectric constant, A is the cross
sectional area of the device and Ldepl is the depletion region width.
The voltage range over which the NDC exists for these devices limits the output
power of oscillators that use them. It has been shown that the maximum output power,
assuming a sinusoidal voltage waveform, is Pmax = (3/16)∆I∆V , where ∆I and ∆V
are the current and voltage ranges of the negative resistance [85]. This relation gives
that diodes of larger area can produce more output power.
Figure 2.5: (a) RC equivalent circuit. (b) RLC equivalent circuit by Brown et al. (c)
RLC equivalent circuit.
Although the previous analysis gives relevant information of RTD devices for circuit
applications, in a real setup, the maximum attainable frequency and power are mainly
determined by parasitics, including the inductance between the RTD and the external
circuitry. In the next section, we investigate the dynamic regimes of InGaAs/AlAs
DBQW-RTDs with the help a Lie´nard-type of oscillator model derived from the analysis
of the RLC equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.5(c). The Lie´nard system models RTD-based
RLC nonlinear oscillators and can be generalized to other type of RTD materials and
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even NDC devices to explain a broad range of rich dynamics observed in these systems.
2.6 Dynamics of Lie´nard RTD oscillators
In this section we describe the RTD oscillator circuit using a coupled system of ODEs
forming a Lie´nard-type model system. Such systems were first studied during the
advent of the radio and vacuum tubes since certain oscillating circuits can be modeled
as Lie´nard oscillator systems [86]. They are currently used in many areas of physics
and engineering and have been the object of intensive analysis by numerous authors in
nonlinear dynamical systems (see [87, 88] and the references cited therein). Among the
more relevant dynamic behaviors of such systems are the existence of periodic solutions
in the form of limit cycles and bifurcations (see Appendix A).
A particular example of a Lie´nard system is the Van der Pol oscillator. Balthasar
van der Pol [2] devised the van der Pol oscillator to analyze the nonlinear oscillations
in a parallel RLC circuit linked to a triode valve as the amplifier, with the anode
current in the triode being a nonlinear function of the lumped voltage. The van der Pol
equation can describe self-sustained oscillations in the form of limit cycles [4], not only
in electronic circuits but also in many other dissipative structures including chemical
reactions, biological and optical systems.
2.6.1 Lie´nard RTD oscillator model
Using the theory of nonlinear oscillations in terms of differential equations, here we
formulate a nonlinear dynamic model from the equivalent electrical circuit shown in
Fig. 2.6(a) to analyze the dynamics of the RTD oscillator. This approach follows a
similar analysis performed by Quintana et al. [89] where the dynamics of a novel circuit
topology able to implement frequency divider circuits based on RTDs is investigated.
In the model represented in Fig. 2.6(a), the RTD nonlinear I-V characteristic
is represented by a voltage dependent current source F (V ), Fig. 2.6(b), in parallel
with RTD intrinsic capacitance C. The resistor R and inductor L correspond to the
circuit series and parasitic lead resistances and inductances, respectively. By applying
Kirchhoff’s rules to the circuit of Fig. 2.6(a), the voltage V (t) across the capacitance
C and the current I(t) through the inductor L are given by the following system of two
first-order differential equations:
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dV (t)
dt
=
1
C
[I(t)− F (V )] (2.10)
dI(t)
dt
=
1
L
[VDC −RI(t)− V (t)] (2.11)
where VDC is the DC bias voltage. Since the knowledge of variables V (t) and I(t)
completely specifies the behavior of this system, and because time itself does not explicit
appear in this set of first-order differential equations, we say that the system is a two-
dimensional autonomous system. The RTD oscillator modeled by Eqs. (2.10) and
(2.11) is an example of a autonomous Lie´nard-type system [46].
Figure 2.6: (a) Equivalent circuit configuration used in nonlinear oscillator study of
RTD-based circuits. (b) InGaAs/AlAs RTD I-V characteristic given by Eq. 2.7.
The autonomous Lie´nard system of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) can be further extended
to include an external electrical perturbation VAC sin(2pifint). In this case the system
is said to be nonautonomous due to the explicit dependence of time in the expression
for excitation signal VAC , and periodic with period T = 1/fin, and is given by:
dV (t)
dt
=
1
C
[I(t)− F (V )] (2.12)
dI(t)
dt
=
1
L
[VDC + VAC sin(2pifint)−RI(t)− V (t)] (2.13)
For purposes of simulation, we normalize Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), choosing V0 and I0 as
scale parameters with physical dimensions of current and voltage (V0 = 1 V and I0 = 1
A), respectively, and rescale V (t) = x(t)V0, I(t) = y(t)I0, t = τ
√
LC, VDC = υ0V0,
VAC = υV0, fin = Ωω0, ω0 = (
√
LC)−1, and R = γ(V0/I0). Then x(t), y(t), Ω, and
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τ are dimensionless. By defining the new variable z(t) = 2piΩt which transforms the
non-autonomous system of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) into an autonomous one, now with
three equations, and redefining τ as t, the time scaled differential equations become:
dx(t)
dt
=
1
µ
[y(t)− f(x)] , (2.14)
dy(t)
dt
= µ {υ0 + υ sin[z(t)]− γy(t)− x(t)} , (2.15)
dz(t)
dt
= 2piΩ (2.16)
In Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16), the function f(x) comes from the normalization of F (V ) and
µ = V0/I0
√
C/L is dimensionless. The dynamics of the forced Lie´nard RTD oscillator
system now depends on parameters µ, γ, υ0, υ, and Ω.
The Lie´nard RTD oscillator system subject to an external time-dependent force
provides an additional degree of freedom and new possibilities emerge from the three-
dimensional system described by Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16). Foremost of these new possibilities
is chaos. In what follows we discuss the types of dynamical regimes that can occur in
the forced Lie´nard RTD oscillator.
2.6.2 Self-sustained oscillations
The Lie´nard oscillator described by the differential equations (2.14)-(2.16) is a system
with at least two dimensions, which means that it is possible to have cyclic or periodic
behavior represented by closed loop trajectories in the state space: the limit cycle solu-
tion (see Appendix A). The motion on a limit cycle in state space represents oscillatory,
repeating motion of the Lie´nard system, which in our case represents the formation of
self-sustained microwave oscillations in the electrical domain.
The analysis of the Lie´nard oscillator starts with the investigation of limit cycles
without external injection (υ = 0) by analyzing the location of its fixed points. Fixed
points (equilibria) of Eqs. (2.14) and (2.16) occur when dx(t)/dt = 0 and dy(t)/dt = 0.
These points are obtained solving the following equations:
y = f(x) (2.17)
y =
1
γ
(υ0 − x) (2.18)
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Equation 2.17 is the I-V characteristic of the RTD, and Eq. (2.18) is the load line.
Fixed points occur at the points of intersection of these pair of curves. Since Eq. (2.17)
describes a curve with two turning points and Eq. (2.18) is a straight line, the general
configuration of the fixed points can be deduced.
Figure 2.7(a) shows an example of a limit cycle when the load line intersects the
downward sloping section of f(x). Self-sustained oscillations occur when there is a
stable periodic orbit. This is the Van der Pol-like situation which results in a stable
oscillation if the downward sloping section of f(x) is sufficiently steep. The f(x) and
load line curves presented in Fig. 2.7(a) describe the situation where γ is small, that
is, when the series resistance, R, is such that R < |dF (V )/dV |. In this situation, the
load line is steep and the curves only intersect at a single point in the NDC region as
υ0 is increased from zero, and self-sustained oscillations build up. Intersections on the
other sections of the curve give stable equilibria and no oscillations are present (e.g.
dashed load line in Fig. 2.7(a) intersects PDC region of the I-V).
Figure 2.7: (a) I-V characteristic f(x) function, load lines and x(t) − y(t) limit cycle
at υ0 = 1.0. (b) Self-sustained relaxation oscillations of voltage x(t) output in time
domain at υ0 = 1 and υ0 = 1.3.
To obtain the plot of the limit cycle we employed numerical integration (Runge
Kutta methods [90]) of the ODE system of Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16) with the following elec-
trical circuit parameters R = 1 Ω, L = 9 nH, C = 5.5 pF, and biasing in the NDC
region of f(x) (in this case υ0 = 1.0). Both current and voltage normalized outputs
(excluding the time domain variable) are plotted in the limit cycle graph of Fig. 2.7(a).
The analysis of the phase portrait confirms the existence of a stable limit cycle in the
x(t)-y(t) phase plane. Circular limit cycles correspond to sinusoidal oscillations. In
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the example of Fig. 2.7(a) the self-sustained oscillations produced are of the type of
relaxation oscillations, which are characteristic of negative resistance-type of oscillators
(e. g. van der Pol oscillator). This type of motion involves in the limit cycle two time
scales, a fast horizontal movement and a slow vertical motion, in which its shape is
a direct consequence of the strong nonlinearity and anti-symmetry of the I-V curve.
Likewise the characteristics of the oscillations are determined by parameters µ and υ0.
Figure 2.7(b) shows typical relaxation oscillations in time domain for the same
set of electrical circuit parameters varying the parameter υ0: 0.498 GHz oscillation
frequency when υ0 = 1 and 0.616 GHz when υ0 = 1.3. As shown in Fig. 2.7(b),
because this change in the parameter υ0 will cause the amplitude and frequency of the
oscillation to change, the Lie´nard oscillator exhibits a frequency tunability as a function
of bias voltage which has interesting applications for novel types of voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) systems, discussed later in this thesis (Chapter 3).
2.6.3 Synchronization
Synchronization (or frequency locking) of an oscillator is a common phenomenon whene-
ver two or more oscillation frequencies (within the same physical system or physically
distinct oscillators) interact nonlinearly [3].
Considering the Lie´nard oscillator, the mechanism of locking can be illustrated as
follows. In the absence of the driving signal, the dynamics evolves towards a period
attractor (limit cycle) as described in the previous subsection, with Ω0 being the proper
frequency of the attractor. If a driving signal is perturbing the system at frequency
Ω, and if the two frequencies are commensurate over some range of control parameter
values (e.g., amplitude of the driving signal), that is:
Ω
Ω0
=
p
q
(2.19)
with p and q integers. Then we say the frequencies are frequency locked over this
parameter range, at a given amplitude of the driving signal. How close Ω has to be a
rational multiple of Ω0 depends on the amplitude and on the multiple itself.
In order to study the frequency locking dynamics, we consider the case of electrical
injection of a periodic signal υ sin(2piΩt), where υ is the external amplitude and Ω the
external frequency. The overall dynamic response considering both control parameters
- external frequency and amplitude - was mapped solving the differential equations
(2.14)-(2.16) and plotting the results in the υ − Ωp plane to illustrate the range of
frequency ratios over which locking occurs, where Ωp is the frequency ratio Ω/Ω0 (Ω0
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was set to 0.1109 corresponding to the oscillator natural frequency of 0.498 GHz).
In Fig. 2.8 are presented the 2D locking maps for two fixed bias voltage. In either
map each wedge-shaped colored region corresponds to a tongue and is related with a
periodic region signed with its corresponding number p/q ratio. As υ increases, the
frequency locking regions expand to fill finite intervals along the Ωp interval. The main
tongues in Fig. 2.8(a) are marked with 1 : 1, 2 : 1, and 3 : 1, corresponding to the
fundamental and harmonic frequency-locking regions. These regions were called Arnold
tongues after the Russian mathematician who pioneered the study of frequency-locking
[91]. As shown in Fig. 2.8(b), by increasing the bias voltage, the frequency-locking
intervals are reduced due to the increase of the amplitude of free-running oscillations.
Between each large locking region one can find several types of behavior, including
sub-harmonic locking with narrower tongue regions and aperiodic outputs, namely
quasi-periodic signals and chaos. In the graphics of Fig. 2.8 the white regions between
tongues correspond to the aperiodic outputs.
Figure 2.8: Arnold tongues map for electrical injection of a periodic signal at a fixed
bias voltage (a) υ0 = 1.0 and (b) υ0 = 1.3.
In order to map with more detail the locked and unlocked regions, the dynamics of
the Lie´nard oscillator was analyzed using 1D bifurcation maps. The bifurcation maps
were constructed by calculating the time series of a given system variable, such as the
voltage or current, and plotting the corresponding peak heights as a function of a given
circuit control parameter, for example external frequency. In Fig. 2.9(a) we present
the bifurcation map for the voltage x(t) output as a function of frequency ratio Ωp, for
the frequencies between 0.002 < Ω < 0.55 at a fixed amplitude υ = 0.2. As pictured
in Fig. 2.9(a), increasing the external frequency Ω from close to DC until Ω = 0.55,
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a stable periodic signal marked with 1:1 is obtained, followed by a aperiodic region,
then a stable 2:1 region, followed by a aperiodic region, and so on. This phenomenon is
known as period-adding bifurcation (also referred as frequency division operation [89]
or frequency demultiplication [4]), and is similar to the behavior found in the van der
Pol oscillator system [4]. The period-adding sequence presented in the bifurcation map
in Fig. 2.9(a) follows the broader locking regions related with the fundamental and
harmonic natural frequencies of the Lie´nard oscillator.
In a close analysis of the bifurcation maps, Fig. 2.9(b), we find a fine structure
of locking as a result of the competition between the self-sustained oscillation and the
external injected signal. As shown in Fig. 2.9(b), the sub-harmonic frequency locking
regions decrease in length (along the Ω axis) when the denominator in the fraction
p/q increases. For example, the sub-harmonic locking region 5 : 3 is shorter than the
sub-harmonic locking region 3 : 2. These regions can be easily mapped by constructing
the so-called Farey tree that is based in the theory of numbers [92]: if we have two
rational fractions p/q and p′/q′, the rational fraction that lies between and has the
smallest denominator is the rational fraction (p+ p′)/(q + q′).
Figure 2.9: (a) Bifurcation map for electrical injection of a periodic signal at fixed
amplitude υ = 0.2. (b) Detailed bifurcation map in the region of frequencies 0.1 < Ω <
0.22 showing an example of the Farey tree sequence.
In Fig. 2.10 are shown some examples of locked and unlocked signals in the (a) time
domain, (b) phase space, and (c) Fourier domain using power spectral density (PSD)
computed by means of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique of the time series
output (see Appendix A). Clear trajectories are observed in phase space when the
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Lie´nard oscillator is locked. The power spectrum is characterized by sharp peaks at the
fundamental frequency and its harmonics [three of them appear in the locked region 1:1
of Fig. 2.10(c)]. When the system is not frequency locked and the ratio of frequencies
cannot be expressed as a ratio of integers, then the ratio is called irrational and the
motion is said to be aperiodic or quasi-periodic because it never exactly repeats itself,
and it is composed of an infinite set of trajectories which belong to an invariant closed
curve [Fig. 2.10(b) at Ω = 0.142]. The corresponding FFT [Fig. 2.10(c)(bottom)] shows
a rich harmonic content, which is typical in a quasi-periodic signal.
Figure 2.10: (a) Time series of voltage x(t) output, (b) phase space plots onto the
x(t) − y(t) plane, and (c) the power spectra plots of x(t) for the following locking
regions (from top to bottom): 1:1 (Ω = 0.12), 3:2 (Ω = 0.17), 5:3 (Ω = 0.182), and
aperiodic region at Ω = 0.142.
2.6.4 Quasi-periodic route to chaos
Here we analyze the route to chaos found in the Lie´nard oscillator. The system follows
the quasi-periodic route to chaos scenario and begins with a limit cycle trajectory.
As a control parameter is increased, for example the external frequency Ω, a second
periodicity appears in the behavior of the system. If the ratio of the period of the second
type of motion to the period of the first is not a rational ratio, then we say, as described
previously, that the motion is aperiodic or quasi-periodic. Under some circumstances,
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if the control parameter is increased further, the motion becomes chaotic.
The strongest evidence of the chaotic dynamics is provided by the evolution of
different trajectories. In Fig. 2.11(a) is an example where two time series for x(t)
started at initial conditions (x0, y0, z0), whose difference was about 1%. Up to t ≈ 70
ns the time series are practically identically, however for times longer than 70 ns they
evolve independently. This means that for an initial condition measured with an error of
1%, predictability of its future state becomes lost at t ≈ 70 ns. This loss of predictability
is the essential feature of chaos.
Another characteristic of chaos is that although an aperiodic orbit starting at dif-
ferent initial conditions will result in different trajectories, the structure of the two
trajectories will remain essential the same, Fig. 2.11(b). This illustrates that despite
its aperiodicity, the non periodic solutions have some invariant structure. Another
strong evidence the system shows chaotic outputs is provided by its power spectrum,
Fig. 2.11(c), which is broadband and continuous, a signature of a chaotic signal. The
remaining peaks observed in Fig. 2.11(c) correspond to the injected external signal,
the free-running signal and to minor vestiges of some quasi-periodicity, which are an
indication that the system dynamics evolves into a quasi-periodic route to chaos.
Figure 2.11: (a) Two time series of x(t) output at close initial conditions, (b) phase
space plots onto the x(t) − y(t) plane, and (c) the power spectrum plot of x(t) for a
chaotic region at Ω = 0.421.
In order to characterize chaotic orbits, the analysis continues further with the deter-
mination of the system’s Lyapunov exponents (see Appendix A). Lyapunov exponents
measure the rate of divergence of nearby trajectories, and is a key component of chaotic
dynamic studies. A positive Lyapunov exponent is taken as the defining signature of
chaos. The Lyapunov exponents also discriminate between the different dynamics: a
limit cycle will have one zero exponent, with the others being negative; a m−frequency
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quasi-periodic orbit will have m zero exponents, with the remaining negative (in the
case of the forced Lie´nard system m = 2), and a chaotic signal will have one posi-
tive exponent, one zero exponent and one negative. Figure 2.12(a) presents the three
Lyapunov exponents of the Lie´nard RTD system evaluated accordingly to the numer-
ical algorithm computation package presented in [93]: there is a minimum exponent,
always negative, there is a null exponent for all values of the frequency, and a third
exponent that can take negative and positive values. Figure 2.12(b) shows the largest
Lyapunov exponent as a function of the frequency ratio calculated from the Lyapunov
characteristic exponent (LCE) of the forced Lie´nard RTD oscillator system. Under
these conditions, in the Ω interval considered, chaotic states with positive exponent oc-
cur between windows of periodic and quasi-periodic regions. These chaotic transitions
become more evident increasing the amplitude of the driving signal.
Figure 2.12: (a) The Lyapunov exponents as a function of the external injected fre-
quency parameter at υ = 0.2 showing the three exponents. (b) Histogram with a
detailed view of the largest Lyapunov exponent λ1.
As a final note, the injection locking phenomenon, the existence of the Arnold
tongues, and the route to chaos studied numerically for the forced Lie´nard RTD oscil-
lator are found in similar mathematical models that study electronic circuits, such as
the van der Pol equation, the Chua circuit, among others. The van der Pol equation is
a particular type (it is obtained by setting f(x) by a third order polynomial function)
of the Lie´nard equation. Because we are interested in the exact structure of the Arnold
tongues, which is strongly depended on the particular form of the nonlinear system
under study, the Lie´nard model provides a theoretical framework for the analysis of the
nonlinear dynamics of circuits employing RTD devices.
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2.7 Semiconductor lasers
The main application of semiconductor lasers is as sources for optical communication
systems. A unique feature of semiconductor lasers is that, unlike other lasers that are
modulated externally, the semiconductor laser can be modulated directly by current
injection. This is especially important in view of the possibility of monolithic integration
of the laser and the driver electronic circuit. In this section, we outline the theoretical
study of the nonlinear dynamics in directly modulated lasers using single mode laser
rate equations which provides a general framework for the analysis of the nonlinear
operation regimes of LD-based systems.
2.7.1 Instabilities in directly modulated lasers
The structure of semiconductor lasers is based on the p−n junction of the semiconduc-
tor materials and the laser oscillation is realized by the emission of light due to carrier
recombination (equivalently the population inversion) between the conduction and va-
lence bands (an extensive review can be found, for example, in the books of Agrawal
and Dutta [94], and Petermann [95]). Semiconductor lasers are intrinsically stable,
however, they can be destabilized by external perturbations such as current injection,
optical feedback and optical injection. For example, in laser diodes with optical feed-
back successive sub-harmonic bifurcation and quasi-periodic routes to chaos have been
observed (an extensive review can be found in [20, 21]).
Semiconductor lasers can be directly modulated through the injection current. The
direct modulation is simple, efficient, and applicable to high-speed modulation which
are important features that allows a variety of applications, namely for optical com-
munications. A modulation for the injection current itself introduces an extra degree
of freedom to the semiconductor laser system that can induce instability and chaos in
its output. In directly modulated semiconductor lasers route to chaos through period-
doubling bifurcations has been found in non-self-pulsing lasers [96], and route to chaos
via quasi-periodicity has been investigated for self-pulsing lasers [97]. The chaotic phe-
nomena occurs because of the interaction between temporal changes in the carriers
and photons where the relaxation oscillation plays a crucial role for the modulation
properties in semiconductor lasers. Applications of chaotic lasers are still growing and
developing for secure optical chaos communications [27, 98].
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2.7.2 Outline of laser rate equations
Modeling lasers may be realized with different levels of sophistication. Rigorously
it requires a full quantum treatment but many laser dynamical properties may be
captured by semiclassical or even purely classical approaches. Here we present a basic
framework of analysis provided by the rate equations, a set of coupled ODEs to describe
the behavior of the laser.
In their simplest version, they apply to an idealized active system consisting of only
two energy levels coupled to a reservoir. They were originally introduced as soon as the
laser was discovered to explain intensity spikes commonly seen with solid state lasers.
They capture the essential features of the response of a single mode laser and they may
be modified to account for specific effects such as the modulation of a parameter or
optical feedback.
The rate equations presented here describe class B lasers that can only show cou-
pled electric field-carrier density oscillations, the relaxation oscillations [21]. Edge-
emitting type of lasers such as FP type with a monolayer of the active region, and other
edge-emitting lasers such as multi-quantum well lasers and distributed feedback (DFB)
lasers, can be treated in a similar manner. Although these lasers present different struc-
tures, the derivation of the rate equations for laser operations is similarly given and
almost the same equations are obtained. Therefore, the macroscopic features of these
lasers show the same behaviors from the point of view of chaotic dynamics, although
the parameters in the rate equations may vary from one laser to other to account the
characteristics strongly depend on the laser structure and the particular values of the
device parameters.
The assumptions that go into formulating the rate equations are that the laser
oscillates in a single mode and the population inversion is homogeneous. The rate
equations for the photon S(t) and injected carrier N(t) densities in the active region
are given by [99]:
dN(t)
dt
=
Im(t)
qVact
− N(t)
τn
− g0[N(t)−N0][1− NS(t)]S(t), (2.20)
dS(t)
dt
= Γg0[N(t)−N0][1− NS(t)]S(t)− S(t)
τp
+ Γβ
N(t)
τn
, (2.21)
where Im(t) is the injection current, q is the unit electric charge, Vact is the active region
volume, τn and τp are the spontaneous electron and photon lifetimes, respectively, the
spontaneous emission factor β is the fraction of the spontaneous emission that is coupled
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to the lasing mode; the gain function is linearized around the transparency density N0,
and the parameter g0 is the differential gain; n is the value for the nonlinear gain
compression factor, and Γ is the optical confinement. In the model we have included
the phenomenological parameter n to account for additional nonlinearities that exist
between the input current and the output photon relationship in real semiconductor
lasers, so that we can approximate the gain as g ∼= g0[1− nS(t)][N(t)−N0], where g0
is the gain in the absence of any stimulated emission. When the photon density S(t) in
the laser cavity starts to increase, the gain of the laser starts to decrease and it becomes
increasingly harder to generate a high power from the device. Not all nonlinearities
exhibited by semiconductor lasers can be modeled simply by using the parameter n
(for example nonlinearities from coherent reflected waves from the laser mirror facets).
Despite this, the rate equations in the form of Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) are generally
accepted to form a good mathematical model for single mode semiconductor lasers. In
the model we have also included the effect of spontaneous emission β, adding the term
βΓN(t)/τn in the photon rate equation. As will be discussed later, n and β are key
control parameters in the description of the laser dynamics.
In Table 2.2 are presented laser rate equation parameters and typical values. The
laser output power Pf is calculated using the equation:
S(t)
Pf
=
Γτpλ0
Vactηldhc
, (2.22)
where ηld is the differential quantum efficiency per facet, λ0 is the emission wavelength,
h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
For directly modulated semiconductor lasers the rate equations (2.20) and (2.21)
mathematically relate the interaction between electrons and photons within the laser
cavity and thus describe some of the nonlinearity in the input-output relationship be-
tween the current driving the laser, and the light output. The model based on rate
equations easily facilitates the simulation of complicated input signals. Moreover, the
rate equations parameters are easily identifiable and the effects of changing them can be
easily seen in the laser output. In a semiconductor laser with external current injection,
Eq. (2.20), a sinusoidal injection current modulation is applied to the bias injection
current and Im(t) is given by:
Im(t) = Ib{1 +m sin(2pifint)}, (2.23)
where fin is the modulation frequency, m is the modulation index, and Ib is the DC
bias current.
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The small-signal response of rate equations behavior is similar to that of a RLC
parallel oscillator circuit. The dynamical response can be, in a first approximation,
characterized by the relaxation-oscillation frequency fro which is given by:
fro =
1
2pi
(
Γg0
qVact
)1/2
(Idc − Ith)1/2 , (2.24)
where Ith is the laser threshold current:
Ith = qVact[N0 + (Γg0τp)
−1]/τn, (2.25)
Relaxation oscillation in a semiconductor laser occurs because the carrier cannot follow
the photon decay rate. The presence of the relaxation oscillation gives rise to complex
dynamics when the laser is perturbed by external disturbances as discussed in this
section.
For numerical purposes Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) are rescaled making use of the
normalized carrier density n(t) and the normalized photon density carrier s(t), setting
N(t) = n(t)Nth and S(t) = s(t)S0, and t = ττn, where S0 = Γ(τp/τn)Nth and Nth =
N0 + (Γg0τp)
−1 is the threshold carrier density. Redefining τ as t, the time scaled
differential rate equations become:
dn(t)
dt
=
ib
ith
{1 +m sin(z)} − n− n(t)− δ
1− δ [1− s(t)]s(t), (2.26)
ds(t)
dt
= Tn
[
n(t)− δ
1− δ [1− s(t)]s(t)− s(t) + βn
]
, (2.27)
dz(t)
dt
= 2piΩm, (2.28)
where δ = N0/Nth and  = nS0 are two dimensionless parameters, ith is the laser diode
threshold current, and the parameter Tn = τn/τp comes from the time rescaling. On the
right-hand side of Eq. (2.26), the first term, ib + im sin(ωmt), is the injection current,
composed of a constant bias term ib and of a sinusoidally varying modulation, with
normalized angular frequency ωm = 2pifinτn (fin is the applied modulation frequency).
The bias and modulation levels are defined, respectively, by the bias index, p = ib/ith,
and modulation index m = im/ib.
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Table 2.2: Description of the standard laser rate equations parameters and the typical
values used in the numerical simulation.
Symbol Parameter Value
Vact active region volume 6.75× 10−11 cm3
τn carrier lifetime 2× 10−9 s
τp photon lifetime 1.2× 10−12 s
β spontaneous emission 1× 10−5
g0 gain coefficient 10
−6 cm3/s
N0 optical transparency density 10
18 cm−3
n nonlinear gain compression 3.24× 10−17 cm3
Γ optical confinement factor 0.44
2.7.3 Period-doubling bifurcation route to chaos
Several experimental and theoretical studies have shown the dynamics of lasers is
strongly dependent on spontaneous emission and gain saturation. These results in
various dynamic regimes in the laser output power included the observation of reso-
nance frequency shift, bistability, and period-doubling bifurcations. In this section we
analyze the laser rate equations, Eqs. (2.26)-(2.28), in the presence of sinusoidal injec-
tion current modulation and discuss the stability and instabilities in the laser system
paying attention to the nonlinear gain saturation coefficient  and the spontaneous
emission factor β.
The output from a semiconductor laser faithfully follows an injection current modu-
lation as far as the modulation index is small. On the other hand, for strong injection
current modulation, the laser power clearly exhibits a number of nonlinear character-
istics. We have numerically calculated the maps for the model of a standard edge-
emitting laser with typical values given in Table 2.2. Figure 2.13 is the plot of the
chaotic map using the injected frequency and modulation index as control parameters
with bias index ib/ith = 1.15. In this condition, the relaxation oscillation frequency
that depends on the bias injection current is around 1.56 GHz. The nonlinear gain
saturation coefficient  and the spontaneous emission factor β were set to  = 1× 10−4
and β = 1× 10−5, respectively.
The map of 2.13 shows that for low and moderate modulation index, and when
the injected frequency is below the laser resonance frequency, the laser response has
the same periodicity as the modulation, which corresponds to the region denoted as
period−1. When both modulation frequency and index are large, period−2 oscillations
emerge into the laser output, as shown in the map. Increasing further the modulation
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Figure 2.13: Simulated chaotic map for a bias current injection ib = 1.15ith at  =
1× 10−4, and β = 1× 10−5.
frequency, a period-doubling route to chaos is observed.
In Fig. 2.14 are plotted the corresponding laser output signals at m = 0.5 in
the time domain (a), phase space (b), and Fourier domain (c) of the period-doubling
route to chaos mapped in Fig 2.13. From top to bottom in Fig. 2.14 are plotted the
graphics for period−2, period−4, period−8, and chaotic oscillations. These behaviors
observed in the laser output are explained as follows: the laser exhibits intense pulses
and the carrier number is abruptly decreased after the oscillations of intense pulses
when the injection current is strongly modulated. If the modulation frequency exceeds
the relaxation oscillation frequency, a longer recovery time than the modulation period
is required to restore the carrier number enough for the laser oscillation. Then, the
laser may oscillate at a frequency beyond the period of the modulation and result in
period− 2 oscillations and so forth.
Some types of laser dynamics are greatly affected by spontaneous emission of light
which results in less effect for unstable oscillations induced by the injection current
modulation. The theoretical analysis of the bifurcation maps of laser output provides a
useful tool to identify the possible dynamics dependence on the spontaneous emission
parameter. In Fig 2.15 are plotted the bifurcation diagrams of photon density outputs
for similar conditions presented in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14. Fig. 2.15(a) shows an example of
period-doubling route to chaos using a low value of the spontaneous emission coefficient.
Fixing all the parameters and increasing β, we observe a suppression of the chaotic
regions, Fig. 2.15(b). Increasing further the value of β, the periodic states of high
order disappear and the laser follows the current modulation. These results have been
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Figure 2.14: Numerical simulated (a) time series of s(t) output, (b) n(t) − s(t) phase
space, and (c) power spectra for the following regions (from top to bottom): period− 2
(Ω = 3.5), period− 4 (Ω = 4.0), period− 8 (Ω = 4.25), and chaotic region at Ω = 4.5.
In all simulations the bias current injection was set to ib = 1.15ith,  = 1 × 10−4, and
β = 1× 10−5.
also reported experimentally suggesting that period-doubling bifurcations and chaos in
lasers are due to unusual low values of β measured in the lasers [96]. Several studies
show the nonlinear gain saturation factor also suppress the bifurcations and chaos [20].
Despite the complex dynamics presented here, not all lasers show unstable oscil-
lations for the injection current modulation. Some lasers show instabilities for strong
injection current modulation, but others not. For example, the dynamics strongly de-
pends on device structures such as the FP laser or the DFB laser. The important
parameters for the nonlinear dynamics are the nonlinear gain saturation factor and the
spontaneous emission factor. The nonlinear gain saturation factor is almost the same
for the two types of lasers - usually the factor of DFB lasers is 1.5 times larger than that
of FP lasers. On the other hand, the difference of the spontaneous emission coefficient
can be 50 times larger in the FP type of lasers. These studies suggest that obtaining
rich dynamics in the laser output is strongly dependent on LD characteristics. Thus,
novel ways of producing complex dynamics in the laser output are being considered to
fully take advantage of the efficiency and high-speed direct modulation capabilities of
semiconductor lasers.
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Figure 2.15: Bifurcation maps varying the external frequency. (a) Period-doubling
route to chaos at β = 1 × 10−5. Inset is shown an enlargement of a small region
indicated by a dashed rectangle. (b) Chaos suppression at β = 1 × 10−4. In both
simulations  = 1× 10−4 and m = 0.5.
2.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter we have presented a dynamical system theory to model nonlinear RTD-
based systems in combination with circuit analysis. After a discussion on semiconductor
nonlinear dynamic systems and an introduction on the basic notions of RTD devices,
the nonlinear RTD oscillator system was analyzed using a coupled system of ODEs
forming the Lie´nard RTD oscillator model. The dynamics of the Lie´nard oscillator
was numerically investigated and it was found the dynamical regimes of these oscillator
systems range from self-sustained-oscillations controlled by voltage to synchronization
following a period-adding sequence behavior (also called frequency division), and chaos
generation in a quasi-periodic route to chaos when subjected to external periodic in-
jection.
Ultimately, we have investigated the dynamical regimes of directly modulated lasers
using laser rate equations. The conditions for generation of bifurcations and chaos from
edge-emitting semiconductor lasers under external perturbation were investigated. The
period-doubling bifurcation routes to chaos are the predominant instabilities found in
directly modulated lasers and the dynamics is strongly depended on devices’ structures,
including the factor of spontaneous emission and the nonlinear gain saturation.
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Chapter 3
Synchronization and chaos in
RTD-laser diode oscillators
3.1 Introduction
There is significant interest in developing transmitter and receiver sources with potential
to meet future telecommunication and computing systems needs. The implementation
of electro-optical and all-optical solutions taking in consideration the nonlinearity of
semiconductor active devices (e.g. optoelectronic oscillators and laser diodes) attracted
considerable attention in the last decade for synchronization and complex chaos gene-
ration, mainly because of their for applications in microwave-photonics systems [7] and
secure optical chaos communications [27, 98].
In chaos-based communication systems the receiver is synchronized with the chaotic
emitter to decode the message [65, 100]. The noise-like appearance of chaos is used to
conceal the message leading to a better masking of the information-bearing signal. The
use of chaotic carriers in communication allows steganography at the physical layer,
improving the security of encryption techniques [101]. Most generators and receivers of
optical chaotic carriers capable of synchronization are based on complex laser schemes
where semiconductor laser operation is disturbed using either optical feedback [98], op-
toelectronic feedback [19, 102], direct modulation [103], or more recently using photonic
integrated circuit (PIC) [104, 105] implementations, which induce instabilities in the
laser that leads to the generation of chaotic optical outputs. These systems require a
considerable number of linear and nonlinear optoelectronic components making them
not practical configurations.
In this chapter, a hybrid optoelectronic circuit capable of synchronization and chaos
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generation is investigated using OEIC devices. OEIC technology targets the integration
of optical and electronic components on the same semiconductor chip. The objective
is to emulate the success that silicon technology has demonstrated and produce chips
with increased functionality, speed, reliability, and reduced size at low cost [106]. OEIC
transmitter modules have been studied for optical communication systems, and com-
prise optical and electronic devices such as laser diodes and driver integrated circuits
[107]. Due to the materials fabrication challenges presented by integration of very dif-
ferent components on a single chip, it is generally recognized OEIC modules can be
assembled using a hybrid circuit approach, where we can redesign the devices and im-
prove the processing pursuing simple packaging, or exploit the dynamical performance
with more flexibility.
Here we investigate the nonlinear dynamics of optoelectronic HIC transmitter mo-
dules comprising RTD and LD devices. The progresses made on the hybrid RTD-LD
modules established a new-type of RTD-based oscillator circuits that led to some sig-
nificant breakthroughs including the demonstration of various dynamical regimes such
as voltage controlled autonomous relaxation oscillations in both electrical and optical
domains, as well as transitions between synchronization and chaos via pattern forming
bifurcations when driven with a sinusoidal modulation voltage. The characterization
of the implemented hybrid oscillator prototypes was carried out along with numerical
simulations that confirmed the aforementioned dynamical scenarios. The experimen-
tal and modeling investigation has provided fundamental insight into the underlying
physics and performance of the RTD-LD oscillator modules.
3.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of the work described in this chapter is to investigate the output dynamics of
hybrid integrated RTD-LD oscillators consisting of discrete RTD and LD components,
and validate the numerical model through computational simulation. These aims were
achieved through the following objectives:
• Design, assemble, and connect in a printed circuit board (PCB) a HIC oscillator
consisting of a DBQW-RTD connected electrically in series with a LD.
• Implement a bias stabilization circuit to solve low-frequency instabilities associ-
ated to RTD-based oscillator devices.
• Characterize and classify the electrical and optical operation regimes of RTD-LD
oscillator circuits in terms of nonlinear dynamics.
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• Utilize the Lie´nard oscillator and the laser rate equation numerical models intro-
duced in the previous chapter to understand the dynamical behavior of RTD-LD
oscillators.
3.3 Chapter overview
In this chapter, the constituent active components of the hybrid circuit (RTD and LD)
and how they are assembled in a RTD-LD HIC are discussed, followed by a description
of the electrical and optical characteristics of the RTD-LD, and principle of operation.
Finally, the dynamical regimes in both electrical and optical outputs are described
and demonstrated. The experimental results will be validated through computational
numerical simulations using the coupled Lie´nard-laser diode oscillator model.
3.4 RTD-laser diode optoelectronic integrated circuits
A light-wave OEIC transmitter comprises a driving circuit and a light emitting diode
(LED) or a laser diode which converts the electrical signal containing the information
into an optical modulated signal. Alternatives to traditional laser diode transistor-
driver circuits [108, 109] have been proposed based on the integration of DBQW based
devices with semiconductor light sources, including the RTD-LED [110], vertically in-
tegrated semiconductor lasers with RTDs [111], resonant tunneling effect quantum-well
lasers [112], and more recently the RTD monolithically integrated with an optical com-
munications laser (the RTD-LD) [44].
Since DBQW layers fit well with the epitaxial layers that make up semiconductor
light sources and because RTDs are high frequency semiconductor devices operating
at room temperature with low power consumption, DBQW-RTD-based driving circuits
are interesting alternatives to transistor-based driver circuits in OEIC transmitters and
receivers.
3.4.1 Hybrid and monolithic RTD-LD oscillator circuits
High-speed OEICs can be implemented through two approaches, the hybrid OEIC and
the monolithic OEIC. The monolithic approach uses vertical stacking of epitaxial layers
of semiconductor alloy on the same semiconductor substrate. On the other hand, the
hybrid approach is realized on a dielectric substrate, integrating all components which
may be inserted as discrete lumped elements through wire bonding or surface mount
techniques.
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In recent work on a RTD-LD OEIC, a monolithic approach was used to integrate a
DBQW-RTD and an optical communications laser operating at around 1500 nm [44].
The device consisted of a vertical integration of a DBQW on an InAlGaAs/InGaAs
multiple quantum well laser structure. Such integration is straightforward as the RTD
section requires only the growth of four to six extra epilayers above a laser structure
grown on p−type InP substrate, allowing the RTD to be implemented on the laser
junction n−type region. The DBQW was made of a 5 nm InGaAs well and 2 nm AlAs
barriers [44]. The devices fabricated were ridge waveguides with the DBQW situated in
the ridge between the laser section and the n−type contact. The results demonstrate
the feasibility of monolithic integrated RTDs with LDs where both components can
be realized on the same semiconductor substrate and made of similar epitaxial layer
structure.
Although monolithic RTD-LDs are expected to show many advantages, potential
unforseen effects in the monolithic devices related to the material growth (e.g. lattice
mismatch leading to defects or incorrect doping levels) can compromise their expected
performance. Further developments and optimization in wafer design and device fab-
rication are needed to achieve more efficiently transmitter functions like, for example,
high-speed oscillations in both electrical and optical domains and RTD-LD operation
at room temperature.
Following the foreseen operation regimes of RTD-LD oscillating circuits, in this
work we have focus our efforts on the implementation of HIC versions using components
similar to the targeted monolithic integrated device. Laboratory hybrid RTD-LDs are
easier to implement than monolithic versions, allowing an extensive study of circuits’
performance, assuming a compromise between limited high-speed operation due to
packaging parasitics, and great flexibility in the implementation and testing of these
type of circuits. In what follows, we provide a more detailed description of RTD and
LD constituent components of hybrid RTD-LDs.
3.4.2 RTD description
The RTD component was a device fabricated from pre-existing material, the layer stru-
cuture of which is given in [42]. The InGaAlAs RTD structure was grown by MBE in a
Varian Gen II system on a n+ InP substrate. It essentially consisted of two 2-nm-thick
AlAs barriers separated by a 6-nm-wide InGaAs quantum well, embedded in a 1-µm
thick InGaAlAs optical waveguide (OW) core, Fig. 3.1(a). This design was originally
used to obtain a DBQW-RTD operating as an electro-absorption modulator (EAM)
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[42]. A detailed description of the fabrication and electrical and optical characteriza-
tion of InGaAlAs/InP RTD-EAMs can be found in [113]. Furthermore, these devices
show potential to be explored to obtain novel photo-detector devices as will be de-
scribed in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we discuss and exploit the electrical properties
of the DBQW-RTDs. Besides the epi-layer structure shown in Fig 3.1(a), a δ-doped
InGaAs cap layer was provided for formation of Au-Ge-Ni ohmic contacts. Ridges
were fabricated by wet-etching after which ohmic contacts were deposited on top of
the ridges. A SiO2 layer was then deposited, and access contact windows were etched
on the ridge electrodes allowing contact to be made to high frequency bonding pads [
coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line (TL)].
The InP wafers upon which the MBE epi-growth takes place had approximately 400
µm thick. This gives the sample some mechanical strength and allows handling during
the fabrication process without damage. However, this thickness may not be desirable in
the finished device. The sample thinning is necessary to facilitate the cleaving process,
in which the completed thinned sample is divided into individual RTDs. Thinning was
carried out using a steel jig to hold the sample perpendicular to a plate glass sheet
upon which has been spread abrasive powder mixed with water. Moving the jig across
the plate in figure of eight motion ensures even grinding across the sample. Frequent
measurements were made of sample thickness until a depth of approximately 150 µm.
Next, the thinned samples containing many RTD devices were separated in individ-
ual dies by mechanically scribing. Taking advantage of the crystallographic nature of
the semiconductor structure, the cleaving procedure weakens the structure along one
cleavage plane. In the cleaving process the sample is held by a vacuum chuck while a
metal scribe is drawn over its surface to produce a shallow groove. The groove corres-
ponds to the point at which the sample will break when a bending force is applied
in its vicinity. The cleaving is completed with a gentle downwards pressure in either
side of the sample over a razer blade. Using this technique individual RTD dies with
typical dimensions of 500 µm×400 µm, Fig. 3.1(a), were obtained for testing and as-
sembling RTD-LD circuits. The quality of RTD devices was inspected though electric
testing to verify their NDC characteristics and devices showing appropriate DC I-V
characteristics were assembled in the HIC.
The DC electrical characteristics of the devices were measured using a HP 4145
parametric analyzer. In Fig. 3.1(b) are presented two typical I-V curves showing
the NDC regions for devices of different active lengths and the same width, measured
for both forward and reverse bias, showing the peak voltage rises as the active area
increases. The RTD 150 µm × 4 µm shown in Fig. 3.1(b) has a peak current of
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Figure 3.1: RTD component characteristics. (a) Top: RTD die top view showing the
emitter and collector windows and the ridge waveguide (the ridge waveguide defines
the device active area); bottom: schematic diagram (not scaled) of the RTD epi-layer
structure. (b) Room-temperature InGaAlAs RTD I-V characteristics with the same
ridge waveguide width.
58 mA and a PVCR of 2.5 (forward bias), with valley-to-peak voltage and peak-to-
valley current differences, ∆V = Vv − Vp and ∆I = Ip(1 − PV CR−1), of 0.55 V and
35 mA, respectively. Another interesting feature of the I-V curves is that they are
not completely anti-symmetric, the peak voltage in the reverse region is smaller in
magnitude compared to the positive voltage side. This behavior may be related to the
unsymmetrical nature of the layer structure and the different electrical characteristics
of the InAlAs alloy, compared to the InP substrate.
High-frequency characterization of these devices was previously investigated [114]
to provide more information about RTD impedance versus frequency dependence for
various bias voltage values in order to find the equivalent circuit parameters, Fig.
2.5(c), as described in Chapter 2. For a 45 MHz to 18 GHz frequency range the series
inductance was found negligible and the samples with negative resistance R ≈ −15 Ω
(estimated from the NDC region) showed RTD equivalent capacitance of CRTD ≈ 1.5
pF and RTD series resistance of R ≈ 3 Ω. For these circuit parameters, one can
estimate the typical maximum frequency of operation of RTD devices, fmax ∼ 14.15
GHz, as given by Eq. (2.8) (see Chapter 2). Further measurements of the CPW contacts
show that additional parasitics due to the RTD doped n+ substrate further limits the
high-speed operation of the RTD devices used in this work. Measurements show the
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doped substrate will have an effect on the maximum oscillation frequency because of
the additional 1 pF capacitance due to the CPWs shunting the RTD to the ground.
Therefore, future RTD designs with semi-insulating substrates is also expected to have
a great impact on the high-speed operation.
3.4.3 Laser diode description
The laser diodes employed were commercial prototype devices supplied by Compound
Semiconductor Technologies Global Ltd., Scotland. The laser devices consisted of In-
GaAsP multi-quantum-well active region with an InP:Fe doped uncoated buried hetero-
structure and ridge mesas with approximately 1.2 µm wide, ∼ 3 µm deep, and 250 µm
long cavity. The devices were design for continuous-wave (CW) emission centre wave-
length around 1550 nm. The exact material structure for the laser was unknown but for
purposes of this work this is unimportant - the DC optical characteristics and frequency
response were all that was required. The threshold current of the laser was around 6
mA, with a slope efficiency (dL/dI) of 0.25 W/A, more than 10 mW optical output
power when operated above the threshold and series resistance around 5 Ω. Figure
3.2(a) shows the light-current-voltage (L-I-V) characteristic measured at 25 ◦C. The
devices have a 3-dB modulation bandwidth in excess of 10 GHz making possible to
operate at high-speed conditions. Figure 3.2(b) presents the typical frequency response
of the laser, showing the modulation bandwidth of the laser varies from 7 GHz to 13.6
GHz, depending on the bias current.
Figure 3.2: (a) L-I-V laser diode characteristics. (b) Frequency response of the laser.
The devices were supplied on a high-speed commercial sub-mount which provided a
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suitable platform to wire bond the RTD device directly onto the high-speed bond pads
of the platform and thus interconnecting the laser with the RTD.
3.5 RTD-LD hybrid oscillator circuit
The hybrid OEIC RTD-LD transmitter circuits discussed in this section form the basic
circuit module configuration that is followed by the other RTD-based circuits discussed
in the remaining chapters of this thesis. RTD and LD active components were selected
and tested before combined with the rest of the circuit. Bond wires were used for
connections among the various elements of the circuit. Variations in the characteristics
of active components were compensated by manual tuning of some passive component
parameters, namely the components that were part of the low frequency stabilization
circuit. The hybrid implementation allows more control over the final characteristics
of the circuit in the presence of diversity in RTD and LD component characteristics.
Its drawbacks are the labor-intensive nature, relatively larger circuit sizes, and the
inaccuracies and lower reliability associated with the bond wires.
3.5.1 RTD-LD description
The RTD-LD oscillator circuit module, represented schematically in Fig. 3.3(a), was
realized using RTD and LD components attached directly onto the surface of a PCB
containing a 50 Ω copper microstrip TL laminated onto the non-conductive PCB sub-
strate. The printed TLs have distinct advantages, particularly because both active and
passive devices may be readily incorporated and in-circuit characterization of devices is
implemented straightforwardly. Other advantages include that DC and AC signals may
be transmitted and that the structure is quite rugged and can withstand moderate high
voltages and power levels. The TLs were realized in microstrip hybrid technology using
Rogers substrate with a dielectric constant of 3.48 and a thickness of 0.762 mm. For
this design implementation, a 15 mm 50 Ω microstrip TL corresponds approximately
to an equivalent inductance of 4 nH. In the end terminals of the 50 ohm microstrip line
high frequency sub-miniature version A (SMA) connectors for use up to 18 GHz were
utilized to provide the RF input and output ports.
Another advantage of HICs using printed TLs is that discrete lumped components,
such as surface mount chip resistors, inductors, or capacitors, can be externally inserted
into the hybrid circuit and shunt connections are quite easy to be made. This advantage
was very useful to test the RTD-based oscillator bias low frequency stability. In the
oscillator circuit, thin-film resistors and capacitors were utilized as part of the bias
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circuit of the oscillator to reduce the spurious oscillations and to act as a short circuit
for the RF signals generated by the RTD-LD (the details of the low-frequency stability
circuit are discussed in subsection 3.5.3). In Fig. 3.3(a) is shown schematically the shunt
capacitor connected in parallel to the RTD device in series with the LD component and
placed physically close of the RTD - the minimum distance between the RTD die and
the thin-film capacitor node was below 2 mm. In order to test the influence of the
shunt component in the stability of the RTD-LD oscillator, via holes separated by 10
mm along the microstrip TL were used to provide local grounding.
Conductive silver epoxy resin and bond wires where used to connect electrically
the RTD emitter contact in series to the LD, and the RTD collector contact to the
50 Ω microstrip TL, as schematically represented in Fig. 3.3(a). The process of chip
bonding of both RTD and LD chip devices consisted to attach the substrate with a
high conductivity adhesive. The orientation of the laser was taken in consideration in
the layout disposition and in the process of chip bonding in the PCB to ensure good
alignment to an optical fiber and heat dissipation. The RTD was attached physically
close of the LD, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b), to reduce wire bond interconnections, and thus
reduce parasitics. When both LD and RTD dies where properly aligned using a die
inspection and placement machine, silver epoxy glue (either cured at room temperature
or at 100 ◦C) was applied to provide good adhesion. Furthermore, silver epoxy, if not
yet cured, could be easily removed using acetone. After the chip bonding, silver dag
painted down in the laser tile was applied to provide the ground connection, and solder
wire connections from the RTD-LD to the microstrip TL were realized before the wire
bonding final step.
Figure 3.3: Hybrid RTD-LD oscillator module. (a) Illustration of the module (not
scaled). (b) Picture of RTD, LD, and wire connections onto gold pads.
The final step was the connection between the RTD device CPW high frequency
pads and the gold contacts pads of the laser device chip. The connections were realized
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with gold wire, about 25 µm diameter, that linked the RTD and LD devices. The
process was carried out under a microscope, using a commercial ultrasonic wire bonding
machine (wedge bonder - model 4123). To obtain high speed operation, several factors
to reduce parasitics were taken in account in the process of packaging and connection
including a good common ground plane and minimizing wire bends to eliminate stray
inductances. In fact, wire bond wires have been shown to be the limiting factor in
high-speed HIC transmitters. In [115] it is shown that a 25 µm diameter with 2 mm
length has an approximate inductance of 1.8 nH. Fig. 3.3(b) presents a picture of the
RTD and LD connected by gold wires with an estimated total length around 2.1 mm.
Furthermore, the gold wires contribute also to the total series resistance of the RTD-
LD module. From the bond wire manufacturers (Mueller Feindraht AC) data sheet
information, a 2 mm bond length corresponds to 0.49 ohm series resistance.
3.5.2 DC electrical characteristics
Figure 3.4 shows an example of the I-V characteristics of the individual RTD and laser
diode devices, and of the RTD in series with the LD. The effect of adding a laser diode
does not change the basic shape of the RTD I-V characteristic, just shifts the peak
and valley regions to higher voltages - a shift of around 0.85 V, i.e., the voltage drop
across the laser p − n junction - but the current values are left unchanged (Ip = 41
mA, Iv = 12 mA). The device DC principle of operation is as follows. The individual
RTD-LD exhibits NDC because the NDC is preserved in the hybrid integrated circuit,
i.e., as the voltage rises above a threshold value, the peak voltage (Vp), the current
drops steeply from its peak (Ip) to a lower value (Iv), before rising again. By ensuring
that the LD threshold current is below the RTD’s valley current (Ip > Iv > Ith), the
LD operates in CW mode as the RTD-LD voltage is sweep across the NDC region. In
the implemented RTD-LD circuits we have chosen RTD and LD components in order
that Ith < Iv, that is, when the RTD-LD was DC biased in the NDC region the lasers
were operating well above the threshold current.
The experimental RTD I-V characteristic was fitted using the model proposed by
Schulman et al. [82], as discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 3.4 presents the RTD I-V
model fit (dotted line) using the fitting parameters A = 3240 Acm−2, B = 0.0875 V,
C = 0.1449 V, D = 0.02132 V, H = 395 Acm−2, n1 = 0.1902, and n2 = 0.0284.
From the point of view of electrical simulation, when the laser is operating above the
threshold, it can be modeled using an ideal diode in series with a voltage source and
a current-limiting resistor Rl (typical lasers have around 5 Ω). Using SPICE circuit
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simulator one can easily verify this aspect of the RTD-LD behavior. SPICE [116] is
a widely used general-purpose electronic circuit simulator capable of performing AC,
DC, and transient analysis on circuits consisting of several elements. First, we have
simulated the laser diode characteristic, which is shown in Figure 3.4 using Rl = 6 Ω
with a threshold voltage of 0.85 V. Then, combining the model of the RTD derived
from Shulman et al. [82] in series with the laser electrical characteristic simulated
previously, we obtain the RTD-LD DC model fit presented in Fig. 3.4 which shows
a close match to the experimental I-V characteristic. This simple approach simulated
here confirms the RTD-LD DC electrical characteristics can be simply derived from the
RTD electrical characteristic. As described in the next section, dedicated to the AC
model of the RTD-LD oscillator, this simplifies considerably the circuit model without
having a great affect in the description of the observed dynamical regimes.
Figure 3.4: The I-V experimental electrical characteristics of the RTD-LD module
overlaid with the model fit (dotted lines) derived from Schulman et al.
In the RTD and RTD-LD NDC regions a current shoulder is present where the
current does not reduce suddenly but reaches a plateau before dropping steeply again.
This arises as a result of oscillations caused by the drive circuit impedance and NDC.
This is a result of the averaging of the oscillating signal by the RTD and RTD-LD
from the source voltage meter. In the model this effect was not considered although
modeling the RTD bias circuit oscillation may be carried out given accurate values of
source impedance.
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3.5.3 RTD-LD low-frequency stability
It has been demonstrated that in RTD-based devices the nonlinearity and NDC extends
from DC to beyond the operating frequency of RTD device (up to the THz range [75]).
This has led to the proposal of using RTDs for very high-frequency operation. However,
potential problems can arise from the low-frequency or bias circuit oscillations [117].
For most practical applications, this means RTD-based devices in combination with the
bias circuit should be stable at low frequencies when biased in the NDC region. In the
RTD-LD practical circuit, the bias circuit, that includes the power source impedance
and various parasitics elements, introduces parasitic oscillations with unwanted low-
frequency signals which are not useful for high-frequency operation.
Proposed methods for suppression of parasitic low-frequency oscillations include
RTD multivibrator oscillator [118] or RF excitation [119], both requiring a drive signal
to initiate oscillation at the desired frequency. Another common method to solve the
bias instability problem is to employ a stabilizing circuit using RTDs connected in series
[120], or using a shunt resistor/capacitor connected directly across the tunneling diode
[121, 122]. In the shunt resistor example, the stabilizing circuit is chosen such that the
combined resistance (at DC and low frequencies) is positive when the tunneling diode
is biased in the NDC region in order that:
1
Rs
> G0 (3.1)
where Rs is the value of the shunt resistor and G0 is the absolute value of the NDC.
The disadvantages of this method are that the NDC characteristic must be determined
indirectly, the total power consumption of the decoupling circuit increase, and degrades
oscillator DC-to-RF conversion efficiency.
The other method proposed uses a shunt capacitor connected across the device.
Figure 3.5 shows the equivalent circuit containing an RTD in series with an LD as
represented schematically in Fig. 3.3(a) including parasitic elements, where Rb and Lb
are the source resistance and inductance of the power supply, respectively, and the bias
signal is isolated from the RF load by the blocking capacitor Cblock. In this example a
stabilizing capacitor Cs is used to improve the low frequency stability without affecting
the RF impedance seen by the device, i.e., the shunt Cs is chosen to be a short circuit
at the design frequency. In this configuration, the inductance L of the interconnect
between the capacitor and the RTD must be minimized. This aspect arises from the
the necessary low-frequency stability criterion derived in detail in [122]. Assuming the
RTD-LD circuit of Fig. 3.5 is equivalent to the RLC circuit of Fig. 2.5(c) (see Chapter
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2), the criterion is given by:
Ls < R
2
0C (3.2)
where Ls is the sum of all inductances, and C and R0, are the capacitance and resistance
of the RTD device, respectively. The stability criterion demonstrated in [122] and
summarized by Eq. 3.2 defines L to a few nH for RTDs with peak currents in the mA
range, values of the negative resistance R0 of tens of ohms, and equivalent capacitance
of tens of pF. This means, the low-frequency instabilities are avoided if the shunt
capacitor could be inserted physically near the RTD, minimizing the lead inductance.
Considering the typical RTD capacitance values of the RTDs’ utilized in this work
(C ∼ 1.5 pF-3 pF) and the estimated wire bond equivalent inductance in the range
of 1 nH-8 nH, for the majority of the RTD-based circuits implemented in this work, a
shunt capacitor Cs ∼ 1 µF was sufficient to eliminate spurious oscillations.
In some implemented circuits in order to fulfill the condition given in Eqs. (3.1) and
(3.2), a shunt resistor Rs in parallel with the shunt capacitor Cs formed the decoupling
circuit (stabilizer) to isolate the bias circuit (VDC , Rb and Lb) from the RF oscillator
circuit shown in Fig. 3.5. The values of Rs and Cs were chosen to provide DC stability
to the bias circuit and an RF path to ground for the oscillator circuit, respectively.
Figure 3.5: Circuit diagram of the RTD-LD equivalent circuit, and the DC bias and
shunt circuit.
3.5.4 Lie´nard RTD-LD oscillator model
Using the theory of nonlinear oscillators in terms of differential equations, we formulate
a dynamical model to investigate the dynamics of RTD-LD oscillators, derived from
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the analysis of the RF circuit of Fig. 3.5. The RTD-LD model brings together the
theory of Lie´nard-type oscillators and laser rate equations introduced in Chapter 2.
For purposes of analysis and numerical simulation of high-frequency oscillations,
the RTD-LD schematic circuit presented in Fig. 3.5 can be reduced to the small-signal
equivalent RLC circuit of Fig. 2.6(a) (see Chapter 2), because the shunt capacitor Cs
acts as a short circuit at the frequencies under consideration. Since the capacitance of
the laser diode is much larger than the RTD intrinsic capacitance, the RTD-LD module
is modeled with the RTD estimated intrinsic capacitance and parasitics (see subsection
3.4.2) in parallel with a current dependent voltage source. This approximation seems
reasonable since we have implemented single RTD hybrid circuits that showed identical
range of frequency operation regimes whenever the lengths of the bond wires used to
connect the RTD were similar to the RTD-LD hybrid circuit ones. In the RLC circuit
of Fig. 2.6(a), R represents the equivalent resistance due to the devices (RTD and LD)
and to account for the external lead resistances associated to the contacts, and L is
the equivalent inductance to account for the lead inductances of the circuit connections
(essentially determined by the gold bond wires total length).
Using the Kirchhoff’s rules, we applied the same procedure discussed in Chapter 2
to obtain the two first-order differential equations that describe the RTD-LD electri-
cal circuit. Then, coupling the electrical system to the laser diode rate equations to
model the laser system, we obtain a ODE numerical model system for simulation of
laser optical output driven by RTD current oscillations. The model is referred as the
generalized nonlinear forced Lie´nard RTD-LD oscillator [46, 48, 123], which is given in
the dimensionless form as:
dx(t)
dt
=
1
µ
[y(t)− f(x)] (3.3)
dy(t)
dt
= µ {υ0 + υ sin[z(t)]− γy(t)− x(t)} (3.4)
dz(t)
dt
= 2piΩ (3.5)
dn(t)
dt
=
1
τ ′n
[
im(t)
ith
− n(t)− n(t)− δ
1− δ {1− s(t)}s(t)
]
(3.6)
ds(t)
dt
=
1
τ ′p
[
n(t)− δ
1− δ {1− s(t)}s(t)− s(t) + βn(t)
]
(3.7)
where VDC −VTH = υ0V0, VTH account to the LD voltage threshold, and VDC account
to the experimental RTD-LD bias voltage; im(t) is the bias current with current modu-
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lation in time y(t) given by Lie´nard model, Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5), and ith is the dimensionless
laser diode threshold current. Note that time is normalized to the characteristic fre-
quency of oscillation of the RTD-LD, ω0 = (
√
LC)−1, hence τ = ω0t. Therefore the
parameters τ ′n and τ ′p in the laser system, Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7), come from the time rescaling.
Because the electrical system operates in the GHz range, the time rescaling defined here
has approximately the same order of magnitude as defined in Chapter 2 using t = ττn.
The remaining dimensionless parameters and variables in Eqs. (3.3)-(3.7) are identical
to the ones described in Chapter 2. In Fig. 3.6 is depicted a block diagram with the cor-
responding mathematical representation of the coupled Lie´nard-laser diode system and
includes a periodic signal υ sin[z(t)] to account for the RTD-LD subjected to external
electrical injection.
Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the forced Lie´nard RTD-LD oscillator dimensionless
model.
3.6 Dynamics of RTD-LD voltage controlled oscillators
The NDC displayed by the DBQW-RTD forms the basis of the fast and simple RTD-LD
oscillator investigated here, which is used in this work to implement a novel bistable
or multistable circuit [124], the RTD-LD relaxation-type oscillator. In this section,
we analyze and discuss the high-frequency RTD-LD self-sustained relaxation oscillator
dynamics operating in the autonomous and non-autonomous electro-photonics regimes.
3.6.1 Experimental setup and principle of operation
In Fig. 3.7(a) is shown a photograph of an RTD-LD circuit, and in Fig. 3.7(b) is
depicted the circuit’s diagram and experimental setup used in this investigation showing
both electrical input and outputs, and laser optical output. A DC voltage was supplied
to the circuit’s input through a wideband bias tee (45 MHz - 26.5 GHz). An Agilent
E8257D RF signal generator was used to generate RF signals and was connected to
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the RF input of the bias tee, providing external injection of the RTD-LD. The RTD-
LD RF output was observed in the time domain using a high bandwidth oscilloscope
(either a Agilent 86100C or a Tektronix 794D digital real time scope 2 GHz analog
bandwidth) and in the frequency domain using a 40 GHz spectrum analyzer (either a
HP 8564E or a Rohde & Schwarz FSV-40). The current through the RTD-LD branch
of the circuit was driving the laser diode, and the corresponding modulated optical
signal output was coupled into a single mode (SM) lensed fiber connected to a high
bandwidth photo-detector (either a New focus 45 GHz IR PD model 1014 or a U2T
Photonics - XPDV2020R), the photo-detected output of which was measured in the
frequency and time domain as for the RF output.
Figure 3.7: (a) Photograph of RTD-LD circuit. (b) Experimental setup and circuit
schematic diagram.
The RTD-LD oscillator circuit operates as follow. The shunt capacitor provides sta-
bility at low-frequency oscillations, as explained in the previous section. Thus the cir-
cuit’s free-running oscillation frequency is determined primarily by the round trip time
of the AC feedback loop (effective length of equivalent TL from the shunt components
to the RTD-LD module), in combination with the RTD and the LD parasitics (mainly
the inductance from the wire bonding). Such an oscillator corresponds to a relaxation
oscillator system since it operates by sequential transitions between two states. This
principle of operation is based on the repetitive switching between DC-stable points
lying below the peak point and above the valley point, which means the RTD dwells
in either of its PDCs between switching events. The RTD successive switching events
(relaxation oscillations) produce current oscillations that drive the laser output yielding
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optical modulated outputs providing an image of the relaxation oscillations observed in
the electrical domain. Under external injection of RF signals the NDC portion of the
RTD nonlinear I-V characteristic responds to the injected varying voltages producing
either periodic or aperiodic, including chaotic, current oscillations that modulate the
laser diode optical output, converting electrical periodic or aperiodic signals into optical
periodic or aperiodic sub-carriers, depending on the experimental conditions.
Using the experimental setup of Fig. 3.7, in what follows we investigate the dy-
namics of the RTD-LD in the autonomous and non-autonomous (forced) regimes. We
also evaluate the dynamical system model comprising the Lie´nard’s oscillator coupled
to laser diode rate equations.
3.6.2 Optoelectronic voltage controlled oscillator
When an RTD is incorporated in a circuit resonator (or tank circuit) and biased into
the NDC, oscillations are initiated due to small signal fluctuations occurring in the
circuit oscillator or bias circuit (e.g. noise fluctuations due to voltage source). These
oscillations are called relaxation oscillations. The operation frequency is determined
to a first approximation by the circuit resonator frequency 1/2pi
√
LC (see tank circuit
of Fig. 2.6(a), Chapter 2). The oscillation frequency depends also on the nonlinear
RTD impedance, which is a function of the DC bias voltage. Tuning the DC bias
across the NDC region changes the RTD impedance and as consequence tunes the
relaxation oscillation frequency in a regime of operation called VCO. In the RTD-LD
circuit, since the NDC region is preserved and current relaxation oscillation waveforms
flow through the laser diode, the circuit optical output emulates the electrical current
relaxation oscillations: the laser output shows the same repetitive switching of the
relaxation oscillation current. The RTD-LD circuit operates as an OVCO, that is, the
RTD-LD biased in the NDC region produces electrical and optical oscillatory signals
whose frequency is controlled by the bias voltage quiescent point. In what follows,
we analyze the frequency tuning, time and Fourier domain outputs, and phase noise
characteristics of the RTD-LD free-running OVCO.
3.6.2.1 Frequency tuning curves
Figure 3.8 shows two examples of the typical variation of RTD-LD oscillation frequency
with DC bias voltage. As is shown in Fig. 3.8, the oscillation frequency does not vary
monotonically with bias voltage. Instead, it increases with the bias voltage, reaches a
maximum frequency, then slightly decreases until the RTD-LD is no longer biased in the
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NDC region and the oscillations cease. The oscillation frequency tuning range varied
over a few hundreds of megahertz for the circuits operating up to 2 GHz. The frequency
of the RTD-LD circuit of Fig. 3.8(a) varied with the DC voltage from around 0.987
GHz to 1.247 GHz, that is, a frequency tuning range around 260 MHz; whereas the
circuit of Fig. 3.8(b) oscillated from 1.977 GHz to 2.153 GHz, i.e., a tuning range of 176
MHz. The voltage tuning range of circuit in Fig 3.8(a) is larger than the circuit in Fig
3.8(a) as expected from higher PVVR measured in the I-V characteristic shown inset.
Nevertheless, the tuning sensitivity expressed in frequency tuning range per voltage
range was higher for circuit of Fig. 3.8(b). For stable oscillators, a linear deviation
of frequency versus tuning voltage is desirable. In the RTD-LD oscillators analyzed, a
linear deviation characteristic is attained considering voltages close to the peak voltage.
Generally speaking, to have a wide DC operating range and therefore large tunability
in a OVCO, a wide NDC (large difference between the peak and valley voltage) is
desirable. The RTD-LD of Fig. 3.8(b) increased oscillation frequency mainly because
a lower inductance contribution by reducing the bond wire length to 1-2 mm (down
from ∼ 4 mm).
Figure 3.8: RTD-LD experimental and simulated frequency tuning curves as a function
of voltage sweeping across the NDC region for RTD-LD oscillators operating up to (a)
1.247 GHz and (b) 2.15 GHz. Inset of each figure are the corresponding RTD-LD I-V
characteristics.
For comparison of the experimental results with the numerical model, Fig. 3.8
presents also the simulated tuning frequency curves using the Lie´nard-laser diode model,
Eqs. (3.3)-(3.7), in the autonomous regime, i.e., υ = 0. The electrical circuit parameters
used in the simulation of Fig. 3.8(a) were R = 11.4 Ω, L = 3.31 nH, and C = 3 pF.
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The laser dynamics was modeled employing typical parameters of semiconductor laser
described in Section 2 [99], with small adjustments to fit with experimental results
Vact = 6.75× 10−11 cm3, τn = 3× 10−9 s, τp = 1.2× 10−12 s, β = 1× 10−4, g0 = 10−6
cm3/s, N0 = 10
18 cm−3, n = 0.6 × 10−17 cm3, and Γ = 0.44. In Fig. 3.8(b) the
same LD fitting parameters were employed and the electrical parameters used in the
simulation were R = 11.44 Ω, L = 0.92 nH, and C = 2.86 pF. The simulations obtained
by the Lie´nard-laser diode model describe reasonably well the experimental behavior
of the RTD-LD circuit in the OVCO regime of operation.
3.6.2.2 Time and Fourier domain outputs
Figure 3.9 presents the experimental and simulated oscillations of RTD-LD electro-
photonics outputs in both time and Fourier domains with the DC bias close to the
peak voltage. Figure 3.9(a) shows RTD-LD voltage output waveform at free-running
frequency around 0.987 GHz and the photo-detected laser optical output modulated
by the current relaxation oscillations. As mentioned above, the repetition rate of the
laser optical output was the same as the electrical circuit oscillation, confirming the
laser diode operation was controlled by the RTD switching characteristics. The pulsed
nature of the photo-detected laser optical output shown in Figure 3.9(a) confirms the
capacitive characteristic of the current induced by the RTD switching (described in
detail in [124]). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the photo-detected pulses
is approximately 200 ps but this measurement is limited by the temporal acquisition
resolution of the oscilloscope/photo-detector. Figure 3.9(b) shows the corresponding
RF spectra of the electrical and optical outputs of RTD-LD circuit, confirming the pulse
nature of the current relaxation oscillations with a high harmonic content (measured up
to 10th harmonic). The spectrum of the photo-detector signal indicates that the laser
output is modulated by the electrical self-sustained oscillation by an amount greater
than 20 dB. The RTD-LD OVCO circuits can provide a simple way to convert fast,
short electrical pulses with low timing jitter and phase noise, into fast, sharp optical
pulses.
In Fig. 3.10(a) are shown the self-sustained voltage output and photo-detected
optical waveforms of the RTD-LD circuit oscillating around 2.107 GHz when DC biased
close to the valley voltage. In this region, which is nearest the region of great curvature
of the NDC, the fundamental mode achieves its maximum efficiency, where the Fourier
series has a predominant coefficient at the oscillation frequency, Fig. 3.10(b). As a
result, the oscillation waveforms appear as sine wave-like shape.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental and simulated [x(t) and s(t)] oscillations of RTD-LD electro-
photonic outputs oscillating at 0.987 GHz (a) in time domain, and (b) in Fourier do-
main.
The experimental results in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 were fitted to the numerical results
(dashed lines) showing a good agreement between model and experiment, demonstrat-
ing the validity of the Lie´nard model. The OVCO frequency tuning curves, the wave-
forms and estimated power spectra presented here shows the the Lie´nard oscillator
model coupled to laser rate equations can be used to describe the observed behavior in
RTD-based driver circuits utilizing an optical communications semiconductor laser.
3.6.2.3 Phase noise characteristics
Ultimately, we analyze an important figure of merit (FOM) of the performance of
oscillators, the phase noise characteristic. Figure 3.11(a) presents the RTD-LD free-
running fundamental signal spectra operating around 1.2405 GHz with a span of 5 MHz.
As shown in the spectrum surveillance monitoring (SSM) of both outputs [top inset of
Fig. 3.11(a)], the free-running oscillation is of poor stability and suffer of frequency
fluctuations. These fluctuations are commonly referred as phase noise which, like in
many other conventional electronic devices, come from the active devices and other
electrical noise sources.
The phase noise in an oscillator is mainly due to internal noise sources such as
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Figure 3.10: Experimental and simulated [x(t) and s(t)] oscillations of RTD-LD electro-
photonic outputs oscillating at 2.107 GHz (a) in time domain, and (b) in Fourier do-
main.
thermal noise and active device noise sources (flicker noise or 1/f shot noise). They are
random in nature. The internal noise sources set a fundamental limit for a minimum
obtainable phase noise in oscillator design. The spurious tones are due to external noise
sources such as noise on control voltage, power supply, and bias current signals. They
are deterministic in nature. There are many ways of quantifying these fluctuations
(a comprehensive review of different standards and measurement methods is given in
[125]).
A signal’s short-term instabilities are usually characterized in terms of the single
sideband (SSB) noise spectral density. SSB phase noise is defined as the ratio of noise
power in a 1 Hz bandwidth at a given frequency offset, to the signal power. It has units
of decibels below the carrier per hertz (dBc/Hz) and is given by:
L{∆ω} = 10 log
[
Psideband(ω0 + ∆ω, 1Hz)
Pcarrier
]
(3.8)
where Psideband(ω0 + ∆ω, 1 Hz) represents the single sideband power at a frequency
offset of ∆ω from the carrier with a measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz, ω0 is frequency
of oscillation, and Pcarrier is the signal power.
Figure 3.11(b) presents the RTD-LD measured SSB phase noise measurements in
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both electrical and detected optical outputs. At low offsets (100 kHz to 1 MHz)
both electrical and optical outputs follow the same trend with a slope of around 20
dB/decade, which is a classical oscillator 1/f profile. The LD output follows this slope
with a slightly inferior phase noise performance, -102.81 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset, es-
sentially due to shot noise of the detector and laser relative intensity noise (RIN). At
offsets above 10 MHz we found a region of nearly flat response usually called noise
floor. In this region, the electrical and optical responses have about 8 dB difference at
100 MHz offset mainly because of the lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detected
laser output.
Figure 3.11: (a) RF spectra measurements of RTD-LD fundamental free-running oscil-
lation in the electrical output and in the detected optical output (span of 5 MHz and
RBW of 10 kHz, VDC =2.485 V). On the top is a inset with the spectrum surveillance
monitoring around 60 s time acquisition (time in the vertical axis). (b) SSB phase noise
measurements of electrical and optical free-running oscillation outputs.
The phase noise regions observed in both electrical and optical outputs confirm
the signals characteristics are mainly determined by the RTD electrical oscillator per-
formance. The overall RTD-LD oscillator characteristics are summarized in Table 3.1
including operation frequency, typical oscillator tunability, and phase noise. The RTD-
LD OVCO performance compares with recently reported RTD-based devices operating
in the same range of frequencies and output power [11, 126]. Although the OVCO
is still of inferior quality when compared with modified complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) VCO devices [127], and commercial available coaxial resonator
oscillator (CRO) modules [128], further techniques including injection locking and self-
synchronization can provide considerably improvements on the RTD-LD OVCO perfor-
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mance, as demonstrated throughout this thesis. Moreover, improvements are expected
by employing monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC) circuits as reported in
[129], which provide more control on the circuit parasitics, namely the wire bonding.
Table 3.1: Summary of RTD-LD free-running OVCO performance.
Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Units
Frequency f0 0.987 - 1.247 GHz
Output power -14.17 - -8.5 dBm
Tuning frequency - 260 - MHz
Tuning frequency - 21 - %
Tuning voltage 2.34 - 2.61 V
SSB Phase noise@1 MHz - -105.43 - dBc/Hz
SSB Phase noise@100 kHz - -86.93 - dBc/Hz
3.6.3 Injection locking
Injection locking is a well-known phenomenon which is discussed in any standard text-
book [58, 59] on nonlinear oscillators (see Chapter 2 and Appendix A), under one of
various headings such as synchronization, phase locking, frequency entrainment, or
forced oscillation. According to the oscillator model developed by Adler and described
in its seminar paper [5], an oscillator can be locked in frequency by an external signal
which is injected into the oscillator and the mechanism of the locking process depends
upon the the initial frequency difference between the oscillator, the relative amplitude
between the injected and the oscillator and the circuit parameters. In this subsection,
we investigate the injection locking characteristics of RTD-LD oscillators subjected to
RF signals close to the circuit’s free-running fundamental mode.
The electrical signal was injected in the electrical input port using a bias tee and the
output signal was measured in the LD optical output, Fig. 3.7(b). The RF spectra of
the free-running and injection-locked RTD-LD oscillator outputs were measured with
a RF spectrum analyzer, Fig. 3.12(a), and the oscillation frequency was set to around
1.2432 GHz. In Fig. 3.12(a) is presented the typical broad spectrum caused by the
frequency fluctuations. The corresponding SSB phase noise measurements are shown
in Fig. 3.12(b). The photo-detected free-running signal had a single-sided noise power
density of -81.96 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz offset. Adding a RF signal frequency close to
the free-running oscillation frequency (even using very low power levels, in this case
-43 dBm) the RTD electronic oscillation was pulled to the the same repetition rate,
and the photo-detected LD output spectrum collapsed to match that of the reference
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synthesizer with -85.86 dBc/Hz noise suppression at 100 kHz offset when injection
locked. On top of Fig. 3.12(a) is inset the spectrum surveillance confirming the spectral
stability of the locked signal. The pull or locking range ∆f was also measured. Under
this level of power the locking range was around 300 kHz. For power levels much lower
than the RTD-LD oscillator power the locking range was found to be approximately
proportional to
√
Pi/P0, where Pi is the injected power and P0 is the RTD-LD RF
output power [48]. This behavior follows Adler theory [5], and is the same as that
observed for injection locking of conventional negative-resistance oscillators operating
in the small-signal limit.
Figure 3.12: (a) Free-running and injection locked RF spectra of photo-detected RTD-
LD outputs (1 MHz span and 10 kHz RBW). Inset is shown the injection locked spec-
trum with 100 Hz span and 1 Hz RBW at -13 dBm power level. Also shown on top is
a spectrogram that represents the evolution of spectral density of the injection-locked
signal recorded over approximately 60 s (time in the vertical axis). (b) SSB phase noise
measurements.
We verified that the noise on the injection-locked signal followed the noise intro-
duced from the input synthesizer signal. The injection-locked RTD-LD oscillator pro-
duced microwave signals in the LD optical sub-carrier with noise characteristics that
matched those of the input signal, limited only by the measurement instrument noise
floor. As the noise level of the input was changed the injection-locked signal changed
accordingly. Increasing the output power of the RF synthesizer further reduced the
noise on the reference signal and likewise the injection-locked signal, as observed in
the spectra of Fig. 3.12(a) for a power level of -13 dBm. Inset of Fig. 3.12(a) is the
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injection-locked signal with a 1 Hz resolution bandwidth phase locked to a -13 dBm
low-noise RF reference signal (note the different frequency scales), confirming the out-
put spectrum collapses to match that of the reference synthesizer. Figure 3.12(b) shows
the phase noise reduction when a signal with -13 dBm power is injected with -113.69
dBc/Hz phase noise at 100 kHz carrier offset, with a suppression of more than 30 dB
when compared with the free-running. Under this level of power the locking range was
around 30.5 MHz, corresponding to approximately 2.45 % of the oscillation frequency.
Finally, another characteristic of the injection locked RTD-LD is that the output power
of the injection locked signals is approximately the same of the free-running output, as
long as the injected power is lower than the injected signals.
3.6.4 Period-adding bifurcation
In order to map the RTD-LD dynamics subjected to external injection, we have char-
acterized in detail the electro-photonics outputs in time and Fourier domains for a
wide range of voltage amplitude VAC and injected frequency fin values. The observed
dynamic trajectories were plotted in the voltage-light (V − `) phase space, where V
represents the voltage across the RTD-LD, the electrical output, and ` is the LD op-
tical output. In the free-running mode, the trajectories in the (V − `) phase space
correspond to a simple attractor known as limit cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.13(a), with a
free-running frequency f0 ∼0.953 GHz (the circuits described here showed free-running
frequencies, f0, ranging from 0.5 GHz to around 1 GHz, controlled by the DC voltage
[49]). The free-running electrical and corresponding optical oscillations RF power spec-
tra are presented in Fig. 3.13(b), with an harmonic content up to the 10th harmonic.
Following the injection locking phenomena discussed in the previous subsection a
more complex circuit behavior known as period-adding bifurcation dynamics [45] can
be obtained when free-running oscillations are perturbed by injected RF signals. In
this regime, whenever a stable closed trajectory is found in the V − ` phase space the
system is considered phase-locked to the driving signal. In the very weak perturbation
regime, VAC << ∆VNDC , where ∆VNDC is the NDC voltage width (∼ 250 mV for
the circuits tested), the free-running and injected frequencies, f0 and fin, satisfy the
relation fin/f0 → n/m, where n and m are natural numbers. The ratios n/m are
known as winding numbers [58, 59].
Figures 3.13(c)-(j) present examples of RTD-LD synchronization states for sinu-
soidal input amplitude voltage of 300 mV and scanning the injected frequency from 0.3
GHz to 3.5 GHz. On the left are shown V − ` phase space diagrams and on the right
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Figure 3.13: Experimental electro-photonic limit cycle regimes in the V −` phase space
(left) and corresponding spectra (right) for the following stable dynamic states: (a)(b)
free-running; and locked (c)-(d) 1:2 and (e)-(f) 1:1, (g)-(h) 2:1, and (i)-(j) 3:1.
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Figure 3.14: (a) RTD-LD oscillator frequency-locking structure showing the electro-
photonics Arnold tongues. The results from the experiment (dotted lines) are compared
with theory (colored tongues). (b) Numerical simulated bifurcation map of photon
density s(t) as a function of frequency for electrical injection of a periodic signal at
amplitude υ = 0.3.
the corresponding V and ` RF power spectra. Figs. 3.13(c)-(d), present an example
of sub-harmonic locking with ratio 2:1 - the RTD-LD synchronizes at frequencies with
half the circuit’s free-running frequency; Figs. 3.13(e)-(f) show locking at signals with
frequency close to circuit’s free-running oscillation (1:1) - fundamental locking; Figs.
3.13(g)-(h) and 3.13(i)-(j) illustrate two examples of harmonic injection locking, 1:2
and 1:3, respectively, where the injected frequencies are close to RTD-LD’s first and
second frequency harmonics, respectively.
The overall circuit’s dynamic response to perturbations was mapped in a two-
dimensional Arnold tongues diagram, Fig. 3.14(a), where the tongues correspond to
the regions of locking to the driving signals presented in Figs. 3.13(c)-(j). The nu-
merical model, Eqs. (3.3)-(3.7), agrees qualitatively well with experimental tongues.
The y-axis represents the perturbation strength defined as the ratio of the injected
voltage amplitude VAC and RTD-LD peak voltage Vp (around 2.90 V), VAC/Vp; the x-
axis corresponds to the frequency ratio fin/f0. The injected amplitude and frequency
ranged from 50 mV to 500 mV and 0.3 GHz to 3.5 GHz, respectively. In Fig. 3.14(b)
is presented the corresponding simulated bifurcation map of the photon density s(t)
variable, showing the period-adding bifurcation dynamics sequence between intervals
of unlocked signals. The results presented in Fig. 3.14 demonstrate the RTD-LD cir-
cuit follows a period-adding bifurcation dynamics similar to the Lie´nard RTD oscillator
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illustrated in Chapter 2. The modeling results confirm that under the regimes of oper-
ation analyzed here the RTD-LD circuits exploit only RTD’s inherent non-linearity, in
a way that the laser dynamics follows the overall dynamics of the RTD oscillator.
3.6.5 Quasi-periodic route to chaos
Outside the phase-locked regions the circuit produces unsynchronized complex outputs
that can be regarded as result of the nonlinear mixing of the injected signal with
the free-running oscillations, which gives rise to large frequency content quasi-periodic
signals, and broadband (GHz wide) chaotic outputs. Figure 3.15(a) shows an example of
quasi-periodic trajectories in the unsynchronized region between the winding numbers
1:1 and 2:1. Contrary to the previously synchronized orbits, quasi-periodic signals
trajectories do not form closed loops. Instead, the orbits circulate around a confined
region designed as quasi-periodic torus (Appendix A). Figure 3.15(b) illustrates V and
` RF power spectra showing spike like frequency distributions, both with the same
frequency content. Increasing the nonlinearity by injecting amplitudes above 300 mV
the circuit dynamics evolves from synchronization to quasi-periodicity and then onto
chaos, where chaotic bursts start to appear outside the torus as the frequency ratio
fin/f0 converge to certain irrational numbers. We observed experimentally this complex
dynamics in a wide range of injected amplitudes. Figure 3.15(c) shows typical chaotic
trajectories for driving amplitudes at 790 mV.
An example of the chaotic spectra can be seen in Fig. 3.15(d). The sharp spike like
frequency peaks of quasi-periodic signals, Fig. 3.15(b), disappear in the transition to the
chaotic regime, giving rise to signals with broadband continuous frequency distribution.
The peaks observed in Fig. 3.15(d) correspond to the injected RF signal and to minor
vestiges of some quasi-periodicity, an indication that the system dynamics evolves into
a quasi-periodic route to chaos. Also observed is the substantial rise of RF power
spectra noise level (up to 20 dB), also a characteristic of chaotic regimes.
The intrinsic instability and sensitivity to initial conditions of RTD-LD dynamics
was numerically investigated by evaluating the rate of divergence of nearby trajecto-
ries in the unsynchronized regions. Figure 3.16 presents a histogram of the largest
Lyapunov exponent λ1, illustrating the frequency bands where the RTD-LD behaves
chaotically, that is, where λ1 > 0 (Chapter 2). The largest chaotic band corresponds
to fin/f0 around the golden number (
√
5 + 1)/2 ∼ 1.62 (also called the golden mean
- Appendix A). The golden number, and other irrational numbers including the silver
number, are commonly used in nonlinear dynamical studies [58]. The frequency range
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Figure 3.15: Experimental electro-photonic regimes in V −` phase space (left) and cor-
responding power spectra (right) for (a)-(b) quasi-periodic, and (c)-(d) chaotic dynamic
states.
of chaotic operation and the chaos signatures including broadband spectrum shown in
Fig. 3.15(d), indicate the circuit is operating in the golden ratio band [58], the largest
chaotic band of Fig. 3.16, since the intrinsic free-running frequency red shifts with
the amplitude of the injected signal, leading to a value of fin/f0 close to the golden
ratio. The analysis of Fig. 3.15(d) indicates the free-running frequency (2nd peak in
the spectrum) under this level of injection was shifted from 953 MHz to ∼930 MHz,
which gives fin/f0 ∼ 1.6.
The process of producing broadband chaotic optical sub-carriers in the laser out-
put described here is physically different from the methods presented in [27, 104, 105],
and analyzed in Chapter 2, subsection 2.7.3. The generation and conversion of chaotic
currents into chaotic light intensity patterns discussed here depend solely on the RTD
nonlinearities. Currently under investigation are methods to increase the chaos di-
mensionality by exploiting the laser nonlinearities, and so extend RTD-LD capabilities.
Since monolithic integration leads not only to a considerable reduction in size, energy
consumption and cost but also to an increase in speed and reliability, we foresee RTD-
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Figure 3.16: Histogram of the largest Lyapunov exponent for the unsynchronized region
between 1:1 and 2:1 locking windows for the experimental conditions presented in Fig.
3.15.
LD hybrid (or monolithic) circuits as an alternative to the chaotic systems reported,
like for example in [105], to operate as the core of electro-photonics chaotic broadband
emitters to encode data at the physical level.
3.7 Chapter summary
A hybrid integrated RTD-LD circuit (the OEIC transmitter) operating as an oscillator
and producing both electrical and optical outputs has been proposed, implemented,
and characterized in time and frequency domains. By numerically solving a system of
ODEs coupled to laser rate equations and obtaining a reasonably good fit to the optical
and electrical results in both the time and frequency domains, we have shown that the
operation of the circuit can be described by the Lie´nard oscillator model.
We have presented and discussed, both experimentally and numerically, the nonli-
near dynamics of RTD-LD circuits in the autonomous and non-autonomous regimes.
The autonomous RTD-LD operates as a OVCO producing fundamental relaxation os-
cillations at microwave frequencies in both electrical and optical outputs. In the non-
autonomous regime the RTD-LD is driven by RF signals producing either injection
locked outputs or high-dimensional chaotic carries in a quasi-periodic route to chaos.
The RTD-LD circuits are simple, reproducible and versatile, and lead to a significant
reduction in the complexity to generate chaotic carriers’ emitters with a great potential
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in secure MWP communication networks to transfer Gb/s data embedded in a chaotic
electrical signal to an optical carrier. The main potential advantages of utilizing RTD-
LD based systems instead of using other optoelectronic and laser systems include the
simplicity and compactness of the solution which reduces considerably the number of
high-speed electronics required in most of the schemes used to generate synchronized
and chaotic signals, and the RTD frequency tunability as a function of the voltage.
The RTD-LDs presented here operated at frequencies up to 2.1 GHz. With improved
hybrid or fully monolithic integration we anticipate much higher frequencies at tens of
GHz, with a great interest for future optical communication systems.
At the present the RTD-LD system exploits only RTD’s inherent non-linearity, with
the laser diode operating parameters being selected in a way that the laser dynamics
does not influence the overall dynamics of RTD-LD oscillator, e.g., the laser is used only
as a light source operating in a linear regime. In future work novel approaches may
be explored using the laser relaxation oscillation frequency, as described in Chapter
2, to increase the system’s dimensionality. The RTD-LD system can be explored in
further applications not discussed in this chapter, namely chaos synchronization for
communications [27] and chaos-controlled methods [130].
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Chapter 4
Optical control of RTD-PD
microwave-photonics oscillators
4.1 Introduction
Microwave-photonics (MWP) deals with OEIC devices and systems for processing sig-
nals at microwave frequencies. The key elements of MWP are optical sources capable
of fast modulation, suitable transmission media, and fast optical detectors or optically
controlled microwave devices. Optical injection locking of oscillators allows to synchro-
nize the frequency and phase of free-running oscillators to optical modulated signals.
Direct optical control of microwave devices has been investigated, with early demon-
strations of tuning of Gunn oscillators [131, 132], tuning and power modulation of
trapped plasma avalanche and transit time (TRAPATT) oscillators [8], tuning of
impact avalanche and transit time (IMPATT) oscillators [9], and injection of hetero-
junction phototransistors (HPT) [10] by optical illumination. More recently, optical
injection locking of RTD devices [11] to intensity modulated optical signals was also
achieved. RTDs are interesting alternatives for optical detection when compared with
the limitations of traditional photo-detectors such as nonlinearities, saturation, and
bandwidth limits. The detection results show the noise of the microwave injection-
locked RTD signal matches that of the input optical signals resulting in stability and
low timing jitter of the electrically detected frequency signal.
In the previous chapter, an RTD-OEIC transmitter consisting of a LD driven by a
DBQW-RTD oscillator, the RTD-LD, capable of synchronization and chaos generation
when perturbed by electrical periodic signals has been demonstrated. In this chapter,
an optically controlled RTD-OEIC oscillator taking advantage of the photo-detection
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characteristics of the DBQW-RTD structures is investigated. The process of direct
optical control of RTD devices is photo-generation of carriers within the OW core of
the device by the incident optical signal, through absorption. The RTD-PD driving a
laser diode is realized using HIC technology. The optical control of the RTD-PD device
introduces an extra port to the RTD-LD OEIC forming a new type of RTD-based MWP
oscillator with both optical and electrical input and output ports.
4.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of the work described in this chapter is to investigate detection characteristics
of RTD-PD devices, and the implementation and characterization of OEIC oscillators
consisting of discrete RTD-PD and LD components. The main goal is to describe how
optical injection locking of RTD-PD oscillators can be used for generation of low-phase
noise microwave signals in both electrical and optical domains. This was achieved
through the following objectives:
• Characterize the detection characteristics of DBQW-RTD OW photo-detectors
under direct optical illumination.
• Implement a hybrid OEIC consisting of an RTD-PD in series with a LD, the
RTD-PD-LD, with both optical and electrical input and output ports, and a DC
voltage control port.
• Investigate experimentally and numerically the dynamics of RTD-PD-LD oscilla-
tors under optical injection.
• Implement RTD-based MWP systems in optoelectronic clock recovery circuits
and transmission of modulated signals in wireless/photonics links.
4.3 Chapter overview
In this chapter, after a short introduction on the detection characteristics of both
RTD photo-detectors and waveguide detector devices, the characteristics of DBQW-
RTD OW photo-detectors utilized in this work are described. Next the experimental
arrangement of OEIC oscillators formed by RTD-PD and LD devices is discussed, fol-
lowed by the investigation on the optical injection-locking characteristics of RTD-PD-
LD oscillators in both electrical and optical domains under direct illumination of optical
modulated signals. An optically controlled Lie´nard oscillator model will be presented
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taking in consideration the detection characteristics of the RTD optical waveguides. Ul-
timately, applications of RTD-PD-LD oscillators in transmission systems are discussed,
including the implementation of clock recovery schemes for clock extraction of Gb/s
return-to-zero (RZ) signals, and the transmission of analog and digital phase modulated
signals in wireless/photonis links.
4.4 Detection characteristics of DBQW-RTD devices
DBQW-RTD structures for photo-detection emerged in the last decades as devices with
high responsivities and gain-bandwidth-efficiency products, as well as low switching en-
ergies [33, 133] because of their intrinsic gain and low voltage operation characteristics.
Essentially, they work as follows, a light pulse incident upon a resonant tunneling
structure biased close to the peak voltage produces photo-charges that reduce the se-
ries resistance, leading to a shift of the peak and valley voltages which can induce
RTD switching from the peak to the valley and give rise to changes in the current flow
[134]. By taking advantage of these effects, RTD structures can be used to implement
light-by-light switching [133], and optically switched RTD photo-detectors [33]. Such
optically switched devices were already tested for high-speed transmission communi-
cations at Gb/s rates with very low electrical power dissipation [33]. More recently,
single photon detectors were demonstrated taking advantage of DBQW-RTD detectors
based on quantum dot structures [135], and light-modulated stochastic dynamics of
RTDs was studied as potential candidates for artificial neurons like devices [136]. In
this section, the detection characteristics of DBQW-RTD waveguide photo-detectors is
analyzed for their implementation in optically injection locked oscillators.
4.4.1 DBQW-RTD detectors
An example of a surface-illuminated DBQW-RTD photo-detector consisting of In-
GaAs/AlAs semiconductor compounds (the same materials of the RTDs used in this
work) is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). As exemplified in the conduction band diagram, since the
applied external voltage drops almost entirely on the thick undoped InGaAs absorption
layer, the photo-generated electrons and holes in it are separated by the electric field,
the holes are accumulated at the barriers of the resonant structure whereas the elec-
trons are collected by the external circuit. As a result, the applied electric field in the
undoped layer is partially screened and that within the resonant structure is enhanced.
Consequently, the NDC of the resonant tunneling device shifts to lower voltages, as
exemplified in Fig. 4.1(b). If the accumulated holes have a long recombination time
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the conduction band diagram of a direct illuminated
InGaAs/AlAs DBQW-RTD. Inset is shown the schematic cross-section of the surface
RTD-PD. (b) Typical dark and illuminated I-V characteristics.
the sensitivity of the device is high but its frequency response is low whereas for fast
hole recombination times the sensitivity is lower but high-speed can be achieved.
4.4.2 Waveguide detectors
Despite all the efforts, high efficiency and wide bandwidths cannot be simultaneously
achieved by surface-illuminated structures, such as the one exemplified in the previous
subsection. Therefore, side-illuminated waveguide photo-detectors were proposed as a
means to ease the trade-off between the speed and responsivity. This type of detector
is generally edge-illuminated with light guided parallel to the intrinsic layer and incre-
mentally absorbed due to the fact that the photo-generated carriers and the light travel
in different, perpendicular directions. In comparison with the surface transverse pho-
todiode, the waveguide longitudinal photodiode responsivity is mainly determined by
the waveguide length, and not by absorption layer thickness, therefore the waveguide
detector has a larger bandwidth-efficiency performance than the surface photodiode.
The optical waveguiding structure is similar to that of the double heterostructure
lasers. Figure 4.2 shows the RTD-PD OW schematic, the wafer structure and the energy
band diagram of the waveguide detector used in this work. The DBQW-RTD OW layer
structure is described in Chapter 3, subsection 3.4.2. Under modulated light the same
epitaxial structure can be used for both modulator and photo-detector applications. In
fact, the RTD-OW structure discussed here was originally designed as an RTD-EAM,
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and more detail on its optical modulation characteristics can be found in [42, 43]. Light
is edge-coupled to the waveguide and the responsivity is mainly limited by the coupling
efficiency and the scattering loss along the waveguide. The coupling can be improved
through the use of lensed fibers, antireflection coating at waveguide facet, or laterally
tapered waveguide sections.
Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic diagram of RTD-PD device. The ridge waveguide dimensions
were ∼ 3 µm wide and 1 µm thick. (b) RTD-PD unipolar InAlAs-In0.53Ga0.42Al0.05As-
InP band energy diagram.
4.4.3 Detection mechanism in DBQW-RTD waveguide detectors
In this work, the RTD operates as a waveguide photo-detector by taking advantage
of DBQW-RTD photoconductive layers and OW structure. An RTD-PD OW works
as a waveguide photo-detector for light with energy close or above the waveguide core
bandgap energy. The ridge waveguide structure, Fig. 4.2(a), gives an advantage over
traditional RTD-PDs by providing light confinement along the DBQW plane. The
RTD-PD presents the typical RTD nonlinear I-V characteristic with an NDC region
which leads to electrical gain. The photo-detection mechanism works as follows. For the
low bias condition, electron-hole pairs are created in the depleted part of the waveguide
core (that is, the 500 nm undoped In0.53Ga0.42Al0.05As layer) adjacent to the double
barriers, see energy band diagram of Fig. 4.2(b). However, due to the fact that the
electric field is very weak under low bias, the generated electron-hole pairs tend to
recombine and neutralize after the creations. As the bias is increased, the hole accu-
mulation density at the hetero-interface increases, resulting in a enhancement of the
hole tunneling current. However, for bias voltages below the peak voltage, the current
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flow is still low and therefore a portion of the photogenerated carriers recombine rather
than tunnel through the DBQW structure. When the bias is further increased to the
valley voltage, Fig. 4.2(b), the effective conductivity of the double barriers drops as the
resonant level in the quantum well becomes lower than the Fermi level of the emitter
region. Consequently, the band bending on the double barriers increase, resulting in
a substantially increase of the hole tunneling current. Once the hole current becomes
large enough, the recombination in the photogeneration region decreases to zero, and
the photogenerated carriers are collected by the electrodes.
As described previously, if the photon energy is larger than the waveguide core
band-gap energy (here 0.815 eV) the RTD-PD operates as a photoconductive detector.
However, if the injected photon energy is slightly lower (e.g. 0.8 eV) the Franz-Keldysh
effect [137], which is associated with interband photon-assisted tunneling, plays also a
role in absorption mechanism, i.e., the absorption of a photon is considerably enhanced
due the presence of the electric field via the Franz-Keldysh effect.
4.4.4 Devices preparation and experimental setup
Before characterization, RTD-PD samples were prepared and separated using the thin-
ning and cleaving processes described in Chapter 3. To operate RTDs as waveguide
PDs the process of device preparation is more critical because of the need of obtaining
good quality facets and the high risk of waveguide facet destruction in the scribing
process. The cleaving process can also result in RTD-PDs with inferior detection per-
formance if the devices have large guiding regions protuberant on the sample surface.
After the device separation, RTD-PD bars showing good quality facets and appropriate
NDC characteristics were mounted on brass sub-mounts for testing.
Photo-detection characterization of RTD-PDs consisted in coupling light into the
waveguide cleave ends (endfire coupling) using a lensed SM optical fiber (spot diameter
of 5 µm±0.5µm and coated on the tip). The lensed fibers and the RTD-PD devices were
mounted on microblock 3-axis translation stages, in an endfire arrangement where both
input optical fibers and samples could be translated and rotated independently. The
endfire experimental setup is presented in Fig. 4.3(a) showing the three-axes movable
stage where the mounted RTD-PD bars were placed. Figure 4.3(b) shows some RTD-
PDs mounted on brass sub-mount, a SM lensed fiber aligned with the RTD-OW, and
a ground-signal-ground (GSG) probe for electrical characterization.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Three-axes movable stage and brass package where the mounted RTD-
PD bars were placed for testing. (b) Photograph of RTD-PD bars mounted on a brass
sub-mount for testing.
4.4.5 DC photo-detection characteristics
The light source employed for optical detection characterization was a Photonetics
Tunics laser diode tunable in the wavelength region 1457 nm - 1599 nm, with up
to 10 mW optical output power, that could be used for high frequency modulation
with a bandwidth up to 1 GHz. RTD-PD devices mounted on the brass fixture were
characterized directly on-chip by probing the RTD CPW contacts using a GSG CPW
probe with a pitch size of 125 µm, Fig. 4.3.
Due to the polarization dependence of the RTD waveguide detectors, laser light was
coupled to the waveguide using a polarization controller and the position of the input
fiber was optimized to obtain the highest photocurrent from the device (and hence a
high response to light modulated signals), ensuring a maximized overlap between the
optical mode from the input fiber and the DBQW region. In Fig. 4.4(a) is shown the
I-V characteristics for both dark and illuminated conditions showing the photocurrent
gradually turned on as the bias was increased to the valley voltage. Consequently, the
NDC of the RTD-PD shifts to lower voltages. Also shown is the external responsivity
(the photocurrent generated divided by the optical power in fiber) as a function of the
bias voltage. It is possible to notice that a bias voltage of only 0.5 V was required to
efficiently start to collect the photogenerated carriers. The results show clearly a higher
responsivity close in or in the valley region which confirms the detection mechanism
analyzed in detail in subsection 4.4.3. Fig. 4.4(b) presents the photogenerated valley
current plotted versus the optical power in fiber. The straight line in the figure is the
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linear regression obtained from the data. The photogenerated valley current increases
approximately linearly with the illumination power level (dI/dP i) with a slope of 0.29
mA/mW, up to 10 mW in-fiber optical power level. No saturation of the photogenerated
valley current was observed, indicating that photoexcited RTD waveguide detectors can
operate at moderate incident power light conditions.
Figure 4.4: (a) Dark RTD-PD I-V characteristic and I-V curve with illumination at
1550 nm for input optical power in fiber around 5 mW. The estimated responsivity as
a function of the bias voltage is also plotted. (b) Photogenerated valley current as a
function of illumination intensity and the linear regression.
The RTD photo-generated current Iph in response to a incident optical signal P (λ)
can be expressed by:
Iph = ηph
qλ
hc
P (λ) (4.1)
where λ is the operation wavelength, h and c are the Planck constant and the speed
of light in the vacuum, respectively, and ηph is the waveguide photo-detector quantum
efficiency given by:
ηph = κ(1−Rref )(1− e−α(λ,V )γphΛ) (4.2)
with κ being the light coupling factor, Rref is the waveguide facet reflectivity (sidewall
imperfections and refractive index nonuniformity contribute to this kind of losses),
α(λ, V ) is the waveguide core absorption coefficient at wavelength λ and bias V , γph
is the overlap integral of the electric field and the optical field, and Λ is the waveguide
photo-detector absorbing active length. This expression does not take into account
with propagation losses.
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In Table 4.1 are presented the typical physical parameters used to model the RTD
photo-detector characteristics. For the waveguide structure described in Fig. 4.2, we
estimate γph ∼ 0.25 and κ ∼ 0.35 at 1.55 µm, and an absorption coefficient α(λ, V ), in
the valley region, around 400 cm−1, estimated from absorption spectra characterization
reported in [42], which for devices with absorbing active length Λ ≥ 150 µm yields a
quantum efficiency ηph ∼ 0.2. Finally, the external responsivity is expressed by:
Rλ =
λ
1.24
ηph (4.3)
which gives a responsivity in the valley region of 0.25 A/W, which compares well with
the typical values measured between 0.25 A/W and 0.3 A/W for RTD-PD devices
biased in the valley region. According to the calculations, most of the light is not
coupled in the waveguide (25% coupling efficiency which gives a coupling loss of 6 dB),
which seems to be the major factor limiting the responsivity. Considering the estimated
losses, we expect RTD-PD devices can provide PDs with internal responsivities up to
1 A/W. The losses can be reduced by increasing the overlap integral of the input
beam profile with the waveguide cross-section, reducing facet reflections, and design an
optical waveguide with the RTD-PD active region closer to the input facet. In addition,
calculations show that there would be no significant increase in the responsivity even
with a much higher overlap, indicating that ∼ 150 µm is long enough to absorb almost
all light. In fact, calculations suggest there is not a substantial increase in responsivity
for waveguides longer than ∼ 100 µm. Therefore, the waveguide structure will occupy
much less area, and the RTD could operate at higher frequencies.
Table 4.1: Description of the typical physical parameters of the waveguide photo-
detector.
Symbol Quantity Typical order of magnitude
λ Operation wavelength 1.55 µm
κ Light coupling factor 0.35
Rref Waveguide facet reflectivity 0.3
α(λ, V ) Waveguide core absorption coefficient
(at 1.55 µm and biased in the valley)
400 cm−1
γph Overlap integral of the electric and op-
tical fields
0.25
Λ Waveguide contact length 150 µm
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4.4.6 Optical modulation response
The modulation response is an important characteristic for optoelectronic devices, for
fabrication purposes as well as for device modeling purposes. For optical detectors, the
modulation response is defined as the ratio of the change in electrical output current
to the change in incident optical power. The measurement system used for the char-
acterization of the RTD-PDs consisted of continuous wave light from a tunable SM
laser modulated by an external modulator driven by an RF signal generator. A SM
optical fiber was used to capture the modulated light and to illuminate the RTD-PD
waveguide by means of a SM lensed fiber. The RTD-PDs, the electrical GSG probe
(with high frequency response up to 40 GHz), and the optical fiber were mounted on
the positioners as shown previously in the DC characterization, Fig. 4.3. The variable
DC bias was applied via a wide bandwith bias-T (45 MHz - 26.5 GHz) connected to
the high-frequency probe SMA cable. The RTD-PD electrical response to optical mod-
ulated injected signals was measured using a high-bandwidth spectrum analyzer and
oscilloscope.
Figure 4.5(a) presents the RF injection locking capture level as function of the DC
bias using light (λ = 1550 nm) modulated by a sinusoidal RF reference signal at 1.2
GHz, with optical power levels in fiber of 1 mW and 6 mW. The figure shows the depen-
dence of 1.2 GHz photodetection signal on bias conditions. The responsitivity increases
with the transition from RTD-PD peak to valley voltage, Vp and Vv, respectively, with
an improvement up to 14 dB. As discussed in subsection 4.4.3, the higher response in
this region occurs because the holes photo-generated in the depletion region accumu-
late around the collector barrier [see Fig. 4.2(b)], causing a local enhancement field
which leads to higher carrier velocity and hence high current. Figure 4.5(b) presents
the photo-detected RF power as function of the light wavelength with the DC bias
voltage as parameter. Again, the increased responsivity under higher voltage bias has
also been observed at the wavelength of 1530-1570 nm (C-band).
Figure 4.5(c) presents RTD-PD measured output RF power levels when biased in
the peak and valley regions as a function of incident optical power, and Fig. 4.5(d)
shows the RF power spectra of the photo-detected optical modulated signals. Up to 14
dB gain is obtained in the transition from the peak to the valley region. The results
demonstrate the RTD-PD works as a high-speed O/E converter, taking advantage of
the OW design. In what follows, the optical injection locking operation employing
RTD-PDs is investigated when the devices are DC biased in the NDC region, i.e., when
they generate self-sustained oscillations at frequencies close to the detected RF signals.
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Figure 4.5: (a) RF injection locking capture level as function of the DC bias using light
at λ = 1550 nm. (b) Output power as function of wavelength with DC bias voltage as
parameter for 1 mW optical power in fiber. (c) Output power as function of optical
power level at λ = 1550 nm. (d) Power spectra of photo-detected signal using a 10
mW optical signal (λ = 1550 nm). In figures (b), (c), and (d), the RTD-PD was DC
biased in the peak Vp = 1.2 V and valley Vv = 2.0 V regions. In all figures, light was
modulated by a RF reference source signal at 1.2 GHz.
4.5 Optically injection locked RTD-PD oscillators
Optical injection locking of an electrical oscillator, which allows to synchronize the
frequency and phase of a free-running oscillator to the modulated optical signal, is very
attractive in applications such as LO embedded in radio base station (BS) cells and in
optical transmission systems, e.g. optoelectronic clock recovery circuits, which is much
simpler and more suitable for higher bit-rates than a fully electrical circuit. There
are two types of OILOs: the direct and indirect type. A direct OILO, whose active
oscillator device itself is directly illuminated for synchronization is preferred because
is much simpler and is more suitable for monolithic integration than an indirect one,
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which needs an external photo-detector. A possible direct OILO can be based on
DBQW-RTD devices.
Sollner et al. have proposed that photoconductivity could be used to control a RTD,
resulting in a resonant tunneling phototransistor [138]. Optical injection locking of a
RTD was first demonstrated using a modulated laser diode optical signal at 2.8 GHz
and with 150 kHz locking bandwidth [139]. Optical injection locking of a RTD with
RF-modulated 1.5 µm CW light source was also demonstrated with 300 kHz capture
range of a 360 MHz RF signal [126]. Lasri et al. and Eisenstein and co-workers have
converted modulated CW lasers and mode-locked diode lasers into very low phase-noise
RF oscillations, and have provided very useful models for the analysis of the noise in
optically injection-locked microwave oscillators [140–142]. Ramond et al. [11] reported
optical injection locking of a RTD at 1 GHz taking advantage of a highly stable signal
obtained from an optical frequency comb phase locked to a narrow optical transition
in laser-cooled atoms, demonstrating locking ranges of ≥ 5 MHz, which is more than
ten times greater range than previously reported.
In this work, we demonstrate a single assembled MWP oscillator having both optical
and electrical input and output ports, comprising an RTD-PD and a LD, the RTD-PD-
LD. The dynamics of optical injection-locking of RTD-PD-LD oscillators is analyzed
showing stable and low-phase noise RF signals in both electrical and optical domains
with wide capture locking ranges [50].
4.5.1 Experimental setup description
The experimental RTD-PD-LD oscillator circuit and setup are displayed in Fig. 4.6.
The oscillator is a HIC consisting of RTD-PD and LD discrete components that perform
the oscillator’s optical input and output ports, respectively, Fig. 4.6(a). It was realized
on a PCB-TL layout using a similar HIC technology described in subsection 3.5.1. In
this case however, the orientations of RTD-PD OW input and laser diode output were
both considered in the steps taken to package the circuit and in the layout of the circuit,
to ensure a good alignment to a lensed fiber in an optical end fire set-up. The circuit
disposition and end fire setup employed are shown in Fig. 4.6(a).
The RTD-PD-LD oscillator under analysis here works as an OVCO, Fig. 4.6(b),
with the same principles of operation as described for the case of the RTD-LD OEIC
transmitters (subsection 3.6.2). In this case the injection locking phenomena is inves-
tigated when the RTD-PD receives optical modulated signals. The circuit’s diagram
and experimental setup are presented schematically in Fig. 4.6(c) showing the optical
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Figure 4.6: (a) Photograph of the assembled RTD-PD-LD showing both optical input
and output ports. (b) I-V characteristics of LD and RTD-PD-LD, and frequency tuning
curve. (c) Experimental setup and circuit schematic diagram.
transmitter and measurement setups. Optical modulated signals at communications
wavelengths (typically λ =1550 nm) were generated by a tunable SM laser feeding
a 10 Gb/s Mach-Zehnder modulator and amplified by an erbium-doped fiber ampli-
fier (EDFA), and filtered to eliminate spontaneous emission noise from the EDFA.
Then, optical modulated signals illuminated the RTD-PD oscillator waveguide input
facet through SM lensed fiber. The free running oscillation frequency of the RTD-PD-
LD oscillator was controlled by adjusting the bias voltage provided by a power supply
and through an external bias tee. Optically injection locked signals were measured
in the electrical output of the circuit and in the detected laser output using a high
frequency oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer.
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4.5.2 Optically controlled Lie´nard oscillator model
For numerical purposes and analysis, the incident optical modulated signal received by
the RTD-PD is given by a sinusoidal optical input with:
P (t) = P (λ) [1 +m sin(2pifint)] (4.4)
where P (λ) is the average power, m the modulation depth, and fin is the frequency of
the modulated signal.
Since in the operation conditions described previously in Chapter 3 the LD acts
as a small series resistance the RTD-PD-LD preserves the RTD intrinsic NDC. The
dynamics of the circuit in the presence of an injected optical signal can be analyzed
considering the equivalent lumped circuit of Fig. 4.7(a), which is well described as a
forced Lie´nard system subjected to external injection of a photo-generated modulated
current:
dV (t)
dt
=
1
C
[I(t)− F (V )− Iph(t)] (4.5)
dI(t)
dt
=
1
L
[VDC −RI(t)− V (t)] (4.6)
where I(t) and V (t) correspond to the current flowing through and the voltage across
the RTD-PD, respectively, F (V ) is the RTD-PD I-V curve, VDC is the DC bias, Iph(t) is
the photo-generated current taking in consideration the detection characteristics given
by Eq. (4.1); C represents the RTD equivalent intrinsic capacitance and estimated
parasitics, R accounts for the RTD-PD-LD series resistance, and L corresponds to the
wire bonding and TL inductances. The LD dynamics is described using the photon
and carrier densities rate equations as discussed in the preceding chapter, subsection
3.5.4.
In Fig. 4.7(b) is depicted a block diagram with the corresponding mathematical
representation (normalized variables) of the coupled Lie´nard-laser diode system under
injection of a periodic signal υopt sin[z(t)] that accounts for the RTD-PD-LD subjected
to external optical injection. In this work to avoid large running times simulations and
reduce as much as possible the number of parameters, we assumed a static model of
the I-V curve in the dark conditions. As shown in Fig. 4.4(a), under the moderate
illuminated conditions employed in this work and considering the responsivity levels of
the RTD-PDs used (around 0.25 A/W, Table 4.1), the RTD-PD-LD I-V shifts slightly
to lower voltages due to the generated photo-current without having a great effect
on the overall I-V characteristic. In the cases where the optical injection changes
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Figure 4.7: (a) RTD-PD-LD equivalent lumped electrical circuit. (b) Block diagram
Lie´nard RTD-PD-LD oscillator dimensionless model subjected to optical injection.
substantially the I-V characteristic reducing their peak-to-valley ratio, and therefore
the NDC region, refinements of the model can be employed, using for example the
ones reported in [143], that include the effect of light on the static DC current-voltage
model taking into account the photoconductivity and charge accumulation effects in
double-barrier RTD structures.
4.5.3 Optical injection locking results
The coupling of optical modulated signals to the RTD-PD waveguide locks the self-
oscillations to the optically injected RF sub-carrier for in-fiber optical powers above a
given threshold that depends on the waveguide characteristics, on the frequency and
the RF power of the modulated light, and on the RF power of the unperturbed self-
oscillations. To investigate the influence of optical injection locking on the quality
of the RF carriers, signals were observed at the output RF port of the RTD-PD-LD
oscillator. The oscillator was judged injection-locked when its output spectrum matched
the optical modulation reference source frequency with stable oscillation and low-noise.
In the following, two RTD-PD-LD circuits employing RTD-PDs with peak currents of
84 mA and 58 mA were investigated, both with ∼ 25 mA valley current, and showing
oscillations ranging from 0.98 GHz to 1.25 GHz, Fig. 4.6(b), and 1.04 GHz to 1.41
GHz, respectively, as the DC bias is swept across the NDC region with voltage range
∼ 0.4 V.
Figure 4.8(a) top presents the RF spectra of the unlocked electrical and LD optical
output signals for optical power level in fiber around 0.4 mW, showing oscillations at
around 1.2 GHz - both the free-running and photo-detected signals are present plus
generated sidebands. Figure 4.8(a) bottom presents the RF spectra of circuit outputs
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Figure 4.8: Spectra of RF and LD unlocked (top) and locked (bottom) signals for (a)
1.2 GHz, and (c) 2.4 GHz optical modulated signals. Experimental and simulated
frequency locking ranges for (b) 1.2 GHz, and (d) 2.4 GHz.
for optical power in fiber around 3 mW, clearly showing optical injection-locking - the
photo-detected output spectra collapses to match that of the reference source signal.
Figure 4.8(b) presents the injection-locking capture range as a function of in-fiber op-
tical power. Locking capture ranges as high as 15.9 MHz were observed, corresponding
to a fractional locking bandwidth of 1.3% (4f/f0, where 4f is the locking range in
MHz and f0 is the oscillation frequency in MHz), which is substantial superior to the
one reported in [11]. Harmonic injection locking operation was also investigated and
is displayed in Fig. 4.8(c), showing unlocking (top) and locking (bottom) regimes for
a 2.4 GHz optical modulated signal. As presented in Fig. 4.8(d), injection-locking
capture ranges between 0.35 MHz and 2.13 MHz were achieved using optical powers
between 3 mW and 10 mW, respectively. Figures 4.8(b) and (d) also show the locking
ranges given by the Lie´nard’s oscillator model, Eqs. (4.5)-(4.6), assuming the following
circuit parameters: L = 4 nH, C = 3.3 pF and R = 8.3 Ω [see Fig. 4.7(a)]. The
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Lie´nard’s model gives a good prediction of fundamental and harmonic lockings, which
is an important figure of merit of optically injection locked oscillators.
The locking capture level results reported in both fundamental and harmonic regimes
are significant considering the fiber to waveguide low coupling efficiency. It is worth
mentioning that when DC biased in the valley region the photo-generated RF power
was around −55 dBm, see Fig. 4.5(c), a value not enough to drive the LD; when op-
tically injection-locked the measured RF output power was around −8.7 dBm. This
means that when locked the oscillator RF power does not depend on the injected op-
tical power but is determined by the free-running oscillation power. These results
clearly indicate the RTD-PD-LD oscillator can provide high-power RF signals whose
characteristics can be controlled optically. Since injection-locking leads to a significant
phase-noise and jitter reduction the respective oscillator performance has been further
investigated. For average in fiber optical power levels around 2 mW, modulated within
the oscillator frequency locking range, the electrical and optical outputs showed SSB
phase noise values as low as −94 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz and −100 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz
frequency offsets, respectively, Fig. 4.9(a). This is a substantial improvement since the
phase noise of free-running oscillations was around −76 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz. For optical
power levels around 7 mW, the circuit harmonic at 2.4 GHz showed similar phase noise
suppression, Fig. 4.9(b).
Figure 4.9: SSB phase noise of optically injection-locked signals for (a) 1.2 GHz and
(b) 2.4 GHz. The RF reference signal phase noises at 1.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz were -117
dBc/Hz and -115 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset, respectively.
The optical injection locking investigation proceeds with a summary of the mea-
surements using a RTD-PD-LD circuit self-oscillating at around 1.405 GHz. The circuit
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Figure 4.10: (a) Power spectra of the free-running and locked signals. (b) Spectra
of RF reference and optical injection locked signals at 0.2 and 4.9 mW optical power
levels. (c) Experimental and simulated locking ranges as a function of optical power
using model fitting parameters L = 3.6 nH, C = 3 pF, and R = 7.2 Ω. (d) SSB phase
noise measurements.
showed a substantial improved performance in terms of injection locking and spectral
purity. The results are summarized in Fig. 4.10. Figure 4.10(a) presents the typical
broad spectrum of free-running oscillation (light off) around 1.405 GHz. When the light
is on, with an average optical power level in fiber of 1 mW, the free-running signal is
pulled and the spectrum collapses showing a substantial phase noise reduction. In the
inset of Figure 4.10(a)(top) is presented the recorded spectrum surveillance confirming
the spectral long-term stability of the optical injection locking. Injection locking for
optical power levels in fiber as low as 0.2 mW was observed, Fig. 4.10(b). The locking
range was 23.8 MHz for 4.9 mW optical power in fiber, Fig. 4.10(c). This corresponds to
an exceptional wide value with a fractional locking bandwidth of 1.7%. In Fig. 4.10(c)
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is also presented the model fit with a good agreement with experimental results. Figure
4.10(d) presents the phase noise measurements showing phase noise of −112.4 dBc/Hz
at 10 kHz offset, a very close match to the RF source signal for the moderate optical
power levels employed (below 5 mW), which results in a noise suppression of more than
40 dB when compared with the free-running oscillator without illumination. For the
in fiber optical power locking threshold the phase noise was −87.1 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz
offset.
The observed locking range corresponds to the largest value reported in the litera-
ture for RTD-based devices at communication wavelengths ([11] and references therein).
This improved performance is mainly due to superior fiber coupling because of facet
higher quality and the use of an OW with the RTD-PD active region much closer to
the input facet. The results show the RTD-PD-LD can operate as a stable optically
controlled MWP oscillator to obtain a high efficient O/E conversion. The RTD-PD-LD
phase noise characteristics should be sufficient for many currently microwave photonic
applications that use phase modulated schemes, e.g. phase shift keying (PSK) data
transmission (as discussed in the next section), as long as the locking conditions are
achieved and maintained. The locking results can be further improved through RTD-
PD waveguide structure redesign and facet anti-reflection coatings in order to increase
light coupling efficiency.
4.6 Applications of injection locked RTD-PD oscillators
In this section, recent developments on applications of optically and electrically in-
jection locked RTD-PD-LD oscillator devices in MWP systems are presented. The
RTD-PD-LD oscillator has both optical and electrical input and output ports, with
the fifth port allowing voltage control, Fig. 4.11. The ability to lock to reference RF
sources by either optical or electrical injection locking techniques allows remote syn-
chronization providing a large range of functions including generation, amplification
and distribution of RF carriers, clock recovery, carrier recovery, modulation, and fre-
quency synthesis. In what follows two main applications of RTD-PD-LD oscillators in
transmission systems are discussed: optoelectronic clock-recovery of Gb/s RZ signals
and transmission of modulated signals in wireless/photonis links.
4.6.1 Optoelectronic clock recovery
The ability to recover the clock signal from incoming random data is a fundamental
operation in digital communications. Clock recovery consists in deriving a clock signal
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from the received signal which is synchronized in both frequency and phase, avoiding its
transmission along with the data, and providing a timing basis to sample the received
signal. In this context, the ability to perform clock recovery using both electrical and
optical techniques is an important issue in the development of circuits for novel high-
speed optical communication systems.
RTD-PD-LD OEIC oscillators are candidates for that purpose, combining both
electronic and photonic components to achieve highly pure microwave signals. They
combine the functions of microwave oscillation and photo-detection, while offering in-
trinsic gain and high responsivities, being suitable to be injection locked with incoming
data in both optical and electrical domains.
In what follows we present results on a recovered clock experiment using either
electrical injection (E/O conversion) or optical injection (O/E conversion), Fig. 4.11.
In this experiment the free running RTD-PD-LD oscillator is tuned to oscillate at a
frequency sufficiently close to the incoming signal. The incoming signal can be injected
into the oscillator either optically or electrically. The locking range is typically on
the order of tens of MHz, and depends on the power of the injected clock frequency.
The recovered signal can be accessed either at the optical output port or the electrical
output port.
Figure 4.11: Block diagram of the RTD-PD-LD oscillator device with the functions of
clock recovery via optical and electrical injection.
4.6.1.1 Clock recovery using electrical injection
In the example of the E/O clock recovery experiment we take advantage of the elec-
trical injection locking capability of the RTD oscillator. The experimental setup con-
sisting of an electrical input and optical output signals is shown schematically in Fig.
4.12(a). The RTD-PD-LD was DC biased in order to operate at a free-running oscilla-
tion frequency of approximately 1.25 GHz. Then an electrical input signal was injected,
consisting of a RZ pseudorandom bit stream (PRBS) at 1.25 Gb/s generated from a
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bit-error-rate test (BERT) transmitter, whose spectrum together with the respective
eye diagram are shown in Fig. 4.12(b). The RZ data signals were injected with a range
of amplitude levels between 100 mV to 500 mV. The recovered clock was accessed at
the laser optical output and then converted to the electrical domain using a commercial
photo-diode.
Figure 4.12: (a) RTD-PD-LD oscillator experimental schematic for timing extraction.
(b) RZ data stream input of 1.25 Gb/s with 100 mV amplitude (Vp−p) and 50% duty
cycle using a PRBS of 27− 1; (top): eye diagram of RZ data; (bottom): RZ data signal
measured in the frequency domain.
Figures 4.13(a) and (b) show the frequency spectra of the data after clock recovery
for injected amplitudes of 100 mV and 500 mV, respectively. The clock frequency was
amplified by the RTD-PD-LD, resulting in a recovered clock with a signal-to-noise ratio
of about 60 dB in both locking conditions. The other frequency components are more
pronounced in Fig. 4.13(b) due to the strong injection amplitude level. Figure 4.13(c)
shows the LD light detected spectra of both free-running oscillation and the injection
locked RTD-PD-LD optical output using a 10 MHz window span. The RTD-PD-LD
output oscillation frequency was clearly pulled to 1.25 GHz with a significant phase
noise reduction of more than 30 dB, as shown in the SSB phase noise measurements
presented in Fig. 4.13(d). The 1/f noises of the recovered signals are similar to that of
the original clock signal. For example, the phase noise of the recovered clock at 10 kHz
offset is -103.8 dBc/Hz and almost matches the original clock of -104.5 dBc/Hz. The
locking range was verified to depend on the power of the injected signal, varying from
1 MHz up to 9.1 MHz, for the tested range of signal levels. The inset of Fig. 4.13(c)
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shows the temporal waveform of the recovered clock. To perform this measurement,
the oscilloscope was triggered by the original clock signal. The results demonstrate
that the recovered signal is clean and synchronized to the reference incoming signal.
The oscilloscope indicated a root-mean-square (RMS) jitter of 6.26 ps, which matches
well with that from the phase noise measurement. The integrated timing jitter over a
90-kHz bandwidth was below 4 ps and compares with the timing jitter measured by
the oscilloscope.
Figure 4.13: The 1.25 GHz clock recovery in the frequency domain from injected RZ
data signals at (a) 100 mV, and (b) 500 mV, measured in the detected LD output. (c)
The power spectra of the photo-detected LD free-running oscillation, and the recovered
clock for a 100 mV amplitude injected signal (span of 10 MHz). The inset shows the
LD output recovered clock in the time domain. (d) SSB phase noise measurements.
4.6.1.2 Clock recovery using optical injection
Now the O/E clock recovery experiment is investigated taking advantage of the RTD-
PD-LD optical injection locking. Clock recovery via optical injection is important
because it enables the clock of a high-speed data signal in a fiber-optic system to
be directly recovered without first converting the data to electrical pulses. Figure
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4.14 shows the experimental schematic for timing extraction and bit-error-rate (BER)
measurements. The performance of the recovered clock was assessed considering the
parameters timing jitter, phase noise and locking bandwidth. Additionally, BER mea-
surements were carried out using the recovered clock accessed in the electrical domain
as a timing base for the sampling of the received data.
Clock recovery and error free timing extraction results are demonstrated using RZ
format data signals that optically injection locks the free-running RTD-PD-LD oscilla-
tor. A 1.24 Gb/s RZ signal was used to modulate a tunable laser diode optical carrier
at 1550 nm using a 10 Gb/s modulator that then fed an EDFA which output was sub-
sequently split in a 50/50 coupler. One of the coupler outputs went to a commercial
photo-receiver whose output was connected to the error analyzer. The other part of
the optical signal was coupled to the RTD-PD waveguide, Fig. 4.14.
Figure 4.14: RTD-PD-LD experimental schematic for timing extraction and BER mea-
surements via optical injection locking.
Figure 4.15(a) shows the frequency spectrum of the data after clock recovery via
optical injection of a 3 mW in fiber optical power signal, showing a strong frequency
component at the clock frequency. Figure 4.15(b) presents the power spectra of the
free-running oscillation slightly above 1.24 GHz and the injection locked output at 1.24
GHz. The output spectrum was clearly pulled to 1.24 GHz in the presence of the optical
injected signal. The inset of Fig. 4.15(b) presents also the injection locked RTD-PD
output signal in time domain. A phase noise reduction of around 24 dB at 10 kHz offset
from the carrier frequency was achieved for an optical injection power level in fiber of
around 6 mW, Fig. 4.16(a). The minimum optical power in the fiber to obtain locking
was around 1.1 mW with a locking range of 0.3 MHz. The locking range and the phase
noise reduction were strongly dependent on the optical power of the optically injected
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signal. The phase noise was considerably reduced as shown in Fig. 4.16(a). The RMS
jitter measured by the oscilloscope was 2.16 ps, which also matches well with that from
phase noise measurement. The integrated timing jitter over a 90-kHz bandwidth was
below 2 ps.
Figure 4.15: (a) The 1.24 GHz clock recovery in the frequency domain from an optically
injected RZ data signal using an in fiber optical power level of ∼ 3 mW. (b) Power
spectra of the free-running signal and the 1.24 GHz recovered clock (span of 10 MHz).
The inset shows the recovered clock in the time domain.
A comprehensive way to characterize the performance of a recovered clock signal
is to measure the BER. First, the quality of data detection was investigated for a
direct clock situation where the clock signal from the pattern generator was used to
trigger the BERT equipment. Next, clock recovery was performed and the optically
injection locked RTD-PD electrical output was used to trigger the bit error tester.
Figure 4.16(b) shows the BER at 1.24 Gb/s as a function of the received power for
both direct and recovered clocks using a data pattern length of 27 − 1. The two BER
curves are similar, confirming the low jitter of the extracted clock signal. It is believed
that the mismatch in some of the BER points results from environmental instabilities
(vibration, temperature fluctuations) which can be reduced significantly with further
optimizations in the measurement setup.
As a summary, clock recovery using RTD-PD-LD oscillator devices was demon-
strated taking advantage of both electrical and optical injection locking capabilities of
the devices. One of the attractive properties include the power of the recovered sig-
nal is independent of the input power of the signal to be recovered. Other attractive
properties include frequency tunability and relatively wide tracking range.
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Figure 4.16: (a) SSB phase noise of free-running and recovered clock signals. (b) BER
measurements of recovered and direct clocks.
4.6.2 Wireless/photonics links
The demand in the coverage and speed of optical communications networks, together
with rapid growth in wireless networks, has motivated an increasing attention into
hybrid wireless-photonics communication systems. The integration and transmission
of RF signals over fiber, RoF systems, are expected to play an important role in broad-
band wireless communication systems [7]. Taking advantage of optical fiber low loss
and wide bandwidth transmission characteristics, it is possible to distribute broadband
data and/or high frequency signals to many wireline or wireless subscribers. Among
several approaches for realizing RoF systems, much efforts are dedicated to provide
economic and simple radio access points bringing the fixed network bandwidths closer
to the mobile users at lower costs [12, 13].
In this subsection, results on the transmission of analog and digital modulated
signals are demonstrated using two experimental wireless/photonics arrangements that
take advantage of the optical and electrical injection locking characteristics of RTD-PD-
LD oscillator circuits. Figure 4.17 shows the diagram of the implemented arrangements
providing the downlink (a) and uplink (b) functions.
In the downlink, Fig. 4.17(a), the RTD-PD-LD oscillator locks optically and pro-
vides the O/E conversion of a RoF cell. The optical signal at the transmitter (Tx)
contains the modulated data mounted directly on the RF carrier frequency used for
wireless transmission and close to the oscillator free-running frequency. The photo-
detected signal locks the RTD-PD Tx oscillator which boosts its power for wireless
propagation through the antenna. The generated electrical signals were fed directly to
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a patch antenna connected to the electrical output of the RTD-PD-LD oscillator making
part of the RTD circuit and broadcasted to be detected by an identical patch antenna
connected to the oscilloscope or to the RF spectrum analyzer (the RF-broadcasted
power level on the receiver antenna plane was measured connecting the patch antenna
directly to the RF analyzer).
In the uplink, Fig. 4.17(b), the RTD-PD-LD oscillator is locked electrically and
provides the E/O conversion. An antenna receives the modulated data mounted on
the RF carrier frequency that is injected into the RTD-PD-LD receiver (Rx) oscillator.
The locked oscillator at Rx is used to modulated the laser diode which reproduces
the received wireless modulated signal containing the original information. The laser
diode optical output is photo-detected and connected to the oscilloscope or to the RF
spectrum analyzer.
Figure 4.17: Schematic diagram of wireless/photonics architectures implemented using
RTD-PD-LD oscillator circuits as (a) O/E converter in transmission, and (b) as E/O
converter in reception. (c) Example of a RoF architecture based on RTD oscillators
base stations.
In Fig. 4.17(c) is illustrated an example of a communications network using a RoF
architecture and employing in the BS (pico-cell) RTD-LD E/O converters and RTD-
PD O/E converters. In this network configuration a central station (CS) is connected
to numerous simple BSs via optical fibers. Almost all processing functions including
modulation, demodulation, coding, and routing are performed at the CS. The main
function of a BS employing RTD wireless/optical oscillators is to convert optical signal
to wireless one and conversely.
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4.6.2.1 Injection locking of phase modulated signals
Using the experimental arrangements described in Figs. 4.17(a) and (b), phase mod-
ulated carriers are used in this work to lock RTD-PD-LD oscillators that convert the
signals from optical to electrical domain and conversely. In the downlink arrangement,
Fig. 4.17(a), the baseband modulation was initially mounted on the RF carrier fre-
quency and then sent through an optical fibre using light with a wavelength of 1550
nm. The RF carrier was set close to the free-running oscillation operation frequency
of the RTD-PD-LD oscillator device. The Agilent E8257D instrument was used to
modulated the phase of the carrier at the programmed frequency. The modulation is
determined by a waveform with a chosen data rate and a phase deviation. In this work
the waveforms used were a sine waves and the phase deviation was varied between 90◦,
180◦, and 270◦. The frequency of modulation was varied between 15 kHz and 1 MHz
which is close to the upper limit set by the instrument.
Figure 4.18(a) presents optical injection locking of transmitted RF signals over
approximately 1 m distance. The distance implies a path loss of 40 dB, which can be
reduced by means of the system antenna gain. The results show phase-locking at 1.2
GHz and a modulation envelope due to the phase introduced by the RF modulator at
15 kHz sine wave frequency with phase shifts of 90◦ and 180◦. As expected, increasing
the transmitter phase deviation, the modulation index increases which results in a
increase of the number of sidebands. The phase modulation was performed varying the
modulation index up to 1 MHz modulating frequency. The total number of significant
sidebands decreases with a higher frequency-modulating signal with the phase-locked
output clearly following the phase modulation of the transmitted optical subcarrier.
Similar results were obtained in the the uplink arrangement, Fig. 4.17(b). Figure
4.18(a) shows the RF spectra of the detected laser optical output due to wireless phase-
locking at 1.2 GHz frequency and side-bands due to phase modulated signals at 1 MHz
with phase deviations of 90◦ and 270◦. The RTD-LD oscillation locks to broadcasted
signals with frequency close to the circuit natural frequency (or to its harmonics), with
the laser output being modulated by the broadcasted signal and the phase modulated
signals. Locking was observed with considerable noise reduction using received broad-
casted power levels lower than -32 dBm, and the laser output clearly followed the
modulation of the broadcasted RF carrier. In both uplink and downlink arrangements,
due to RTD intrinsic gain, phase-locked signals were transmitted over short distances,
without the need of pre-amplification. As discussed next, these characteristics can be
employed for digital format modulation schemes.
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Figure 4.18: (a) Downlink: RF spectra of injection-locking to a 5.8 mW (λ =1550 nm)
modulated optical signal at 1.2 GHz, phase modulated at 15 kHz with phase deviation of
90◦ and 180◦, broadcasted over 1 m distance.(b) Uplink: RF spectra of photo-detected
laser outputs due to a phase modulated broadcasted signal at 1.2 GHz and -32 dBm
power. The broadcasted carriers were phase modulated by sinusoidal signals at 1 MHz
with phase deviation of 90◦ and 270◦.
4.6.2.2 Modulation accuracy of transmitted digital signals
Digital standards based on phase modulation, such as Gaussian minimum shift key-
ing (GMSK), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), and quadrature amplitude modu-
lation (QAM) are the basis for communications through the latest generation of mobile
telephones and wireless local area networks (LAN). The effect of injection of sinu-
soidal phase modulated signals in RTD-based oscillators was demonstrated previously
showing that the phase modulated signals mounted in a RF carrier are converted effi-
ciently to both electrical and optical domains as long as the injection locking conditions
are achieved. Here, optical/wireless links are investigated, exploring the possibility of
distributing phase modulated digital signals.
Due to the properties of RTD-based oscillators, modulation formats that lead to
large variations in the signal envelope are not recommended as the oscillator dynam-
ics will tend to smooth these variations and introduce distortion. However, constant
envelope modulation formats, such as GMSK, represent excellent candidates to be em-
ployed. In order to minimize phase transitions from the injected signal, as well as to
achieve spectral efficiency at the carrier frequency, and thus containing good locking
conditions, a GMSK signal using a data rate of 270.83 kbit/s has been chosen in this
work as the scheme for data conversion and transmission. GMSK is widely used as
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one of the global system for mobile communications (GSM) modulation standards for
voice and data transmission in cellular networks. GSM operates in 124 channels that
are 200 kHz wide occupying a total frequency band of 25 MHz. Although RTDs can
be injection locked within frequency ranges larger than 25 MHz, the present work is
concentrated on the operation of a single GMSK modulated GSM channel.
Signal bursts containing GMSK modulation using a Rohde & Schwarz SMBV100
signal generator were used in this work to injection lock the RTD free running oscil-
lations (a detailed information about the injected GMSK signal characteristics can be
found in [144]). The bursts were injected to the oscillator by means of a microwave
circulator that coupled the output locked signal to a vector signal analyzer (VSA).
A modulation accuracy report was generated for these measurement conditions. The
report contains parameters such as error vector magnitude (EVM), magnitude error,
phase error, and a constellation diagram. All reported numerical parameters are given
as RMS values calculated from the constellation diagrams.
Figure 4.19 shows measured modulation accuracy metrics of the GMSK standard
after injection locking of an RTD oscillator operating at around 1.3 GHz with different
burst power levels. The free running power of the oscillator was -13 dBm and could be
locked with a signal that was 27 dB below that level while maintaining an EVM of less
than 6%. Similar results were published recently in [145] demonstrating modulation
accuracy results for a 3.2 GHz RTD oscillator that was able to lock the oscillator with
an EVM of less than 7%. The authors in [146] have discussed the relation between
EVM and BER when specific assumptions on the source of distortion of the signals are
made. If their analysis of QPSK signals could be extended to the GMSK signals used
in this work, it would then be possible to expect that received signals with EVMs of
5% and SNR above 20 dB can reach BER values as low as 2.5× 10−11 [146].
After the investigation of the relationship between the modulation accuracy metrics
and injection power necessary to lock electrically the RTD oscillator, the modulation
accuracy of RTD Tx, Fig. 4.17(a), and Rx, Fig. 4.17(b), was evaluated. Both Tx and
Rx were tested independently to generate a modulation accuracy report after converting
signals between the optical and wireless domains. For the case of the RTD-PD Tx
the GMSK signal described previously was used to optically control the device while
the signal was broadcast and monitored by a VSA. An antenna placed 75 cm away
from the circuit was used to receive the signal and couple its power to the VSA. A
plot of the received locked signal spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.20(a) working at 1.3
GHz. The spectral plot was obtained using averaging of 200 traces measured by the
VSA. Constellation diagrams obtained after signal demodulation are shown inset of
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Figure 4.19: Modulation accuracy RMS parameters of GMSK signals locking RTD
oscillators at a carrier frequency of 1.3 GHz.
Fig. 4.20(a). The calculated modulation accuracy metrics show an EVM of 8.1% and
a phase error of 4.6◦.
For the case of the RTD-LD Rx measurements a vector signal generator (VSG)
and an antenna were used to broadcast GMSK bursts 75 cm away from the RTD-
LD Rx circuit. The RTD was injection locked to the received signal modulating the
laser diode output that was photo-detected for vector signal analysis. Figure 4.20(b)
shows the measured GMSK spectrum of the photo-detected locked signal output from
the RTD-LD Rx circuit. Also shown in the inset of Fig. 4.20(b) is the measured
constellation diagram. The modulation accuracy results show an EVM of 4.6% and a
phase error of 1.9◦. These results are consistent with the parameters reported earlier
in Fig. 4.19.
As a summary, the conversion and measured modulation accuracy of transmitted
GMSK signals in simple optical/wireless links as been demonstrated using RTD-based
oscillators. Similar results were published recently [144, 145], demonstrating modula-
tion accuracy results of RTD transmitter and receivers operating at frequencies of 3.2
GHz. Other format schemes generally used for transmission of mobile digital commu-
nication standards, such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK), are also being tested
and implemented within our group using RTD-based oscillators and will be published
elsewhere [147].
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Figure 4.20: Measured spectra of GMSK signal after conversion from (a) RTD Tx
and (b) RTD Rx operating at 1.3 GHz. Inset are shown the corresponding GMSK
constellation diagrams.
4.7 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a simple and efficient way to obtain stable low-phase noise RF sig-
nals using optical injection locking of a RTD photo-detector laser diode oscillator,
the RTD-PD-LD, was demonstrated. The oscillator provides conversion of optical
RF sub-carriers from the optical to the electrical and optical domains. The optical
injection-locking was observed for in fiber optical power levels below 1 mW. Phase
noise suppressions of −112.4 dBc/Hz at 10-kHz with locking ranges of about 1.7% of
the oscillator’s free-running frequency were achieved, providing low phase noise and
clean signals for electronic and optical applications. The injection locking results were
also predicted by an optically controlled Lie´nard oscillator numerical model.
Experimental results on clock recovery from RZ format data signals were demon-
strated taking advantage of optical and electrical injection of free-running oscillator
circuits. The timing jitter, phase noise, and locking bandwidth aspects of recovered
clocks were investigated, including the performance of the recovery clock using BER
measurements. Ultimately, the feasibility of a wireless/photonics link has been inves-
tigated. The links worked under the principle of injection locking to photo-detected
signals in the transmitter (RTD-PD), and injection locking to wireless signals in the
receiver (RTD-LD). Analogue phase modulated and digital GMSK signals were used
to test the modulation of transmitted signals in each part of the link. When injection
locked with phase modulated signals, the circuits provided low phase noise and electri-
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cal gain, converting the signals between wireless and optical domains, while reducing
cost and complexity.
RTD-based oscillator transceivers are currently being studied under the wireless-
optical-wireless interfaces for picocellular access networks (WOWi) project (PTDC/EEA-
TEL/100755/2008), as simple and compact low phase-noise MWP oscillators for op-
tical/electrical signal processing units of RoF cellular network base stations.
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Chapter 5
Delayed feedback dynamics of
RTD optoelectronic oscillators
5.1 Introduction
Time delayed feedback systems, where the dynamics at a given instant t depends on the
state of the system at an anterior time t− τd, where τd is the time delay, are common
in scientific fields such as physiology, biology, epidemiology, and control systems [148].
Depending of the time delay and feedback strength, a delayed feedback loop can be
added to a system to stabilize it producing highly stable periodic waveforms [24, 25],
but also to obtain exceedingly complex dynamics, namely chaos [22, 23, 26]. The
dynamics of such systems can be easily synchronized and controlled using either external
perturbation or feedback parameters [28–30].
The effect of the delayed feedback is to reinject into the system one or more state
variables, with a delay. Within the field of laser dynamics, the most prominent examples
are the optoelectronic feedback [19], the optical feedback [17, 18], and the OEO system
[24, 25]. The optoelectronic feedback consists of current re-injection of the detected
laser output using a fast responding photodiode, which produces a current that is an
image of the laser output power and that is added, after a delay time, to the laser
injection current. In external optical feedback of laser systems, an external mirror is
used to optically re-inject a fraction of the light produced by the laser into its active
region. The round-trip time of light in the external cavity introduces a delay in the
system. In OEO systems, external elements (electro-optic modulators, RF oscillators,
etc.) are used to produce nonlinearities, and the laser diode is used only as a light
source.
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During the past few decades, time delayed OEO systems combining electronic and
photonic components have been intensively studied to achieve stable and high purity RF
signals. A typical OEO includes a laser source, an intensity modulator, a photodetector,
a bandpass filter, and an RF amplifier [24, 25]. They have interesting applications in
optical communication links and precise test and measurement equipments [25]. Several
alternative OEO topologies capable of generating stable and low-phase noise RF carriers
have been reported in the last few years using either direct or external modulation of
laser diodes [149], or HBTs [10], among others. In order to obtain RF signals in
both electrical and optical domains they require several electronic and optoelectronic
components such as phase-locked local oscillators, amplifiers, photo-detectors, light
emitters and/or amplifiers or modulators [7, 25, 149]. In addition, techniques including
bidirectional injection [10] or self-injection locking [25, 149] may be required to achieve
the very low phase-noise levels required by some applications. This makes OEOs rather
complex and costly for applications such as RoF networks where compact solutions for
the transmission of RF signals are needed [7].
In the preceding chapter, an RTD-PD oscillator driving a laser diode device forming
a voltage controlled RTD-PD-LD circuit with both optical and electrical input and
output ports was investigated. Taking advantage of this circuit topology, in this chapter
a delayed feedback OEO system is demonstrated based on self-synchronization of RTD-
PD oscillators by re-injecting a part of the optical output signal into the oscillator’s
input through a high-quality (Q) low loss optical fiber. The delayed feedback RTD-OEO
system is numerically investigated providing additional insight on the OEO dynamics.
5.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of the work described in this chapter is to implement, characterize and inves-
tigate the dynamics of an optical fiber delayed feedback RTD-based OEO system. This
was achieved through the following objecives:
• Implement a single and dual loop OEO comprising an RTD-PD, a laser diode and
optical fiber delay lines to provide stability of free-running oscillation and noise
reduction.
• Investigate the dynamics of single and dual loop RTD-OEO configurations con-
trolled either by the re-injected optical power or the fiber delay line.
• Model the RTD-OEO dynamical behavior utilizing a system of delay differen-
tial equation (DDE) comprising a time delayed feedback Lie´nard oscillator with
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Gaussian white noise input, and coupled with laser rate equations.
5.3 Chapter overview
In this chapter, after a short introduction on OEO systems, a description of the ex-
perimental arrangement of a self-synchronized RTD-OEO is provided, followed by the
results obtained operating the device in single and dual loop fiber configurations. The
experimental results will be compared with a time delayed feedback Lie´nard oscillator
model. Examples of innovative applications of time delayed feedback RTD oscillators
will be also given.
5.4 Optoelectronic oscillators
Optoelectronic oscillators enable the generation of high spectral purity oscillations and
also other types of unstable behaviors including chaos in both optical and electrical
domains by taking advantage of the interaction between delayed feedback signals and
devices nonlinearities. The OEO relies on a intensity optical power source, a nonlinear
device to modulate the optical signal, an element to compensate for any losses, and
a feedback delay line with a timescale longer than the characteristic timescales of the
resulting dynamics.
The first time a highly stable OEO-laser system was demonstrated was in 1996 at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory [24, 25], and its basic architecture is presented in Fig 5.1(a)
(for a recent perspective review see [150]). It includes an optical fiber delay line with
several kilometers long, a wide-band E/O modulator, light from a semiconductor laser
CW coherent light beam, a photodiode, a narrow microwave RF filter, and microwave
and/or optical amplifiers [24, 25]. It is a hybrid feedback oscillator which converts
optical energy from a laser to microwave signals. In place of a resonant circuit, the OEO
uses a long fiber-optic delay line as an energy-storage device [as seen in Fig. 5.1(a)].
Because of the extremely low losses and large energy storage capacities associated with
fiber, a high loaded resonator quality factor can be obtained which results in oscillations
with very low phase noise. The conditions for self-sustained oscillations include coherent
addition of partial waves each way around the loop (the loop phase shift must be an
integer multiple of 2pi), and a loop gain exceeding losses for the circulating waves in
the loop. These form the Barkhausen criteria [151] to obtain stable oscillations in the
OEO.
Although the choice of laser can have an effect on the performance of the OEO
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(specifically, with respect to the impact of laser intensity noise on the output phase
noise), most traditional schemes require the use of an external (normally Mach-Zehnder)
modulator to introduce a microwave sub-carrier onto the optical signal. This places
a theoretical limit on the frequency of oscillation, based on the speed of the E/O
modulator. Moreover, to obtain stable oscillation dynamics it is necessary to include a
filter in the feedback loop to eliminate harmonics generated by the nonlinear response
of the E/O modulator.
To address the limitations imposed on OEOs by the need for mode selection several
other approaches have been proposed to select a single operational mode from those
available. It includes the implementation of state-of-the-art OEOs based on HPT as
electrical free-running oscillators [10, 149], direct modulation of semiconductor lasers
[152, 153], laser self-injection locking using optical feedback feedback from high-Q
whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators [154], and photonic generators via optical
frequency division [155] providing ultra-stable electrical signals comparable to that
produced by the best microwave oscillators. However, most of these configurations
are still quite complex and require a large number of electronic and optical high-speed
components, RF amplifiers and EDFAs, which are usually the major noise contributing
elements. Thus, a great deal of work on OEOs is underway to provide high-performance
microwave and millimeter-wavelength oscillators that not only are of miniature size but
also have power consumptions many orders of magnitude lower than existing devices.
5.5 RTD-PD optoelectronic oscillators
In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of using RTD-PD oscillators for low powered
OEO systems [55]. Figure 5.1(b) shows the basic architecture of a RTD-OEO system
that considerably simplifies the reported OEO configurations reviewed in the previous
section, Fig. 5.1(a). The RTD-based OEO discussed here consists of a much simpler
topology whose nonlinearities arise from the NDC of the RTD-PD driving a LD device
and that takes advantage of the additional low-loss high-Q cavity provided by the
optical fiber delay line.
RTD-based oscillators provide low noise levels [156], with SSB noise power den-
sity as low as -86 dBc/Hz at 100-kHz offset from the carrier frequency, as reported
recently in [11], which compares with the lowest noise levels for other analogous elec-
tronic free-running oscillators presented recently in [10, 149]. In order to obtain further
improvement in the phase-noise of the RTD free-running oscillations, external injection
locking techniques are usually employed, as demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4 of this
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Figure 5.1: (a) Basic architecture of a typical optoelectronic oscillator. (b) A self-
synchronized OEO based on a RTD-PD.
thesis. The RTD-PD based OEO topology discussed here is another way of provid-
ing stability of the free-running oscillations and further reduce fluctuations and noise
without employing external reference sources. Moreover, the time delayed feedback
dynamics can be further employed in innovative applications including generation and
control of chaos [26].
An example of the self-synchronized OEO architecture based in a RTD-PD and a
LD is shown in Fig. 5.1(b), and includes a closed loop OEO configuration consisting
of an optical fiber that acts as a delay-line. The RTD-OEO obviates the need for
low-noise and stable external RF amplifiers and microwave filters usually required to
compensate E/O and O/E conversion losses and frequency mode selection, respectively.
By eliminating the RF and EDFA amplifiers from the OEO, part of the major noise
contributing elements of typical OEO architectures is eliminated. Moreover, the RTD-
OEO has a low power requirement compared to previous OEOs and no high-speed
high-cost extra components such as photo-detectors or modulators are used in this
configuration.
5.5.1 Single loop self-synchronized RTD-OEO
In this section, the RTD-OEO basic topology is investigated consisting of a single
closed loop configuration employing an optical fiber that acts as the high-Q factor
optical storage element. The dynamics of the single loop RTD-OEO controlled either
by the injected optical power or the fiber delay line is analyzed studying the stability
and phase noise characteristics of implemented OEO systems.
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5.5.1.1 Experimental setup
The self-synchronization was realized in a closed loop OEO configuration, Fig. 5.2(a),
consisting of a SM optical fiber-roll that acts as a delay-line, a DBQW-RTD monolithic
waveguide photo-detector oscillator, and a commercial laser diode prototype, with both
RTD-PD and LD hybrid integrated on a PCB-transmission line layout, as described in
Chapters 3, and 4. The RTD-PD with 0.5× 0.4 mm2 chip size (see Chapter 4 for more
detailed characteristics), provided O/E conversion with ∼0.28 A/W efficiency at 1.55
µm when DC biased around 2.4 V, close to the valley region, Fig. 5.2(b). The E/O
conversion was achieved by direct modulation of the laser diode operating around 1.55
µm with ∼0.25 W/A efficiency. As shown in Fig. 5.2(a) this arrangement provided a
simple configuration not requiring external amplification. However, because the RTD-
PD devices were not optimized for this particular experiment, in some experiments,
namely in the dual loop fiber experiment presented in subsection 5.5.2, EDFA amplifiers
were used to compensate the losses of coupling the light in more than one fiber.
The RTD-OEO works as a self-synchronized OVCO, e.g., the free-running frequency
of the RTD-PD-LD oscillator is controlled by adjusting the DC bias voltage. When
it is biased in the NDC region, electrical free-running current oscillations build-up,
directly modulating the LD. The LD optical modulated output is then decoupled
using a lensed SM fiber, sent through an optical fiber delay line, and finally re-injected
into the RTD-PD waveguide using a similar lensed SM fiber. The optical re-injection
induces self-injection locking of RTD free-running oscillations. The operation frequency
of the RTD-OEO is essentially determined by the RTD-PD parallel capacitance and
the series equivalent inductance of the wire bonding used to connect the RTD-PD to
the LD (the wire length was ∼3-4 mm, giving an equivalent inductance around 3.6
nH), which for the circuit reported here gives an operation frequency up to ∼1.4 GHz.
Using an appropriate circuit configuration, one estimates the RTD-PD oscillators used
in this experiment could operate up to ∼14 GHz (see subsection 3.4.2). Since the LD
used had a cut-off frequency of 11 GHz, the LD is the device that can limit the upper
frequency of our OEO circuit for layouts that significantly reduce the series inductance.
For operation at frequencies above the maximum achievable laser operating frequencies
(>30 GHz), one can replace the laser by an RTD-EAM [42, 43], or other external
modulator devices [7].
The utilization of fiber-rolls with different lengths provided an easy way of changing
the optical feedback route of the RTD-OEO. With this simple feedback route configu-
ration, we obtained an RTD-OEO having both electrical and optical input and output
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic of the self-synchronized RTD-OEO setup. (b) I-V character-
istics of the RTD-PD-LD, and of the RTD-PD and LD devices.
ports, with the RTD-OEO frequency and phase-noise fluctuations substantially reduced
after passing the high-Q optical delay line. In what follows, we present and discuss the
self-synchronization results.
5.5.1.2 Results and discussion
Without optical re-injection, the RTD-PD-LD circuit reported here oscillated with a
free-running frequency tunable from 1.05 to 1.41 GHz, depending on DC bias voltage.
When the RTD-PD-LD was DC biased close to the valley region, ∼2.4 V, it produced
electrical and optical modulated free-running oscillations at around 1.4052 GHz [the os-
cillations in time domain are shown in the inset of Fig. 5.2(a)] with power consumption
of 0.55 W. The power consumption can also be further reduced below 0.1 W inserting a
capacitor in series with the shunt resistor shown in Fig. 5.2(a). Figure 5.3(a) presents
the free-running oscillation spectrum trace, showing the typical broad spectrum caused
by the frequency oscillation fluctuations. The electrical power produced is determined
by RTD circuit and I-V characteristic. Although the output power reported here was
around -14 dBm, more than 10 dB higher output powers were already demonstrated
using similar RTD-PD oscillators [48].
The RTD-OEO characteristics were investigated using fiber delay lines with lengths,
Lf , as low as 0.4 km, and above 1 km. In Figs. 5.3(b) and (c) are presented the self-
synchronized free-running oscillations produced for two fiber-roll lengths of 0.814 km
and 1.219 km, respectively. The average in-fiber optical power was P ∼ 5 dBm. Also
shown inset on top of each figure is the spectrum surveillance screening the plot density
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Figure 5.3: RF power spectrum traces of the RTD-OEO output. (a) Free-running.
Self-synchronization at P ∼ 5 dBm using fiber loops of (b) Lf = 0.814 km, and (c)
Lf = 1.219 km. The frequency span and resolution bandwidth settings of all figures
were 1 MHz and 10 kHz, respectively. The top part of each figure shows a spectrogram
that represents the evolution of spectral density recorded over 30 s (time in the vertical
axis).
spectrum. The results show the self-injection enhances the signal quality, improving
considerable the frequency stability with a substantially phase noise reduction.
The side modes presented in Figs. 5.3(b) and (c) are separated from the center
frequency by about 215 kHz and 154 kHz, respectively, with single mode suppression
ratio (SMSR) of 38 dB and 36 dB. These are the mode spacing of the free spectral
range (FSR) of the RTD-OEO and are related to the re-injected signal time delay τd,
which in this case depends on the electrical time delay τe, introduced by the electrical
components, and the optical time delay τop, mainly due to optical fiber length. For
the feedback routes employed here the optical time delay τd is much larger than the
electrical time delay τe:
FSR =
1
τe + τop
' 1
τop
' c
nFLf
(5.1)
where τop = nFLf/c, with nF being the optical fiber effective refractive index and c the
velocity of light: that is, the RTD-OEO mode spacing is determined by the fiber length.
From Eq. 5.1 the following FSR values are estimated: Lf = 0.814 km, FSR = 251
kHz; Lf = 1.219 km, FSR = 167.6 kHz, which compares with the experimental values
for lengths presented in Figs. 5.3(b) and (c).
In order to verify phase-noise reduction performance, SSB phase noises of output
signals were measured and shown in Fig. 5.4. For an in-fiber optical power of P ∼ 9
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Figure 5.4: (a) Measured SSB phase noises for P ∼ 9 dBm and free-running oscilla-
tion. (b) RTD-OEO SSB phase noise measurements at 10 kHz offset from the center
frequency as a function of in-fiber optical power.
dBm and optical fiber lengths of 0.409 km, 0.814 km, and 1.219 km, the corresponding
self-injection locked phase noise values were -89 dBc/Hz, -96.7 dBc/Hz, and -101.8
dBc/Hz, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). A phase noise reduction more than
40 dB at 10 kHz offset was achieved when compared to the free-running oscillations
without light re-injection. In the self-synchronized mode the SSB phase noise at 10
kHz offset from the center frequency was substantially reduced with the increase of the
in-fiber optical injection power and also the fiber delay, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b).
In Fig. 5.4(b) is also presented the results of SSB phase noise for a very long delay
line using a fiber roll with Lf = 4.4 km. A considerable phase noise reduction of up
to 50 dB was achieved at frequencies offsets below the side modes (< 45 kHz) when
compared to the free-running oscillations without light re-injection. Phase noise values
below -100 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset were measured at power levels close to 3 dBm
which corresponds to ∼17 dB improvement when compared with Lf = 0.4 km. In Fig.
5.5(a), is shown an example of the self-injection locked output spectra for an average
in-fiber optical power P ∼ 6 dBm. The inset on top of the figure presents the spectrum
surveillance of the self-injection locked output. Figure 5.5(b) presents the corresponding
SSB phase noise measurement. A considerable improvement of the frequency stability
was achieved, however, comparing these results with the ones of Fig. 5.3(b) and (c),
the side modes are considerably amplified with the increasing of the delay line loop
because of the proximity of the modes. Also, as the power level increases, the optical
loop losses are reduced, and the side modes become stronger as well. As discussed next,
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Figure 5.5: (a) RF power spectrum of the self-synchronized RTD-OEO output at P ∼ 9
dBm using a fiber loop of Lf = 4.4 km. The frequency span and resolution bandwidth
settings were 1 MHz and 1 kHz, respectively. The top part shows a spectrogram that
represents the evolution of spectral density recorded over 30 s. (b) Measured SSB phase
noise for P ∼ 9 dBm.
in order to maintain the low phase noise levels and frequency stability due to the very
long delay line, and at the same time suppress unwanted signals that deteriorate the
performance of the RTD-OEO around frequency offsets close to the FSR of the delay
line, a multi-loop fiber configuration [157] provides a good solution for mode selection.
In order to summarize the results of the single loop RTD-OEO, a comparison of
recently reported OEOs based in fiber-looped configurations is presented in Table 5.1
showing the most relevant characteristics of a single loop OEO. The system presented
here is simpler, providing an OEO configuration without the need of extra RF or optical
amplification in the single loop.
5.5.2 Dual loop self-synchronized RTD-OEO
As verified in the previous subsection, a disadvantage of using a single fiber loop is
the production of side mode oscillations. These modes - highly undesirable for certain
applications - are caused by the propagation of waves multiple times around the OEO
loop. There are two effective solutions for the removal or suppression of side modes.
One scheme involves using multiple loops of fiber, which essentially functions as a
narrow band filter. Another technique is to use a high-Q optical cavity to filter out the
unwanted modes [154].
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Table 5.1: A comparison of recently reported single loop OEOs and the RTD-OEO.
Parameter RTD VCSEL
[152]
HPT [149] HPT* [10]
Frequency (GHz) 1.40515 2.49 10.79 9.6
Power output (dBm) -14 18 -11 -2
Fiber-loop length (km) 1.219 1.0 2.4 3
Phase noise @ 10 kHz
(dBc/Hz) -101.8 -107.57 -100 -114
FSR (kHz) 154 180 84 68
SMSR (dB) 36 53 35 43
RF/EDFA amplifier No Yes Yes Yes
Optical/RF filter No Yes Yes Yes
Yao and Maleki demonstrated a dual loop OEO configuration where the optical
power was split by an optical decoupler with both portion of the optical signal being
subsequently detected by two photo-detectors [157]. The two converted RF signals
were coupled by an RF coupler and then fed to the modulator after amplification. In
each loop, the process was equivalent to a single-loop OEO. In this configuration, the
method uses the natural structure of the OEO cavity to obtain filtering through an
additional fiber loop or loops having shorter lengths, in parallel with the long fiber
loop. Under the cooperation of the two loops, the side modes are efficiently reduced
due to the gain competition between the two sets of modes. In this case, there is no
random interference and beat noise because the RF signals have the same oscillation
frequency and are coupled in the electrical domain. Although this design gave the
expected result, two high-speed photo-detectors were needed.
5.5.2.1 Experimental setup
Here, substantial improvements in the reduction of the level of the side modes using
a carrier suppression scheme in a dual loop RTD-OEO configuration is demonstrated.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.6, the portion of the laser optical output is split into two parts
each propagating through fibers having different lengths and then combined in a single
fiber to be coupled to the single RTD-PD. That is, the RF signals are coupled in the
optical domain without adding extra active electrical devices. Due to the interference
between the two combined optical signals, the dual loop RTD-OEO presents strong
mode selectivity with low power side modes. The RTD-PD-LD circuit configuration
and components used in the dual-loop experiment showed identical characteristics of
the one presented in the single-fiber experiment. Depending on DC bias, the circuit
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the dual loop self-synchronized RTD-OEO setup.
under analysis here generated oscillations with natural frequencies ranging from 0.944
GHz to 1.129 GHz. In this investigation the RTD-PD-LD was DC biased at 2.33 V
(close to the valley), showing oscillations around 1.121 GHz. The responsivity of the
RTD-PD device was 0.25 A/W at 1550 nm when biased in the valley region.
5.5.2.2 Results and discussion
The effect of the dual-loop RTD-OEO using a 4.4 km and a 0.4 km fiber loop lengths,
Fig. 5.6, was studied experimentally measuring the phase noise and level of side modes
characteristics. The longer fiber leads to high spectral purity and low phase noise at
low offsets. The short fiber is able to suppress the side modes close to the carrier.
Breaking either path, there is a complete single-loop OEO, which is able to freely
run, similarly as demonstrated in the previous subsection. With the long path broken
(4.4 km fiber loop), the mode spacing is 425 kHz and the measured side mode suppres-
sion ratio was -53 dBc at P ∼ 6 dBm [see Fig. 5.7(a)]. With the short path broken (0.4
km fiber loop), the mode spacing is 45 kHz and the measured side mode suppression ra-
tio was around -20 dBc [see Fig. 5.7(b)]. In the case of the dual-loop configuration, the
side mode suppression ratio was improved up to -60 dBc [see Fig. 5.7(c)]. Compared
with the single-loop results, the side modes can be effectively suppressed by 20-40 dB,
depending on the input optical power launched into the RTD-PD.
The SSB phase noises of the single [Fig. 5.8(a)] and dual loop [Fig. 5.8(b)] con-
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Figure 5.7: RF power spectra output showing the SMSR for (a) 0.4 km, (b) 4.4 km single
loop, and (c) dual-loop configuration. The top part of each figure shows a spectrogram
that represents the evolution of spectral density recorded over 1 min (time in the vertical
axis).
figurations were measured. The phase noise at 10 kHz away from the carrier of the
dual loop RTD-OEO was -99.28 dBc/Hz for 6 dBm in-fiber re-injected optical power,
and -102.88 dBc/Hz for 9 dBm in-fiber re-injected optical power [Fig. 5.8(b)], which
compares with the single loop at 4.4 km, showing -101.67 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz away
from the carrier [Fig. 5.8(a)]. Therefore, besides maintaining the quality of the phase
noise below -100 dBc/Hz at low offset, successfully suppression of the side modes was
achieved in the spectral region above 45 kHz frequency offset of the carrier frequency
which confirms the efficient side mode suppression function of the dual loop configu-
ration. The measurements also showed that little close-to-carrier noise is introduced
by the dual-loop configuration resulting sometimes in poor noise levels at lower carrier
offsets when compared with the single 4.4 km long path. Figure 5.8(b) also shows
results of a similar dual-loop setup without using optical amplification at P = 3 dBm,
which demonstrate a dual-loop RTD-OEO not requiring either electrical or optical am-
plification. The EDFA was mainly used in the dual loop experiments to compensate
the losses of coupling the light in more than one fiber, and due to the experimental
difficulties of coupling and decoupling light in free-space conditions, mainly because the
waveguide RTD-PD was not optimized for this application.
As a final comment, the dual loop OEO implementation reported here uses only a
single RTD-PD which reduces considerably the number of components usually required
in a dual-loop OEO configuration. However, it may suffer of problems related with
coupling in the optical domain, namely interference and beating. This occurs mainly
because the RF signals are coupled in the optical domain instead of other configurations
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Figure 5.8: SSB phase noise plots. (a) 0.4 km and 4.4 km single-loop paths at P ∼ 6
dBm optical power. (b) Dual loop configuration with and without EDFA.
where the coupling is achieved electrically. In order to avoid these two effects and retain
the function of the dual-loop, an effective and simple way is to utilize, for example, a
polarization beam splitter and combiner. The fluctuation of polarization and loop
length are also considerable problems in the RTD-OEO dual-loop scheme presented
here. If the polarization has large deviations, the optimized power distribution among
the fibers is destroyed, and the side mode suppression ratio is degraded. To eliminate
this effect, polarization-maintaining fibers can be used in the system. In the case
of the loop length fluctuations, which are usually caused by environmental changes,
these effects are difficult to overcome unless temperature control or feedback control is
employed.
As a summary, the results of both single and dual loop schemes demonstrate the
self-synchronization enhances the phase quality of free-running output signals with a
compromise between the time delayed feedback loop configuration and the phase noise
suppression. Although in terms of phase noise the RTD-OEO is still below commercial
available voltage-controlled modules, such as CRO operating at the same range of
frequencies that typically show phase noise values around -120 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz
offset, it is expected that further techniques including temperature and vibration control
can have a great impact in the RTD-OEO performance. It is worth mentioning that
the results presented here are limited by the responsivity of the RTD-PD used in
the experiment, and can be further improved using anti-reflection coating facets and
maximizing waveguide external quantum efficiency, which for the devices employed is
estimated to be ηph ∼ 0.2 (see Chapter 4 for more details). Furthermore, since there
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is still considerable scope for optimization in many aspects of the OEO configuration
including monolithic integration of the RTD-PD with LD, plus high-Q feedback route,
the OEO topologies using self-injection locking of RTD oscillators can be interesting
alternatives for novel low cost OEOs that not only are of miniature size (excluding the
fiber loop) but also have power consumptions lower than existing devices.
5.6 Time delayed feedback Lie´nard oscillator
In Chapter 2 and in the remaining chapters on modeling of RTD and LD dynamical
systems, we have considered systems that can be modeled by a set of first-order ODEs.
However, the delayed feedback RTD-OEO system analyzed here belongs to a different
class of systems: delay systems.
Delay systems possess a delayed feedback loop and can be modeled be a system of
first-order delay-differential equations:
dx(t)
dt
= F(x(t),x(t− τd); p), (5.2)
where τd is the delay of the system and F is a vector field. The derivative of x(t)
at time t depends on the value of of x(t) at time t and on the value that x(t) took
in the past at time t − τd. This means that it is necessary to know the vectorial
function on the time interval of length τd to determine the state of the system and its
evolution, because the phase space is an infinite-dimensional functional space. This
infinite dimensionality of the phase space means that delay systems have the potential
to produce very high-dimensional dynamics [22].
5.6.1 Lie´nard’s OEO model
Developing a computational model of the RTD-OEO capable of reproducing the impor-
tant dynamical effects observed experimentally, namely the level of the side modes due
to the long delay line and the various noise sources, can be a challenging task since the
round trip time scale corresponding to the optical fiber cavity mode spacing is much
higher (typically in the µs range) than the time scale of the oscillation frequency of the
oscillator. This means long run simulations and large amount of memory storage are
usually required leading to time consuming simulations. In this section, we present a
comprehensive numerical model of the single-loop delayed-feedback RTD-OEO system
using DDEs [56, 57]. The DDE RTD-OEO system comprises a time-delayed feedback
Lie´nard oscillator that models the RTD electrical dynamics and the feedback loop of
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the OEO, laser rate equations describing the LD dynamics (see Chapter 2 for more
details), and white Gaussian input noise to describe the dominant OEO noise sources,
the thermal and shot noises [57].
5.6.1.1 Time delayed feedback system
The dynamics of the RTD-PD-LD oscillator is analyzed considering the lumped elec-
trical circuit of Fig. 5.9. This circuit is equivalent to a Lie´nard oscillator [46, 48], that
includes photocurrent (Iph) and current noise (In) terms. The RTD-PD is represented
by its intrinsic capacitance in parallel with a voltage dependent current source F (V ),
and its photo-detection characteristics is modeled as an optical power dependent cur-
rent source, Iph [50]. Table 5.2 summarizes the typical values used in the simulations,
estimated from the detection characteristics of experimental RTD-PD devices [50]. (see
Chapter 4 for more details on the photo-detector model.)
Table 5.2: Parameters of the electrical circuit and of the RTD waveguide photo-detector.
Symbol Parameter Value
R Resistance 7.8 Ω
L Inductance 3.1× 10−9 H
C Capacitance 3.25× 10−12 F
λ Operation wavelength 1.55 µm
κ Light coupling factor 0.35
Rref Waveguide facet reflectivity 0.3
αv Waveguide core absorption coefficient
(valley)
400 cm−1
γph Overlap integral of the electric and op-
tical fields
0.25
Λ Waveguide contact length 150 µm
Using the Kirchhoff’s rules, the same procedure discussed in Chapter 2 was ap-
plied to obtain the two dimensionless first-order differential equations that describe
the electrical circuit of Fig. 5.9. Then, the electrical system was coupled to the laser
diode rate equations that model the laser system. As previously, time is normalized to
the characteristic frequency of oscillation of the solitary RTD-PD-LD, ω0 = (
√
LC)−1,
hence τ = ω0t. Finally, redefining τ as t and introducing into the system the optical
delayed feedback s(t − τd), where η is the feedback strength and τd is the time-delay
with respect to the dimensionless time t, the Lie´nard oscillator-laser diode dynamical
system is transformed into the following dimensionless coupled DDEs:
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Figure 5.9: Equivalent electrical circuit schematic of the resonant tunneling diode
photo-detector oscillator with current noise injection. The resistor R and inductor
L account to the circuit series and parasitic resistance and inductance of RTD-PD-LD
circuit, respectively.
dx(t)
dt
=
1
µ
[y(t)− f(x)− χξ(t)− ηs(t− τd)] (5.3)
dy(t)
dt
= µ [υ0 − γy(t)− x(t)] (5.4)
dn(t)
dt
=
1
τ ′n
[
im(t)
ith
− n(t)− n(t)− δ
1− δ {1− s(t)}s(t)
]
(5.5)
ds(t)
dt
=
1
τ ′p
[
n(t)− δ
1− δ {1− s(t)}s(t)− s(t) + βn(t)
]
(5.6)
Equations (5.3)-(5.6) represent the system of equations of the RTD-PD-LD with op-
tical feedback control through the variable s(t−τd). The feedback strength η parameter
depends on the fraction of the laser optical output power introduced into the delayed
feedback loop and on the RTD-PD detection characteristics (Table 5.2). The function
f(x) comes from the normalization of F (V ), and µ = V0/I0
√
C/L is dimensionless.
Equations (5.5)-(5.6) are the dimensionless rate equations describing LD normalized
photon s(t) and injected carrier n(t) densities, respectively, where δ = N0/Nth and
 = nS0 are two dimensionless parameters, im(t) accounts for the bias current and
the current oscillations produced by RTD-PD electrical model, Eqs. (5.3)-(5.4), and
ith is the dimensionless laser diode threshold current. The parameters τ
′
n and τ
′
p come
from the time rescaling. Table 5.3 presents the dimensionless parameters used in the
numerical simulations.
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Table 5.3: Parameters used in the RTD-OEO simulation.
Symbol Parameter Value
µ V0/I0
√
C/L 3.238× 10−2
γ R(I0/V0) 7.8
τ ′n Dimensionless carrier lifetime 0.30578
τ ′p Dimensionless photon lifetime 0.01395
δ N0/Nth 0.613
 nS0 (dimensionless laser gain saturation) 1.72× 10−3
β Spontaneous emission 4× 10−4
In real systems, the unavoidable noise sources affect the dynamics by introducing
amplitude and period fluctuations even in the most stable periodic signals. In our
case, several sources or random processes are at play, like e.g. thermal and shot noises.
We model their overall effect as an effective delta-correlated Gaussian white noise of
zero mean input source χξ(t), Eq. (5.3), where the parameter χ is the dimensionless
variance of the distribution and denote the noise strength.
For purposes of numerical simulation, Eqs. (5.3)-(5.6) were integrated with a stan-
dard constant step size Runge-Kutta method of fourth order [90]. As discussed pre-
viously, since long run simulations and large amount of memory storage are required,
we interfaced a C++ time integrator with Matlab & Octave [158] via the mex inter-
face [159]. This allows for high performances, efficient scripting capabilities as well as
easy cluster deployment, three characteristics that are useful for extended parametric
studies. The presence of a delayed contribution in Eq. (5.3) demand a special care.
Indeed, to advance the solution with a step h from tn = nh to tn+1 = (n + 1)h, the
Runge-Kutta algorithm requires evaluating the values of s(t−τd) at intermediate points
tmid = (n+ 1/2)h. However, s(tmid − τd) is not known and must be interpolated from
past values, e.g., s(tn−1 − τd), s(tn − τd), s(tn+1 − τd), etc., with an order consistent
with the algorithm of integration. Therefore, in addition of the past values of s(t) we
also kept the time derivative s˙(t), that is, a quantity readily available upon time inte-
gration which allows building a third order Hermite polynomial between tn − τd and
tn+1 − τd. By evaluating this interpolant of the delayed term at tmid − τd, we ensure
an overall fourth order accuracy. The stochastic noise contribution χξ(t) in Eq. (5.3)
is added after the deterministic step by simply using the Euler method [160]. Figure
5.10 presents a block diagram showing the corresponding mathematical representation
of the OEO modeled by Eqs. (5.3)-(5.6) with time-delayed feedback s(t− τd) and noise
input source.
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Figure 5.10: Block diagram of the mathematical representation of the delayed feedback
Lie´nard oscillator laser diode dimensionless system.
In what follows the noise contribution in RTD-based OEO dynamical systems is
discussed and the typical physical values of the noise intensities are derived.
5.6.1.2 Noise in RTD-PD OEO systems
The fundamental noise sources in the RTD-PD OEO system consist of thermal noise,
the shot noise, and laser’s RIN, which for the purpose of analysis can be viewed as all
originating from the photo-detector. Since the photo-detector is monolithically inte-
grated with the RTD structure, the noise can be viewed as entering the RTD-PD at
the input current of the Lie´nard oscillator model, Eq. (5.3). Therefore, we are mainly
interested in the thermal and shot noise sources of the RTD-PD. In a RTD-PD de-
vice, thermal noise or Johnson noise consists of thermal induced random fluctuations
in the charge carriers of the material with a finite resistivity. These fluctuations are
characterized by a Gaussian random process and they can be modeled as an equivalent
current noise source in parallel with a noise-free resistor. Electronic shot noise is asso-
ciated with the passage of carriers across a potential barrier such as those encountered
in p−n junctions of semiconductor diodes and transistors. The statistics that describe
charge motion determine the noise characteristics. When the number of events that
occur per unit time observation is large then the Poisson distribution can be replaced
by a distribution of a zero mean Gaussian process with a white power spectral density.
The RTD-PD’s thermal noise can be estimated from Nyquist generalized formula
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[161], where the power spectral density is given by:
ST = 4κBTG (5.7)
with G being the differential conductance of the RTD-PD. For a typical RTDs with
G = 0.2 S at T = 300 K we obtain ST = 0.33 × 10−20 A2/Hz. The power spectral
density of RTD-PD electronic shot noise is given by:
SI = 2qγ
′I (5.8)
where I is the average current, q is the magnitude of the electron charge, and γ′ is
the shot noise factor. In double barriers structures a phenomenon called shot noise
suppression has been reported due to the reduction of γ′ below 0.5 [162], in the I-V
PDC region, prior to the NDC. When the device is DC biased in the NDC, enhanced
shot noise is expected with respect of the full shot noise [163]. Here, for simplicity of
the model, we are assuming γ′ = 1. Therefore, for a DC current of 25 mA [RTD-PD
biased close to the valley region, Fig. 5.2(b)], we obtain SI = 0.8×10−20 A2/Hz. These
values compare with the RTD current noise caused by shot noise reported in [161] for
InGaAlAs structures similar with the ones discussed here.
It is possible to relate the dimensionless noise intensity χ with the physical value
of the noise found in the experimental RTD-OEO systems considering the thermal and
shot noises discussed previously in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). The parameter χ defines the
noise strength and ξ(t) defines the Gaussian distribution added in Eq. (5.3) after the
deterministic step. Therefore, if we want to relate χ to the physical noise intensity
values we must pay attention to the time scaling and simulation time step. Since the
model of Eqs. (5.3)-(5.6) is dimensionless, the time variable t, is dimensionless too,
and reflects the physical time t˜ in units of
√
LC ∼= 100 ps (assuming physical circuit
parameters L and C presented in Table 5.2). Furthermore, we use the dimensionless
stochastic force χ, with I0 as the scale parameter of the physical dimension of current
(here I0 = 1 A). Therefore the dimensionless noise is given by:
χ = (σT + σI)/I0 =
(√
4κBTG/τa +
√
2qγ′I/τa
)
/I0 (5.9)
where σT and σI , are the thermal and shot noises in units of current, respectively, and
1/τa is the bandwidth to be examined (equal to sampling frequency). For example,
for a typical time step used in the simulations of h = 0.01 (corresponding to a time
scale of 1 ps which is of the order of magnitude of typical Johnson noise correlation
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at room temperature), and considering the values used to calculate the power spectral
densities presented previously in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), we obtain a typical χ level of
around 1.5× 10−4.
In Fig. 5.11 we evaluate the stochastic noise contribution in the free-running os-
cillator dynamics without time delayed feedback, that is η = 0. Figure 5.11(a) shows
a typical experimental RF power spectrum of a free-running RTD-PD-LD electrical
output at around 1.12207 GHz, and Fig.5.11(b) the simulated power spectrum of the
voltage x(t) at approximately the same oscillation frequency with noise contribution,
and using parameters shown in Table 5.3. The introduction of noise with amplitude
χ = 5 × 10−4 into the system produces a broader peak in the Fourier domain. Also
observed is a reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio at the free-running oscillation fre-
quency. This value of noise amplitude fits relatively well with the experimental data.
In what follows, we consider the noise value constant and for simplicity of analysis we
define the new parameter θ = η/χ that stands for the feedback strength to noise ratio
of the Lie´nard OEO system.
Figure 5.11: (a) Experimental RF power spectrum of RTD-PD-LD free-running elec-
trical output. (b) Simulated power spectra of free-running fundamental oscillation of
x(t) output without stochastic noise χ = 0, and with noise contribution χ = 5× 10−4.
In both plots the span was 5 MHz and the central frequency was 1.12207 GHz.
5.6.2 Dynamics of delayed feedback Lie´nard oscillators
In this subsection, we describe the main results of the delayed feedback Lie´nard OEO
model in the single and dual loop configurations. When the time delayed feedback is
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included, important dynamical effects are observed that include close-to-carrier noise
reduction and the appearance of side modes due to the delay contribution, similar to
the experimental results reported previously in the single loop configuration.
We have simulated the numerical model using three round trip times τd ∼= 2.35 µs,
τd ∼= 4.25 µs, and τd ∼= 6.09 µs, which correspond to the fiber lengths of 0.4 km, 0.8 km,
and 1.2 km utilized in the experiments. The round trip times were obtained from the
FSR of experimental results, which in our case depends on the electrical time delay τe,
introduced by the electrical components, and the optical time delay τo, due to optical
fiber length, Eq. (5.1). As discussed previously in the single loop configuration, for
long feedback routes (optical fiber lengths above 1 km) the optical time delay is much
larger than the electrical time delay, and τd ∼= τo = nFLf/c.
Equations (5.3)-(5.6) were integrated with a time step of h = 0.01, which corres-
ponds to dt = 1 ps, over l round trips in the external fiber loop. At each round trip
the signal was propagated in the OEO and computed according to the Runge-Kutta
algorithm described previously. In order to avoid very long time simulations and large
memory requirements, we have chosen round trip times up to τd ∼= 6.09 µs and a time
sampling of 10, i.e., 1 point every 10 was sampled.
Figure 5.12 presents the experimental (a) and simulated (b) power spectra around
the fundamental free-running oscillation with and without delayed feedback. Figure
5.12(a) presents the experimental results of self-synchronized electrical output using a
in-fiber optical re-injected power P of ∼ 6 dBm and 0.4 km fiber length. The results
show phase noise and linewidth reductions at offsets below 250 kHz of the carrier fre-
quency, and side-modes separated by about 425 kHz with a SMSR of -43 dBc. Note
that the linewidth of the self-synchronized output could not be resolved by the 3 kHz
resolution limit set by the instrument. Figure 5.12(b) shows the corresponding simula-
tion for a time delay of τd = 2.35 µs, and a feedback strength to noise ratio of θ = 2.0
(corresponding to a feedback strength η = 1 × 10−3, for an injected optical power of
6 dBm). As observed experimentally, the introduction of time delayed feedback vari-
able in the Lie´nard OEO model narrows the linewidth of the fundamental oscillation
frequency and generates frequency side peaks due to the time-delay τd, which corres-
ponds to the FSR of the RTD-OEO system. The SMSR of -44 dBc compares with the
experimental result shown in Fig. 5.12(a).
Figure 5.13 shows the dynamics of the RTD-OEO as a function of the optical
power level for a fixed delay, τd = 2.35 µs. The minimum experimental optical power
threshold necessary to self-synchronize the RTD-OEO and observe the presence of the
side-modes close to the noise floor was around -2.36 dBm, Fig. 5.13(a), and compares
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Figure 5.12: (a) Experimental RF power spectra of free-running oscillation and self-
synchronized electrical output at P ∼ 6 dBm and 0.4 km fiber length. (b) Simulated
power spectra of free-running fundamental oscillation and self-synchronized x(t) out-
puts with time delay of τd = 2.35 µs and feedback strength to noise ratio of θ = 2.0.
In both plots the span was 5 MHz and the central frequency was 1.12207 GHz.
with the simulated results at a feedback strength to noise ratio of θ = 0.4, Fig. 5.13(b).
As the optical power increases, the reduction of noise close to the carrier frequency
also improves. However, the presence of the side modes with SMSR around -45 dBc
deteriorates the spectra at offsets around the FSR, as demonstrated experimentally
and numerically in Figs. 5.13(c) and (d), respectively.
In Fig. 5.14 we investigate the influence of increasing the time delay in the dynamics
of the RTD-OEO at a fixed feedback strength to noise ratio, θ = 1.2. When τd = 4.25
µs the side modes are present at levels around -39 dBC and -41 dBc in the experimental
and simulated results, Figs. 5.14(a) and (b), respectively. The influence of the delay is
more pronounced in Figs. 5.14 (c) and (d) at τd = 6.09 µs showing several side modes
with a SMSR above -35 dBc. In both the experimental and simulation results, the mode
spacing decreased from about 236 kHz to 162 kHz when the delay line was increased
from 0.8 km to 1.2 km. The results provide evidence that there is a compromise between
the delay and the oscillator stability because increasing the time delay produces higher
power side peaks close to the carrier. To overcome this limitation delayed configurations
using multiple delayed-feedbacks can be implemented to suppress the side modes [157],
as demonstrated in subsection 5.5.2.
Finally, we demonstrate that a dual loop Lie´nard OEO numerical model can ac-
curately simulate the observed experimental results. We use Eqs. (5.3-5.6), with a
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Figure 5.13: Experimental RF power spectra of self-synchronized electrical output: (a)
P ∼ −2.36 dBm, and (c) P ∼ 3 dBm for 0.4 km fiber length. Simulated power spectra
of self-synchronized x(t) outputs with time delay τd = 2.35 µs and feedback strength
to noise ratio: (b) θ = 0.4, and (d) θ = 1.2. In all plots the span was 5 MHz and the
central frequency was 1.12207 GHz.
modification in Eq. (5.3) to include two time delay contributions from the dual-loop
configuration. Therefore, we change the single feedback from ηs(t − τd) to the dual
feedback η1s(t − τ1) + η2s(t − τ2) where τ1 < τ2. Such a simple addition of the two
photocurrents sources can be performed since after such a long propagation time the
two signals are not coherent anymore with respect to each other. As such their inter-
ference average out. In addition, the fiber being not polarization preserving the two
re-injected signals may also have partially orthogonal polarization.
In the numerical simulations we have chosen the round trip times τ1 ∼= 2.35 µs and
τ2 ∼= 22.2 µs, which correspond to the fiber lengths of 0.4 km and 4.4 km, respectively,
used in the dual loop experiments. In Fig. 5.15 we present a comparison between
experimental data and the simulated power spectra. Figures 5.15(a) and (b) show the
experimental and simulated multimode oscillation, respectively, of a single-loop RTD-
OEO (in which the shorter loop is disconnected). Figures 5.15(c) and (d) present the
single-mode oscillation of a dual-loop RTD-OEO in which both loops are closed. It is
evident that the presence of the shorter loop effectively suppresses other modes of the
longer loop and only leaves the fundamental oscillation signal. In both experimental
and simulated results we can also observe the presence of additional side modes due
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Figure 5.14: Experimental RF power spectra of self-synchronized electrical output at
P ∼ 3 dBm: (a) 0.8 km, and (c) 1.2 km fiber length. Simulated power spectra of
self-synchronized x(t) outputs with time delay: (b) τd = 4.25 µs, and (d) τd = 6.09 µs,
and fixed feedback strength to noise ratio of θ = 1.2. In all plots the span was 5 MHz
and the central frequency was 1.12207 GHz.
to the shorter fiber with a spacing of about 425 kHz with an interference pattern that
results of the combination of the two delayed-feedback signals. In Fig. 5.15(d) the
mode-suppression ratio is -48 dBc which is in a good agreement with the experimental
value of -51 dBc presented in Fig. 5.15(c). The results clearly demonstrate the model
presented here can be extremely useful for design purposes to select the appropriate
cavity characteristics to achieve efficient suppression of side modes.
The model dynamics investigated here follows the dynamics observed experimen-
tally where the characteristics of the OEO can be controlled using optical delay lines.
The large number of side-bands spaced by FSR (inversely proportional to the time
delay) is an indication that more complex dynamics may occur, strongly depended of
the feedback level and the length of the external cavity. In the results presented here,
considering the moderate levels of feedback employed, η << ∆I/I0, where ∆I is the
peak-to-valley current ratio, only stable self-synchronized oscillations were observed.
The model can be used either to map the RTD-OEO dynamical regimes in order to
avoid unstable signals or to take advantage of the rich dynamics which can be used to
investigate innovative applications such as generation of frequency combs [25], or even
chaotic transitions [26] controlled by the delayed feedback parameter.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Experimental RF power spectra of self-synchronized electrical output
at P ∼ 0 dBm and 4.4 km fiber length, and (c) dual-loop configuration. Simulated
power spectra of self-synchronized x(t) using (b) single delay at θ = 0.3, and (d) dual
delay at feedback strength to noise ratios θ1 = 1.0 (shorter delay), and θ2 = 0.3 (longer
delay). In all plots the span was 2 MHz and the central frequency was 1.12219 GHz.
5.7 Chapter summary
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple optoelectronic self-synchronized oscillator
that is based on the integration of a RTD-PD for O/E conversion, a laser diode for
E/O conversion, and an optical fiber delay line. With this configuration we achieved
stable free-running self-locked oscillations with a phase-noise reduction more than 40
dB at 10 kHz frequency offset from the center free-running frequency for single loop
optical fiber lengths around 1.2 km, without the need of RF or optical amplification.
Successful suppression of the side modes associated with the delay line was achieved
using a dual loop topology. The level of the side modes was improved by 20-40 dB
resulting with side mode suppression ratio of -60 dBc.
Numerical modeling based on a system of DDE comprising a time delayed feedback
Lie´nard oscillator driven by white Gaussian noise and coupled with laser rate equations
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provided additional insight on the dynamics of the OEO in both single and dual loop
configurations. The model predicted the experimental behavior of the RTD-OEO as a
function of the time delay and the feedback strength, predicting the free-spectral range
and the side mode suppression ratio to within 2-3 dB. This model, once extended to
include the different noise contributions of a typical OEO such as flicker noise from
environmentally driven changes in the fiber length, will enable users to accurately
design OEOs based on RTD-PD devices and to investigate a variety of multi-loop
configurations. Furthermore, the complex behavior induced by the delayed feedback
configuration enriches the nonlinear dynamics of RTD-based oscillators which can be
explored in other applications not discussed in this thesis, namely chaos-controlled
methods [130] to stabilize a desired dynamical behavior, and noise-induced stochastic
oscillatory behavior [164, 165], using the time delayed feedback as a control parameter
[166].
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this research work, a new type of OEO-based system was investigated. It comprises a
resonant tunneling diode photo-detector oscillator and laser diode that takes advantage
of RTD’s nonlinear behavior subjected to optical and electrical perturbations, and to
time delayed feedback. The objective of the work was to develop RTD-based OEO
topologies and investigate their dynamical operation regimes in both electrical and
optical domains. The topologies were numerically evaluated using two sets of ordinary
and delay differential equations consisting of a Lie´nard RTD oscillator model, and laser
diode single mode rate equations for the analysis of the dynamics of RTD and LD-based
systems, respectively.
6.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 2 an overview on the theory of nonlinear dynamic systems was given em-
ploying resonant tunneling diode and the laser diode devices. A dynamical system
theory to model nonlinear RTD-based systems, the Lie´nard oscillator model, was in-
troduced consisting of a system of ordinary differential equations obtained from the
circuit analysis of RTD oscillators. The dynamical regimes of these oscillators ranged
from self-sustained relaxation oscillations controlled by voltage to synchronization when
subjected to external periodic injection, and chaos generation in a quasi-periodic route
to chaos. Finally, the laser diode optical system using the rate equation model was dis-
cussed. The numerical simulation showed the LD dynamics was strongly depended on
the factor of spontaneous emission and the nonlinear gain saturation, and the period-
doubling bifurcation routes to chaos were the predominant instabilities found in directly
modulated lasers.
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Chapter 3 provided a description of the experimental key steps needed for producing
the RTD-OEICs considered in this work. We gave particular attention to the processes
needed to obtain a high-frequency RTD oscillator driving a LD in a hybrid integrated
circuit, the RTD-LD. The dynamical regimes of RTD-LD oscillators subjected to RF
signals were investigated in both electrical and optical domains. The results of injection
locking at the fundamental oscillation demonstrated locking with power levels 40 dB
below the free-running output power. The injection power, locking range, and phase
noise reduction aspects of the locked outputs were characterized. At moderate levels,
clean signals were obtained with more than 30 dB noise suppression when compared
with the free-running mode, and locking ranges of tens of MHz, corresponding to more
than 2% of the RTD-LD oscillation frequency. We have also observed complex dy-
namics that included period-adding bifurcation, and generation of quasi-periodic and
high-dimensional chaotic electrical and optical signals. Ultimately, in Chapter 3 the
experimental results were analyzed using the Lie´nard-laser diode oscillator model sys-
tem, providing additional insight on the dynamics followed by the RTD-LD system.
In Chapter 4 the detection characteristics of DBQW-RTD optical waveguide devices
working as photo-detectors were investigated. Optically controlled RTD-OEICs were
successfully implemented, consisting of an RTD-PD in series with a LD, the RTD-PD-
LD, with both optical and electrical input and output ports, and a DC voltage control
port. The circuits provided a simple and efficient way to obtain stable low-phase noise
RF signals and conversion of optical RF sub-carriers from the optical to the electrical
and optical domains via optical injection locking perturbation. We measured optical
injection locking for in fiber optical power levels below 1 mW, and phase noise suppres-
sions of -112.4 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset with locking ranges of 1.7% of the oscillator
free-running frequency, providing low phase noise and clean signals for electronic and
optical applications. The corresponding dynamics was also investigated utilizing the
optically controlled Lie´nard oscillator model that took in consideration the detection
characteristics of the RTD-PD waveguide. Finally, a clock-recovery circuit utilizing in-
jection locking of RTD-PD-LD circuits was implemented, followed by the successfully
transmission of phase modulated signals in a wireless/photonics link using analogue
phase modulation and GMSK digital modulation formats.
At last, in Chapter 5 was demonstrated for the first time a delayed feedback RTD-
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OEO comprising a self-synchronized RTD-PD oscillator driving a LD and utilizing an
optical delay line. With this configuration we achieved stable free-running self-locked
oscillations with a phase-noise reduction more than 40 dB at 10 kHz frequency offset
from the center frequency for single loop optical fiber lengths around 1.2 km, without
the need of RF or optical amplification. Successful suppression of the spurious modes
associated with the delay line was also achieved utilizing a dual fiber loop topology.
The level of the spurious mode suppression was improved by up to 40 dB resulting
with side mode suppression ratio of -60 dBc. The RTD-OEO dynamics was numeri-
cally investigated utilizing a system of delay differential equations comprising a time
delayed feedback Lie´nard oscillator with Gaussian white noise input, and coupled with
laser rate equations. The time delayed feedback Lie´nard oscillator model provided a
reasonably good fit to the observed RTD-OEO dynamics as a function of the re-injected
optical power and the delay line in both single and dual loop configurations.
The main achievements of this work can be summarized as follows:
• Hybrid integrated circuit oscillators were designed and successfully implemented
consisting of a DBQW-RTD connected electrically in series with a communica-
tions LD, forming the RTD-LD circuits.
• RTD-LD circuits operating as optoelectronic voltage controlled oscillators were
demonstrated for the first time, producing both electrical and optical signals with
fundamental relaxation oscillation at microwave frequencies.
• The following dynamical regimes were observed when the RTD-LD oscillators
where electrically perturbed by periodic signals: fundamental and harmonic in-
jection locking, period-adding bifurcation, and generation of quasi-periodic and
chaotic signals.
• A numerical model that helped to understand the aforementioned dynamical be-
haviors was implemented consisting of a system of ordinary differential equations
formed by a Lie´nard RTD oscillator model coupled to laser single mode rate
equations.
• An optically controlled RTD-OEIC oscillator taking advantage of the photo-
detection characteristics of the DBQW-RTD structures was implemented. The
RTD-PD-LD, with both optical and electrical input and output ports, and DC
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voltage control port, provided simple O/E conversion and amplification of optical
modulated signals.
• Clock-recovery circuits utilizing injection locking of RTD-PD-LD circuits were
successfully implemented, followed by the demonstration of transmission of phase
modulated analogue and digital signals in wireless/photonis links.
• First demonstration of a time delayed feedback RTD-OEO comprising a self-
synchronized RTD-PD oscillator driving a LD and utilizing single and dual-loop
optical delay lines for phase noise reduction.
• A numerical model utilizing a system of delay differential equations consisting of
a time delayed-feedback Lie´nard oscillator with Gaussian white noise input, and
coupled with laser rate equations was demonstrated to understand and predict
the dynamics of RTD-OEO circuits.
6.2 Future work
The achievements of this work established a variety of dynamical regimes found in RTD-
based OEO systems. Following these results, this work suggests, the synchronization
and chaotic dynamics found in RTD-based OEOs can have many applications such
as in highly stable oscillators, and in generation of random numbers, novel spread
spectrum, ultra wide bandwidth, and chaos-based optical communication schemes [27].
There are an increasing number of novel applications in optoelectronic systems that
can take advantage of these operation modes including high speed, and low power
optoelectronic converters. The main potential advantages of utilizing RTD-based OEO
systems instead of using other optoelectronic and laser systems subjected to optical
injection or feedback include the simplicity and compactness of this OEO solution, the
RTD frequency tunability as a function of the voltage, and the electrical and optical
input ports provided by the RTD detector which reduces considerably the number of
high-speed electronics required in most of the schemes used to generate chaotic and
synchronized outputs.
At the present the RTD-based OEO exploits mainly RTD’s inherent non-linearity,
with the laser diode parameters being selected in a way that the laser dynamics does
not influence the overall dynamics of RTD-OEO oscillator, e.g., the laser is used only
as a light source. In future work novel approaches may be explored experimentally
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and in the Lie´nard OEO model using the laser relaxation oscillation frequency (or
other perturbation methods) to increase the system’s dimensionality and investigate
the resultant dynamics. The RTD-OEO system can be explored in further applications
not discussed in this thesis, namely chaos-controlled methods [130] using time delayed
feedback to stabilize a desired dynamical behavior. This can be used to implement
novel microwave-photonic dynamical systems for applications requiring the ability to
control the chaotic trajectories.
Ultimately, taking advantage of the random noise fluctuations, RTD-OEO systems
can be used to produce noise-induced stochastic oscillatory behavior using time delayed
feedback as a control parameter. The occurrence of oscillatory behavior due to noise
is a remarkable effect discovered in stochastic excitable dynamics perturbations and
has been recently explored in RTD-based devices [136], as an example of novel types
of excitable systems [164, 165]. Because of the similarity of these behaviors with the
patterns found in nature, RTD-OEO systems could provide a novel way to analyze and
understand in laboratory environment many complex interactions influenced by noise,
like for example in neural circuits [3].
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Appendix A
Bifurcations in Dynamic Systems
The aim of this appendix is to review basic concepts of the theory of dynamical systems.
This summary provides the basic notions and definitions necessary to understand the
concepts and methods used to characterize the resonant tunneling diode and laser diode
systems investigated in this thesis.
Continuous-time systems
Generally, a dynamic system is specified by a set of dynamic variables x = (x1, x2, ..., xd)
that depend upon time t, together with a law or rule determining the temporal evolution
x(t) (in continuous-time systems, the governing rule is a set of differential equations)
that determines the present state in terms of past states, for given initial conditions,
and a set of control parameters by which the dynamic law can be changed.
Continuous-time systems can be described by a set of differential equations dx/dt
governing the autonomous flow of a system with dimension d and initial conditions
x(t0). The dynamic system is given by:
dx
dt
= F(x; p), (A.1)
x(t0) = x0, (A.2)
where F[x; p] is a nonlinear vector function, called vector field, that characterizes the
system. This depends on a set of parameters p = (p1, p2, ...) which describe the features
of a particular system modeled by the vector field. When the vector field depends
explicitly on time, the system is said to be non-autonomous.
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It is common to represent the evolution of a given system in its phase space. This
space is generated by the set of all the variables that are necessary to describe the
dynamical state of the system. For every phase point x, except for the fixed points
xF (the fixed points represent time-independent steady states far from thermodynamic
equilibrium), where F(xF ; p) = 0, the differential equations A.1 give a unique direction
of the phase flow x(t). Thus one can construct a phase portrait of the trajectories
or orbits in the phase space, similar to the streamlines of a fluid. Any solution x(t),
which may be regarded as the path of a particle in x-space, is uniquely determined
by its initial value x0 at the initial time t0, denoted by ux0(t). A trajectory is said to
be locally stable if other trajectories, obtained from other initial conditions, different
from, but close to, x0, remain close to the original trajectory for all later times. Is is
locally asymptotically stable if, for all trajectories ux′0, whose phase points satisfy the
stability criterion, the condition:
|ux0(t)− ux′0| → 0, t→∞ (A.3)
also holds. A subset of the phase space that satisfies the stability criterion is called an
attractor. The knowledge of the geometry of the attractor is very important in the char-
acterization of the type of asymptotic behavior a system experiences. In what follows,
the main characteristics of attractors found in dynamic systems are characterized.
Classification of attractors
A bounded, undecomposable, invariant, and locally asymptotically stable subset of
the phase space is called an attractor. An attractor is globally stable if its basin
of attraction includes the whole phase space. Note that attractors can occur only in
dissipative dynamic systems, in which phase volumes contract. The following attractors
can be observed.
• fixed point. The asymptotic behavior is stationary. Therefore the Fourier trans-
form of the steady-state solution is a Dirac impulse.
• periodic attractor (limit cycle), i.e. a closed curve if the phase space is at
least two-dimensional. The steady state solution is periodic and the spectrum is
discrete and constituted by a fundamental frequency and its harmonics.
• torus Tm. The asymptotic solution is quasi-periodic and its spectrum has m
base frequencies. In the case of a two-dimensional torus (m = 2), this obviously
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means that the spectrum has two base frequencies. When the ratio of the two
frequencies is irrational, the trajectories lie on the torus in a dense way and the
spectrum is itself dense. When the ratio is rational, the solution is periodic and
the period is the smallest common multiple of the two base frequencies. The
asymptotic solution is a closed curve on the torus and the spectrum is discrete.
• strange attractor. The steady-state is chaotic. Three dynamic degrees of free-
dom are required for a qualitatively chaotic attractor. It consists in an attracting,
bounded set of phase points with the property that trajectories within the attrac-
tor that are initially very close to each other become separated exponentially fast
with time. Hence, this implies that there is a sensitive dependency upon initial
conditions, and an unstable motion within the attractor.
Deterministic chaos
In two-variable autonomous purely temporal dynamic systems, the field of directions
of the phase flow is uniquely defined, and therefore trajectories can not cross. All
trajectories in a bounded dissipative system must tend asymptotically to either a fixed
point or a limit cycle, i.e. a zero- or one-dimensional attractor. When autonomous
systems involving at least three dynamic variables are considered, this third degree
of freedom adds a qualitatively new type of behavior, which is associated with an
irregular and unpredictable temporal evolution of the system. If such irregular but
bounded motion depends sensitively upon the initial conditions it is called chaotic.
It is distinct from the irregularities caused by stochastic fluctuations in systems with
many microscopic degrees of freedom since here we are considering a deterministic
system with few degrees of freedom.
Chaos is sometimes defined by exclusion: a steady state solution of a deterministic
system can be said to be chaotic if it is neither stationary, nor periodic, nor quasi-
periodic. Practically, a series of properties are used to characterize a chaotic signal. We
are going to enumerate the most important ones. A first property is that the spectrum
of a chaotic signal is continuous and broadband . The spectrum usually resembles that
of a noisy process with sometimes a few dominant frequencies appearing. This also
means that the autocorrelation function, which is the inverse Fourier transform of the
power spectral density, tends rapidly toward zero. Therefore the temporal correlation
of the signal with itself decreases rapidly with time. Another important property is the
sensitivity to initial conditions: two trajectories, initially even very close, diverge over
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time and the distance between the trajectories increases, on average, exponentially over
time. This sensitivity is also linked to the unpredictability of chaotic systems. Indeed, if
the same experience is repeated two times on the same chaotic systems, two completely
different evolutions of the system over time will be observed. We see that chaotic
signals have common characteristics with random processes even if chaotic systems are
fundamentally deterministic.
Routes to chaos
In order to determine the route to chaos of a given system, the trajectories in the
phase space are analyzed. Depending on the dynamical system under analysis, several
geometrical structures can be found in the phase space plots, which are generally called
attractors. Using the bifurcation diagrams’ analysis that represent the evolution of
the type of solution when one or more parameters are changed, a qualitative change
of a steady-state solution can be easily identified. Several routes to chaos have been
reported using the analysis of bifurcation diagrams. In the following we discuss three
common scenarios that have universal features and appear in many systems of quite
different physical origin: (i) period doubling cascades, (ii) quasi-periodicity and (iii)
intermittency.
• (i) period doubling cascades. As a control parameter is increased, the period
will successively double until the system becomes chaotic. When a limit cycle
embedded in a three-dimensional phase space becomes unstable, it bifurcates
into another limit cycle with doubled period, i.e. half the frequency (subharmonic
bifurcation). Upon further increase of the control parameter, a sequence of period-
doubling bifurcations may occur at successive values of the control parameter pn
with n = 1, 2, 3,... with periods 2nT . For n → ∞ the kn converge to a critical
value k∞ at which the motion ceases to be periodic, and becomes chaotic.
• (ii) quasi-periodicity. In the case (ii), the Ruelle-Takens scenario [58], a limit
cycle with frequency ω1 undergoes a second Hopf bifurcation leading to a quasi-
periodic motion on a two-torus with incommensurate frequencies ω1 and ω2. A
subsequent bifurcation may either take the system back to a limit cycle with a
single frequency (which is called frequency-locking), or add a third fundamental
frequency ω (which transforms the two-torus into a three-torus). A condition for
the latter is that the frequencies must be sufficiently irrational with respect to
each other. However, this is a structurally unstable situation, and small structural
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perturbations will destroy the three-torus and lead to a strange attractor. The
observed scenario again obeys a universality law, which can be most easily studied
in terms of an iterated map, the circle map [58]:
Θn+1 = Θn + Ω− K
2pi
sin(2piΘn) (A.4)
where Θ is the iterated angular variable on the circle, and the parameters Ω
and K denote the frequency ratio and the coupling strength of the two com-
peting oscillatory modes, respectively. Increasing the strength of the nonlinear
coupling between the oscillators develops an increasing tendency to lock into in-
commensurate motion for which the ratio of the oscillation frequencies is rational.
The resonance-frequency-locked states form horn-like structures within the (Ω,K)
control parameter plane known as Arnold tongues. They are ordered hierarchi-
cally according to the Farey tree, which orders all rationals in the interval [0,
1] with increasing denominator according to the rule that the rational with the
smallest denominator between p/q and p′/q′ is (p+p′)/(q+q′), where p, p′, q, and
q′ are integers. At the critical line K = 1, the frequency-locking intervals form a
characteristic self-similar structure (a devil’s staircase), i.e. it looks the same at
any scale of magnification, and the Arnold tongues cover the entire Ω interval.
For K > 1 the map ceases to be invertible, and chaos may set in, especially if Ω
is chosen equal to the golden mean (
√
5− 1)/2, which is in some sense the most
irrational number. Other irrational numbers including the silver mean may also
provide the necessary conditions for chaos.
• (iii) intermittency. A third common route to chaos is the intermittency sce-
nario (Pomeau-Manneville). The intermittent motion of a dynamic system is
characterized by the alternation of bursts of apparently chaotic behavior and in-
tervals of almost periodic oscillations. The repetition frequency of the chaotic
bursts depends upon the external control parameter.
Analysis of dynamical systems
- Power spectra
The analysis of oscillation and chaotic phenomena in Fourier space, known as spectral
analysis, provides a useful tool, especially for those that imply transitions, such as from
periodicity to chaos. A single scalar signal of the signal, x(t), is enough to perform a
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spectral analysis. A common procedure is to compute the Fourier transform, F [x], of
the signal, which is given by:
F [x] = X(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
s(t)ei2piftdt (A.5)
and is a function of the frequency, X(f). The one sided power spectral density for a
real function, x(t), is given by the square of its Fourier transform:
P (f) = 2|X(f)|2 (A.6)
The power spectrum provides an idea of how important the motions with frequency
f are in the system dynamics. For discrete finite signals which are usually found in
experiments and numerical studies, the power spectral density can be straightforwardly
computed by means of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. This is described
in many standard textbooks on numerical analysis, and is frequently implemented in
numerical and graphical software packages found for example in Mathematica and
Matlab.
Two structural features of the power spectrum, sharp peaks and broadband noise,
are useful to distinguish chaotic from non-chaotic signals. The power spectra, P (f),
of periodic attractors are made of Dirac δ−peaks at the dominant frequencies of the
attractor, f1, and at its harmonics, kf1, with k a whole number:
P (f) =
∞∑
k=1
Akδ(kf1 − f) (A.7)
with Ak a decreasing amplitude, and δ(x) the Dirac delta function [δ(x) → ∞ for
x = 0, and δ(x) = 0 for x 6= 0]. This feature of periodic attractors, however, is lost to
some extent when the power spectrum is computed from time series that are finite and
discrete; but even in this case the power spectrum is significant, because the δ−peaks
become acute peaks with finite height and a finite width (of the order of the inverse
of the length of the time series), which are usually clearly distinguishable. The main
feature of the power spectrum of chaotic attractors is its continuity: it presents a broad
noise-like band structure in general, with finite and broad peaks in many systems. These
qualitative differences make the power spectrum useful to distinguish between chaotic
and non-chaotic signals, and to determine the main frequencies of periodic oscillators.
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- Lyapunov exponents
The essential property of chaos is an intrinsic instability of chaotic trajectories that
causes unpredictability of the future state of the chaotic system. This unpredictability is
called sensitivity to initial conditions because two trajectories of the same system, that
start in states so close that they are indistinguishable within experimental uncertainties,
would diverge exponentially.
The basic idea of the Lyapunov exponent is to measure the average rate of the
divergence for the neighboring trajectories on the attractor. The direction of the max-
imum divergence or convergence locally changes on the attractor. The motion must
be monitored at each point along the trajectory. Therefore, a small sphere is defined,
whose center is a given point on the attractor and whose surface consists of phase points
from nearby trajectories. As the center of the sphere and its surface points evolve in
time, the sphere becomes an ellipsoid with the principal axes in the directions of the
contraction and the expansion. The average rates of the expansion or the contraction
along the principal axes are the Lyapunov exponents. For the i−th principal axis, the
corresponding exponent is defined by:
λi = lim
t→∞
{
1
t
ln
Li(t)
Li(0)
}
(A.8)
where Li(t) is the radius of the ellipsoid along the i−th principal axis at time t. In
this expression, the growth rate is always measured along the i−th principal axis, but
the absolute orientation in the phase space of that axis is not fixed. It is impractical
to perform the actual computation in the way suggested in the definition, because the
initially close phase points would soon diverge from each other by distances approaching
the size of the attractor, and the computation would then fail to capture the local rates
of the divergence and the contraction. Therefore, vectors connecting the surface of the
ellipsoid to the center must be shrunk periodically or renormalized to ensure that the
size of the ellipsoid remains small and that its surface points correspond to trajectories
near that of the center point.
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